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ABSTRACT
The calm-water resistance for Surface Effect Ships (SESs) is studied with consideration
for bow and stern seal interaction effects. Existing methods for SES resistance prediction
have been unable to accurately predict bow/stern seal drag, which have been experimentally
observed to be dominant in some cases in the low-speed regime. Prediction of the total
resistance in the low-speed regime is of particular importance for SESs intended to operate
at relatively low speeds (≈ 40 knots) to ensure adequate propulsion power is installed to
surpass the secondary drag hump.
The primary objective of this work is to study the effects of bow/stern seal interaction on
SES total resistance in steady-state operations. A simple, effective, 2-D numerical model
is developed based on coupling a linearized potential-flow solver with a single-degree-of-
freedom seal model and rigid body vessel motion model. Systematic validation studies are
shown for the fluid and solid models. The resistance of a model-scale SES is predicted with
both rigid and flexible seals to determine the influence of seal flexibility. The predicted seal
resistance and vessel motion, as well as surface wave patterns, are compared with published
experimental results.
The numerical model is found to offer accurate predictions for the low-speed resistance
of SES seal drag and vessel motion. When combined with other methods for predicting
the other components of resistance, the total resistance is predicted reasonably accurately
across a large range of Froude numbers. In addition, the physical mechanism that causes
the large drag hump at lower speeds is identified as being related to the interaction of
the bow seal wave with the stern seal. This interaction is found to be most important at
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the subhump and to become relatively minor at higher speeds. Thus, a hybrid method
is proposed where the numerical model for seal drag is used at low speeds and a more
traditional prediction method that ignores seal effects is used at higher speeds, where seal
effects are small. Based on the results of this work, it may be possible to improve SES






A Surface Effect Ship (SES) is a type of high-speed marine vessel that is partially supported
by an air cushion, with the goal of minimizing ship resistance to allow for higher-speed
operations. The SES concept was originally developed by Mr. Allen Ford in 1960 as a
solution to the air-leakage problem for hovercraft-type vessels, which allow air to leak
from beneath the entire perimeter of the vessel. Instead, an SES has two rigid catamaran
sidehulls designed to restrict air leakage from the port and starboard sides, thus limiting air
leakage to the bow and stern only. Minimizing the leakage enables the required power of
the lift fan system to be reduced.
Several prototype and operational SESs have been developed over the past fifty years.
Correspondingly, many design tools have been developed as a means of performance pre-
diction. One of the most important aspects of performance prediction is the ability to ac-
curately estimate the full-scale resistance in order to ensure adequate powering. Prediction
of drag for SESs introduces several complexities compared to traditional non-air-supported
vessels. These complexities are associated with modeling of the air cushion and lift fan
system, as well as the seals (or skirts), which aid in minimizing air leakage at the bow and
stern.
Drag predictions for SESs typically ignore the effects of the seals on the vessel per-
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formance, or use simplified models that ignore the interaction between the bow and stern
seals, and have been shown to be accurate at high speeds (FrC > 0.5, where FrC is the
Froude number based on the cushion length) using hydrodynamic models based both on
potential-flow theory as well as more recent Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) tools.
Experimental results have shown, however, that for certain SESs, the bow- and stern-seal-
generated wave systems interact at lower speeds, leading to a large change (often an in-
crease) in the total resistance at the secondary drag hump (FrC ≈ 0.3 − 0.45). Although
this interaction has been observed experimentally, it has not been captured by existing
drag-prediction methods. It is important to capture this interaction in order to ensure that
the vessel will have adequate installed power to surpass the secondary drag hump to reach
higher speeds, and to determine the root physical cause, with the goal being to offer advice
to designers on how to minimize resistance in the low-speed regime.
The primary objective of this thesis is to develop a numerical model for predicting
the resistance of SES seals with consideration for the interaction of the seals, air cushion,
free-surface waves, and vessel motion. By developing and validating the numerical model,
the physics of this interaction are studied in order to provide insight into possible design
modifications that may help minimize the amount of required installed power, thus enabling
a lighter craft with higher attainable speeds.
By applying the numerical method, several major findings will be presented. First,
a simple method for incorporating the bow/stern seal wave interaction has been devel-
oped, allowing these effects to be calculated using a relatively simple and efficient Two-
Dimensional (2-D) potential-flow-based model fully coupled with a rotational spring-supported
seal model. By incorporating seal-generated wave interaction, the magnitude and speed of
the secondary drag hump may be accurately predicted. The physical causes of the sec-
ondary and primary drag humps are identified, and possible means for avoiding the large
increase in drag are explored. Finally, the effects of seal flexibility on the drag at the sec-
ondary hump are examined, opening up the possibility for global drag reductions by using
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actively- or passively-controlled adaptive/contouring seals.
This chapter provides a brief background of the development history of SESs as well
as a description of the physical concept that drove the early development of SESs, and
their continued development today. A brief overview of the performance characteristics is
then given, as well as a review of past modeling efforts for SES performance prediction
to highlight the important physical attributes for which there are knowledge gaps that the
work presented in this thesis intends to fill. The objectives of this work are then presented
in a more formal manner and the organization is discussed.
1.2 Historical and Physical Context
As our ancestors first took to the sea, a sequence of events was initiated, eventually leading
to the globalization of trade and culture. Today, new means for trans-oceanic transporta-
tion, commerce, and military support are continually being developed, primarily consisting
of maritime vessels and aircraft. Maritime options tend generally to offer the benefits of
larger carrying capacities and higher transport efficiency per tonnage-mile, while air-borne
craft offer the benefits of higher speeds with the penalty of a lower payload. For global
improvements to be made, improvements in both classes of craft must be realized, particu-
larly when increased energy efficiency requirements in the near future are considered (e.g.
International Maritime Organization (IMO) Energy Efficiency Design Index (EEDI) (EED,
2012)).
Since the advent of large ships, the standards for ship design have continually evolved,
with major innovations leading to significant improvements in vessel performance. Through
the incremental improvement of ship subsystems, and recently through the application
of systems-engineering concepts to ship design, ships have generally improved to the
point where many modern monohull displacement ships have reached a near-optimum with
physically-imposed maximum speeds in the 30-40 knot range.1 In order to push the bound-
1This statement assumes a “well-rounded” ship and not specially-built high-speed, light displacement
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ary for the maximum speed of surface craft, new and innovative ship design technologies
must be developed that can “change the game” by taking advantage of new physical phe-
nomena and by operating in previously unexplored or unimagined regimes.
One major impedance to ships that can operate at very high speeds is the amount of
propulsion power required, which is directly related to the total resistance (drag) of the
vessel. Many concepts have been proposed to answer the call for drag reduction, includ-
ing catamarans, trimarans, Very Slender Vessels (VSVs), Wing in Ground Effect Ves-
sels (WIGs), and Air Cushion Vehicles (ACVs), among others. The term Air Cushion
Vehicle generally refers to any vessel that is largely supported by an air cushion, which
provides lift support by raising the air pressure beneath the vessel. Examples of ACVs
include plenum-chamber craft (a.k.a. hovercraft), peripheral-jet craft, and sidehull ACVs,
often called Surface Effect Ships (SESs).
The general concept of an ACV is illustrated in Fig. 1.1. These craft aim to achieve
significant reductions in frictional drag by fully or partially supporting the weight of the
hull using a pressurized volume of air contained beneath the vessel, thereby reducing the
wetted area. The pressurized volume of air, referred to as the plenum or “pressure cushion,”
is typically generated by a lift fan system fed by air from the atmosphere. To minimize the
amount of air that escapes from beneath the vessel (leakage), flexible skirts are typically
included to conform to the shape of the water surface. Air leakage is thus minimized to
reduce the required fan power, making the concept feasible.
The ACV concept essentially aims to take advantage of the scaling behavior of the
various power requirements to minimize the required power at higher speeds. In order to
provide further explanation for the mechanics that drive the development of ACVs, it is
useful to compare the relative magnitudes of the various power requirements, as illustrated
in Fig. 1.2. Consider a notional plenum-chamber craft, a.k.a. hovercraft, with a fixed vessel
displacement (∆) supported by a fixed cushion pressure (PC) applied over a fixed cushion
vessels
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Figure 1.1: An example of a plenum-chamber craft illustrating the Air Cushion Vehicle
(ACV) concept. The craft is supported by a high-pressure air cushion (plenum), which is
created via a lift fan system. (from Doctors, 1985)
area (AC), as shown in Fig. 1.3. In this case, the entire hull weight is supported by air
pressure and the wetted area is nominally zero. The cushion pressure required to support
the total displacement is given by the relation PC = ∆/AC . In order to raise the pressure
of the air to PC , power must be provided to the fans. Based on a first-order analysis, where
changes in leakage due to changes in trim and free-surface profile are ignored, the power
required by the fan system is relatively constant over the range of operating speeds since
the power required for the fans to generate a constant pressure head is also constant.
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Figure 1.2: Illustration of various power requirements for a notional ACV
In contrast, frictional resistance (RF ) for a traditional displacement vessel is on first-





Figure 1.3: Notional ACV showing terminology
required power (P) to overcome the frictional resistance resistance is therefore proportional
to the cube of the velocity, i.e. PF ∝ Vs3. By supporting a majority of the weight of the
vessel by a pressure cushion, the frictional drag contribution resulting from contact with the
water is removed (or at least drastically reduced), although there will still be a resistance
contribution due to the frictional and form drag from the air. By significantly reducing the
frictional drag contribution due to contact with the water, as long as the intended operating
speed is high, the power required to run the lift fan system may be lower than the power
that would be required to overcome frictional resistance if the vessel was not air-supported.
If the wave resistance is assumed to remain unchanged by the presence of an air cushion, a
simple estimate of the total resistance with and without a pressure cushion may be made.
As shown in Fig. 1.2, an air-supported craft may require less power at higher speeds (e.g.
30 − 50 kn), enabling the craft to reach higher speeds for the same amount of installed
power.
Although the power requirements are difficult to estimate without detailed analyses,
and there is no guarantee that an air-supported craft will require less power than a non-
air-supported craft, the tradeoff between fan power and power to overcome frictional resis-
tance is essential to the feasibility of the ACV concept. The simple analysis presented in
this section is intended as a demonstration of the concept only and should not be taken as
a generalized comparison of air-supported and non-air-supported craft. When comparing
different types of craft for a given mission, careful consideration must be given to power-
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ing requirements, cargo capacity, transport efficiency, and speed capability, among other
factors.
1.3 The Surface Effect Ship
1.3.1 Concept
Fully-supported ACVs exhibit inherent performance deficiencies, including poor maneu-
vering and low payload capabilities, due to the large amounts of air leakage from beneath
the perimeter of the craft. To combat these negative effects, the concept of a rigid-sidehull
ACV, typically referred to as a Surface Effect Ship (SES), was developed, the idea being
that the two immersed sidewalls will prevent leakage from the sides of the vessel and limit
pressure losses to the bow and stern regions. A comprehensive review of the technological
development history of SESs is given by Butler (1985), however a brief overview will now
be given for the unfamiliar reader.
An SES is a type of ACV that is partially supported by a pressurized air cushion while
the remaining buoyant force is provided by two rigid sidehulls. In a sense, an SES can
be viewed as a hybrid between a hovercraft and a catamaran, taking advantage of both
attributes. An illustration of the underside of an SES is shown in Fig. 1.4. The air cushion
is contained by the inner walls of the two sidehulls and flexible, rigid, or semi-rigid bow
and stern seals. Since the sidehulls are immersed, the amount of air leakage from the
cushion is significantly reduced compared to a sidewall-less ACV. The intent of an SES is
to combine the drag benefits offered by an ACV with improved maneuvering, seakeeping,
low-speed performance, and higher cargo capacity of a catamaran, yielding a more well-
rounded vessel that can perform well at both low and high speeds. An additional benefit that
should not be overlooked is that traditional marine propulsion options, such as propellers
and waterjets, may be used as opposed to less-efficient air fans, which must be used in the
absence of sidehulls.
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Figure 1.4: Underside view of an SES showing the sidehulls, seals, cushion, and water-
jets (from Faltinsen, 2005)
1.3.2 Development History
A majority of SES development took place during the 1960s and ’70s to address the US
Navy’s goal of the “100-knot Navy.” During this time period, several test craft were de-
signed and constructed to demonstrate the concept, including two 100-ton test craft, de-
noted SES-100A and SES-100B, which are shown in Fig. 1.5. Most notably with regards to
performance, the SES-100B established a sustained speed record of 91.9 knots in a low sea
state that was described as a “slight chop.” A 3000-ton, 80-knot prototype (3K SES) was
under development when the program was unfortunately cancelled in 1979, three weeks
prior to the initiation of hull construction, due to the lack of a military mission for the pro-
totype vessel (Butler, 1985) and due to a shift in priorities resulting from the fuel crisis of
1974 (Yun and Bliault, 2000, pp. 28). Instead, a shift towards higher-efficiency vessels was
made.
More recently, there has been an increased interest in the development of SESs by both
the Norwegian and US navies. The Norwegian Navy has developed the Skjold-class patrol
boat, shown in Fig. 1.6, which is currently in operation. This craft has an overall length of
47.5 m, and a top speed of 45 knots in seas and 60 knots in calm water.
There has been additional interest recently in the development of a Transformable
Craft (T-Craft), intended to operate as an SES for long-distance, highly-loaded missions,
but with the capability to “transform” into an ACV in the near-shore, littoral region, allow-
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(a) SES-100A (b) SES-100B
Figure 1.5: 1960s-era US Navy SES test craft. The SES-100B established a sustained speed
record of 91.9 knots in light seas. (from Butler, 1985)
(a) (b)
Figure 1.6: Norwegian Navy Skjold-class patrol boat, having an overall length of
47.5 m and top speeds of 45 knots in seas and 60 knots in calm water (from Naval-
Technology.com)
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ing for fully-amphibious “feet dry on the beach” operations. One concept design for T-Craft
is shown in Fig. 1.7, identifying both the transit SES and amphibious ACV modes. This
concept has prompted a renewed interest in the SES concept and helped to highlight some
of the unanswered research questions with regards to performance prediction for SESs. In
particular, design tools are needed for the accurate prediction of SES seakeeping, maneu-
vering, and powering performance in order to ensure that the vessel meets all requirements,
as well as to yield possibilities for an expanded operating space/regime and performance
improvement for the ship designer.
Although the need for accurate design tools is not unique to SESs, traditional design
tools must be appropriately used and/or modified in order to handle some of the unique
characteristics of SESs. In particular, means for modeling the impact of the air cushion
and bow/stern seals must be developed. These characteristics differentiate SESs from other
types of vessels, such as monohulls or catamarans, and are found to have a large effect on
the vessel performance characteristics. In particular, SES seals have been experimentally-
observed to have a large impact on the total resistance (Heber, 1977; Van Dyck, 1972;
Van Dyck and Fridsma, 1979), particularly in the low-speed, sub-hump regime, where the
physics are still not well-understood and adequate modeling methods still lacking due to the
interactions between the flexible seals, air cushion, free-surface waves, and vessel motion.
These resistance characteristics are discussed later in this chapter. The content of this thesis
aims specifically to address the impact of SES bow and stern seals on the total resistance,
identifying possible design constraints, and filling a knowledge gap that has previously
been left open.
1.4 SES Performance Characteristics
The performance of an SES may be measured in many ways, including powering, seakeep-
ing, and maneuvering, among others. The work presented herein, however, is associated
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(a) Transit SES Mode (b) Amphibious SES Mode
Figure 1.7: Concept design for US Navy Transformable Craft (T-Craft) (from Wars)
solely with steady-state resistance prediction. Thus, in the context of this thesis, SES per-
formance is associated with steady-state powering and resistance. A broader description of
all manners of SES performance may be found in many sources, including but not limited
to: Butler (1985); Faltinsen (2005); Yun and Bliault (2000).
The resistance of an SES is characterized by the presence of two or more drag humps,
resulting from the effects of interference of the cushion-, sidehull-, and seal-generated wave
patterns. These humps are illustrated in Fig. 1.8, which shows the estimated resistance com-
ponents for the full-scale US Navy SES-100B (Fig. 1.5(b)) in Sea State (SS) 1. Typically,
an SES will experience a primary hump at a Froude number of approximately 0.6 − 0.7
and a secondary hump (a.k.a. subhump) at a Froude number of approximately 0.3 − 0.45,
however the exact values are dependent on a number of factors, including the cushion
length-to-beam ratio, seal flexibility, and water depth.
The effects of shallow water are particularly important for vessels that are intended
to operate in the near-shore, littoral region, such as the T-Craft. Water depth effects for
ACV and SES wave resistance has been studied extensively in the past both experimen-
tally (Van Dyck, 1972), as well as numerically (Doctors, 1993; Doctors and Sharma, 1972).
The method presented in the thesis is associated with steady-state, infinite-depth resistance
prediction since the primary focus is the prediction of seal effects. However, finite-depth
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effects may be added in the future with relatively low effort.
Subhump
Primary hump
Figure 1.8: Estimated resistance curve for the full-scale US Navy SES-100B in Sea State 1
showing primary and secondary humps (from Wilson et al., 1979)
Although the terminology tends to suggest that the secondary hump (subhump) is of
a lower magnitude than the primary hump, this is not true in all cases. In model tests
performed for the US Navy XR-1B test craft, the magnitude of the secondary hump was
found to be significantly larger than the primary hump (Van Dyck, 1972). In these tests,
semi-rigid planing bow and stern seals were used, where the height above the keel (hSF
& hSA) was adjustable, as shown in Fig. 1.9. The model-scale dimensions are shown in
Table 1.1. In addition to varying the seal heights, the model was tested in both deep and
shallow water. The results suggest a strong dependence of the magnitude of the secondary
hump on both the water depth and the seal height.
Table 1.1: Principle dimensions of XR-1B scale model
Item Value
LC 1.63 m (5.35 ft)
BC 0.655 m (2.15 ft)
LC/BC 2.5
LCG 0.826 m (2.71 ft)
∆ 45.36 kg (100 lb)
The results for deep-water resistance, draft, and trim of the model-scale XR-1B test
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Figure 1.9: Experimental setup with terminology defined for US Navy XR-1B (not to
scale) (from Van Dyck, 1972)
craft are presented in Fig. 1.10, where all parameters are held constant except for the seal
height. The seal height was varied from 0 cm (0 in) to 5.08 cm (2 in), and was equal for
both the bow and stern seals. The results show that the seal height has a large effect on
the resistance and motion characteristics at the secondary drag hump (FrC ≈ 0.45). The
magnitude of the drag hump is observed to decrease as the seals are raised higher above the
keels, and the secondary drag hump is observed to shift to a lower speed (FrC ≈ 0.3) after
the seal heights are raised beyond a certain threshold (> 2.54 cm (1.0 in)). In addition to
changes in resistance, the draft and trim of the model are also found to be largely affected
by the seal height. In particular, as the seals are raised, the draft is found to increase and
the trim is found to decrease at the secondary drag hump. These effects, and their relation
to seal flexibility, will be discussed in further detail in Chapter 8.
The changing behavior at the subhump may be explained by seal-seal wave and body
interactions, as will be shown in Chapter 7. These effects are dependent on the type of seal,
the height of the seal above the keel, internal seal pressure, cushion pressure, and vessel
motion. However, no fundamental theory exists for considering the effects of deformable
seals on total resistance and vessel motion. In order to effectively predict the resistance of
an SES at low Froude numbers, a method for estimating the contribution of the seals to the
total resistance and vessel motion must be developed.
In addition to the experimental study of Van Dyck (1972), several other sources suggest
13
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Figure 1.10: Effect of seal height on response for US Navy XR-1B
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(a) Stay-Stiffened Bag and Membrane (SSBM) seal
(b) Finger seal
(c) Bag and finger seal
Figure 1.11: Three tested bow seal designs for segmented model tests (from Heber, 1977)
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that the secondary hump behavior is caused by rigidity of the seals, including discussions
by Butler (1985); Mantle (1973); Wilson et al. (1979); Yun and Bliault (2000). In partic-
ular, experiments were performed for a segmented SES model by Heber (1977), where it
was observed that a majority of the behavior at the subhump was due to the height of the
stern seal. The operating height of the stern seal is directly related to the stern seal flexi-
bility, which is in turn related to the internal seal pressure: a more flexible seal (lower seal
pressure) will tend to deform more, operating in a low-load condition at the free surface,
whereas a more rigid seal (higher seal pressure) will generally be able to support larger
loading, leading to increased drag. The seal positions are also largely affected by coupling
between the seals and vessel motions. However, very few results exist where the effects of
seal rigidity and/or vessel motions are systematically studied.
In the experimental study of Heber (1977), a segmented model-scale SES was tested by
the US Navy with an overall length of roughly 2 m. The seal drag was measured for three
different types of bow seals and one stern seal. The bow seals that were tested included
Stay-Stiffened Bag and Membrane (SSBM), bag and finger, and full-finger designs. The
seal types that were tested are shown in Fig. 1.11. A compartmented model was built such
that the resistance on each seal and the sidewalls could be measured independently. The
results highlighted the large contribution of the seals to the total resistance at low speeds
(in the subhump and primary hump regimes), on the order of 60% or more of the total
resistance. However, the nature of the test program was not comprehensive enough to
directly study the effect of parametric variations in seal design to be useful for developing
a theoretical or empirical model for seal resistance. One set of sample results from these
tests is presented in Fig. 1.12, where the resistance was measured at comparable operating
conditions for all three seals. In this case, the seals all exhibited similar performance near
the subhump (Vs = 5.2 ft/s, FrC = 0.4). It should be noted that the large increase in
resistance at the highest speed for the bag and finger seal was due to failure of the bow seal,
which buckled at this speed. Later in this thesis, the results of this model test are used as a
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means for code validation and comparison. Thus, a more thorough review of these tests is
given in Chapter 6.
Figure 1.12: Comparison of total resistance for three bow seal configurations of a seg-
mented model-scale SES at comparable conditions (from Heber, 1977)
As a result of the experimental study of Heber (1977), the large effect of the seals on the
resistance at the secondary hump compared to the primary hump was found to be due to in-
teraction of the the bow- and stern-seal-generated wave patterns, as illustrated in Fig. 1.13.
In particular, at the secondary hump (FrC = 0.4), the bow seal wave was observed to im-
pact the stern seal, leading to large stern-seal drag, and consequently, total resistance. The
magnitude of these waves is dependent on the equilibrium shape and position of the seals,
which is naturally related to the effective stiffness of the seals. Hence, it is necessary to be
able to predict the deformation of the seals in order to accurately predict the contribution
of the seals to the total resistance, and the impact on vessel motions.
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(a) At Secondary Hump (Vs = 5.2 ft/s, FrC = 0.4)
(b) At Primary Hump (Vs = 9.1 ft/s, FrC = 0.7)
Figure 1.13: Relation of cushion waves to bow and stern seals at secondary and primary
drag humps (from Heber, 1977)
1.5 Review of SES Resistance Prediction Methods
Due to the complex dynamics of the air cushion and flexible seals, the computation of
resistance for SESs is more complicated than for traditional mono- or multi-hull vessels.
Several models have been developed for calculating SES resistance, which include methods
based on linearized potential-flow as well as, more recently, Computational Fluid Dynamics
(CFD). Although several methods for SES resistance prediction have been developed over
the years, none of these methods have been able to demonstrate the ability to predict the
vessel resistance over the entire speed range with acceptable accuracy. Consequently, past
designs have consistently relied on experimental model testing.
The first efforts associated with wave resistance prediction for SESs, and ACVs in
general, can be traced back to Newman and Poole (1962) and Barratt (1965). In these early
works, the air cushion is modeled using linearized potential-flow theory by applying a
modified dynamic boundary condition at the free surface to account for the pressure rise in
the air cushion. The theory was found to accurately predict the hump speed(s). However,
the magnitudes of the resistance humps in the low Froude number regime were largely
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overpredicted due to the strong wave interactions due to the sharp drop in pressure at the
edges of the pressure cushion.
A means of resolving this overprediction was developed by Doctors and Sharma (1972).
In this work, a smoothing function was applied at the edge of the pressure cushion to more
accurately model the drop-off from cushion pressure to atmospheric pressure. Using this
approximation, it was found that the predicted wave resistance agreed better with experi-
mental results at the primary hump speed and higher. Several studies have suggested that
potential-flow methods compare well with experimental results at the primary hump speed
and higher, but not at lower speeds (in the subhump regime) due to the significant contri-
bution of the seals to the total resistance (see Doctors, 2009; Doctors and McKesson, 2006;
Wilson et al., 1979).
More recently, CFD-based methods have been used for SES resistance prediction. Maki
et al. (2013) used a fully-nonlinear Reynolds-Averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) method to
calculate the resistance of an SES in calm water without consideration for the seals. The
air cushion was modeled by applying a constant-pressure boundary condition on the free
surface, with similar smoothing parameters to Doctors and Sharma (1972). These results
were compared to the linearized potential-flow method of Doctors (2009). The RANS
results were found to compare well with both the linearized-potential flow and experimental
results for the total resistance. It should be noted though that the successful agreement
of the linearized potential-flow method with experimental method is in part due to the
successful tailoring of hydrodynamic form factors and assumed equilibrium seal shapes
based on years of prior experience. For the SES studied by Maki et al. (2013), which had
finger bow seals and a lobed stern seal, the seal resistance was found to be small (less than
10%) for FrC > 0.5.
All of the aforementioned methods represented the air cushion by applying a constant-
pressure boundary condition on the free surface. In reality, the air cushion is generated by
a set of fans; the pressure within the cushioned space may vary temporally and spatially
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due to a ride control system, localized leakage, acoustic wave generation and propagation,
and interactions with water waves. To more realistically model the air cushion, previous
authors (Donnelly and Neu, 2011; Donnelly, 2010; Young et al., 2011) have used a Volume
of Fluid (VOF) method, which solves for the multiphase flow problem by tracking the
interface between the air phase and water phase. A momentum source model was used
to represent the inflow from the fans. Both inviscid and viscous fluid models were used
and the resistance was computed in both calm water (Donnelly and Neu, 2011; Donnelly,
2010; Young et al., 2011) and in regular waves (Donnelly, 2010). The seals were assumed
to be rigid, and the height of the seals, along with the fan source strength, were adjusted to
avoid excessive seal immersion, which would corrupt both the predicted wave profile and
drag computation. The predicted resistance agreed well with the experimental results of
Bishop et al. (2009); however, the method requires the cushion pressure and seal height to
be known a priori, which is not possible unless experiments are conducted beforehand for
that particular SES system at the operating conditions of interest. The proper scaling laws
must also be satisfied, which is extremely difficult and often impossible because of the need
to satisfy hydrodynamic, aerodynamic, and hydroelastic similarity simultaneously.
A RANS method has also been used by Bhushan et al. (2011), where various simple seal
models were tested, including rigid seals, hinged seals, and imaginary seals. In addition,
various cushion pressure models were tested, including a fixed-applied pressure and an
ideal-gas model with and without leakage. The results were found to compare fairly well
with experimental results for the speeds tested, particularly using the hinged seal model and
directly-prescribed cushion pressure models, where the cushion pressure was prescribed to
be the same as the experimentally-measured value and the seal was assumed to rotate about
a hinge at the wetdeck with the restoring moment provided by the seal pressure.
In all cases previously discussed for SES resistance prediction, the seals were either
ignored, or very simple models were used in order to prevent the seals from affecting the
solution in any major way. One difficulty in predicting SES seal behavior results from
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the highly nonlinear structural behavior coupled with nonlinear fluid behavior. SES seals,
by their nature, obtain their stiffness by a combination of deformation and internal seal
pressure, whereas traditional structures exhibit stiffness through small-scale material de-
formation, or strain. Consequently, linear beam models have been found to yield poor
approximations for seal resistance at lower speeds. Doctors (1977) proposed using a linear
beam model coupled with a linearized potential-flow method for the prediction of SES seal
drag. While this model may be applicable for more rigid, planar seals, it has been found to
yield poor results for more flexible membrane, bag and finger, and full finger seals.
The effects of seal rigidity have been found to be most important in the low-speed
regime, which explains why past computational efforts have been very effective at high
speeds, while showing poorer prediction accuracy at low speeds (Doctors, 2009; Doctors
and McKesson, 2006). The flexibility of the seals drives the need for a model that considers
Fluid-Structure Interaction (FSI) effects.
A large test platform was recently constructed to measure the drag and deformation
of SES seals (Wiggins et al., 2011; Zalek et al., 2011), the goal being to understand the
fundamental physics of the seal-water-air cushion interface, and to provide data for numer-
ical validation studies. The experimental results demonstrated the ability to measure and
record the complex dynamics of SES finger bow seals, including folding and flutter pat-
terns, independent seal resistance, and an impressive set of visualization tools. The results
also demonstrated the large-deformation behavior of finger seals, which experience very
large deformation by “giving way” to hydrodynamic loads. Combined with the experimen-
tal observations of Heber (1977), it is expected that, at least for the case of SES subhump
resistance, the stern seal is of primary importance due to the fact that the bow seal wave
will impact the stern seal in this speed range, with the bow seal contribution being less im-
portant due to their low immersion, high deformation, and low loading state. Wiggins et al.
(2011) observed that, although the resistance of the bow seals is expected to be relatively
low compared to the wave and frictional resistance, the complex buckling patterns and flut-
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ter exhibited by the fingers is very important when considering the operating lifetime of the
fingers.
In past SES development efforts, the inability to predict low-speed resistance was not
thought to be of major consequence since an adequate power margin was typically installed
for expected operations at very high speeds (80+ knots). However, for vessels with top
speeds around 40 knots (e.g. T-Craft), the prediction of low-speed performance becomes
increasingly more important. Consequently, in order to design a vessel intended to operate
often in the low-to-moderate speed regime, an improved model for seal resistance that
incorporates the FSI response of the seals as well as seal-generated wave interaction must
be developed.
1.6 Modeling Challenges
A majority of the previous work for SES resistance prediction has utilized potential-flow
techniques, and the methods have been able to accurately predict the resistance, particularly
at higher speeds. Owing to increased availability of computing power, a natural extension
is to use modern advanced CFD techniques, allowing for increased accuracy and better
modeling of the physics with the goal of identifying design issues and improving designs.
The use of CFD for SES drag prediction has been explored by many authors (Bhushan
et al., 2011; Donnelly and Neu, 2011; Donnelly, 2010; Maki et al., 2013, 2009; Young
et al., 2011). However, many issues arise due to the complex interaction of the seals,
cushion, and free surface. In this section, some of the issues associated with SES modeling
using CFD are discussed.
The main difference between modeling an SES and a non-air-supported vessel such as
a catamaran lies in the modeling of the air cushion and the seals needed to contain it. In
order to accurately model the cushion lift system, the fan dynamics must be characterized.
This requires knowledge of the fan system characteristics, which introduces difficulties,
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particularly early in the design stage where the details of the fan system may not be known.
Additionally, a control system (which is present in the physical SES) must be included to
vary the fan flow rate in order to accommodate leakage and maintain a desired cushion
pressure.
The issues of cushion modeling, while introducing complexity, have been addressed
successfully in various ways by different authors. Maki et al. (2013) utilized a single-
phase level set method where a fixed pressure could be applied to the free surface directly.
However, this method is not possible using more popular VOF methods for free surface
tracking because the free surface is located in the interior of the computational domain,
rather than at a domain boundary. Donnelly (2010) used a two-phase VOF method to
capture the free surface along with a momentum source model for the fan, where the volume
flow rate was adjusted in order to obtain a target pressure in the cushion volume. In this
method, the cushion pressure had to be known a priori, requiring experimental results to
perform numerical simulations. This method was also adopted by Young et al. (2011).
A larger difficulty that arises in the modeling of SESs is that of the need to model the
deformable seal behavior. The problem of deformable SES seals is a complex FSI prob-
lem which includes both hydrodynamically and geometrically nonlinear behavior. Several
experimental studies (Besch, 1976; Ryken, 1978) have highlighted the complex physics
present for SES bow seals, recently including two large-scale experimental efforts by Za-
lek and Doctors (2010) and Wiggins et al. (2011). Modeling of this FSI behavior requires
modeling of large deformation, inflated structures that may operate in a post-buckled and/or
fluttering state subject to fluid pressure and shear forces.
In order to address the issue of SES resistance prediction without the need to fully
model the FSI behavior of the seals, some authors have assumed the seals to be rigid in
the steady-state condition. As long as the seals are placed in the appropriate equilibrium
(deformed) position, this approximation has proven to yield fairly good estimates of total
resistance (Donnelly, 2010; Young et al., 2011). The main problem associated with the
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practice of using rigid seals is that the seal position must be estimated before the computa-
tion is performed and adjusted in order to match the true equilibrium position. If the seal
immersion is over-estimated, the seal forces will be drastically over-predicted. If the seal
immersion is underestimated, the amount of leakage from beneath the seals will be over-
predicted. Hence, it is easy to envision the difficulty of estimating the correct seal height,
especially considering cases where the vessel is free to heave and trim. In this case, each
change in seal geometry requires re-meshing of both the structural and fluid domains.
Two examples of attempted simulations are shown in Fig. 1.14. In Fig. 1.14(a), the
seals are overly-immersed, causing large spray and slamming pressures to be generated
at the bow of the vessel. This large spray leads to a dramatic over-prediction in the total
resistance. In Fig. 1.14(b), an appropriate seal height has been found, leading to an accurate
resistance prediction.
(a) Simulation with overly-immersed seals (b) Simulation with properly-adjusted seals (Young
et al., 2011)
Figure 1.14: Example CFD runs for the US Navy T-Craft model (Bishop et al., 2009) where
the seals are (a) too deeply immersed and (b) adjusted correctly
The difficulties associated with the modeling of SESs with seals drive the need for a
more systematic means for predicting the running seal position for resistance predictions.
In particular, a simplified method for predicting the running seal position before performing
expensive CFD computations may reduce the amount of simulations necessary to predict
the resistance at a given speed.
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1.7 Objectives
The objective of this work is to develop an efficient and accurate numerical model for SES
seal resistance that considers the effects of seal interaction with the pressure cushion, free-
surface waves, vessel motion, as well as seal flexibility. By predicting the seal resistance,
the contribution to the total resistance may be estimated. Through the development of the
numerical model, the following research questions are addressed:
1. How can the interaction between flexible seals, air cushion, free-surface waves, and
vessel motion be efficiently and effectively captured?
2. How do the seals affect the total resistance (including the subhump and primary
hump) and draft/trim for varying Froude number, cushion pressure, and seal pres-
sure?
3. Does seal drag adequately explain the magnitude of the experimentally-observed sec-
ondary hump?
4. Can parametric/scaling relationships for the seal/cushion/wave interaction be derived
for incorporation into high fidelity CFD models, as well as assist in the design and
proper testing of SESs?
5. Can actively-controlled seals be used to improve performance by minimizing resis-
tance over a range of operating speeds?
1.8 Thesis Organization
The numerical model is based in multiple fields of study, including both hydrodynamics and
structural mechanics, and as such it is useful to outline the whole problem. An overview
of the full problem is described in Chapter 2, along with an description of the layout of the
numerical model, physical assumptions, and interaction between the various sub-models.
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The details of the fluid and structural models are described in Chapters 3 and 4, respectively,
each requiring validation in its respective chapter. The interaction if the fluid and structure
models is described in Chapter 5.
After describing the mathematical and physical background, and after validating the
hydrodynamic and structural models, the complete numerical model is validated by com-
paring with experimental results from the segmented SES model tests of Heber (1977).
The details of this experiment are described in Chapter 6. The complete numerical model
is then validated. The physics of the problem are explored for rigid seals in Chapter 7 in
order to explain the primary physical mechanism responsible for the presence of the sec-
ondary drag hump. The effects of seal flexibility are then explored in Chapter 8. Finally,
conclusions are drawn and opportunities for future work are proposed in Chapter 9.
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CHAPTER 2
Problem Description and Overview of Numerical
Method
This chapter describes the physical problem for which the numerical model has been de-
veloped. It is intended as a relatively general overview of the problem of SES resistance
prediction to highlight the work that has been done in this field, the issues and shortcom-
ings that have been encountered, and the ways in which the numerical model proposed in
this thesis addresses these issues. After describing the physical problem, an overview of
the numerical method is given, detailing in particular the ways in which fluid and struc-
tural models interact. In this chapter, the fluid and structural models are treated as “black
boxes” in order to maintain a high-level overview. Each model is discussed in detail later
in Chapters 3 and 4.
2.1 General Physical Assumptions
The primary objective of this thesis is to efficiently and accurately predict the effects of
the bow and stern seals on the total resistance for SESs. The current scope of the model is
limited to steady-state, calm-water resistance prediction for both rigid and flexible seals.
In addition, the seals are assumed to be Two-Dimensional (2-D), and the total Three-
Dimensional (3-D) force values are obtained by multiplying by the seal width. The as-
sumption that the seals behave as two-dimensional lifting bodies is valid in the limit as the
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cushion length-to-beam ratio (LC/BC) approaches zero (i.e. the vessel is very wide com-
pared to its length), since the wave system within the cushion space becomes more two-
dimensional. In order to consider the effects of 3-D waves outside the cushion space for
prediction of cushion wavemaking resistance, the standard method of Doctors and Sharma
(1972) is used, where the cushion is represented as a 2-D pressure patch on the free surface.
Thus, the 2-D assumption is applied for the seals and the waves within the cushion space,
but the total resistance prediction is made with consideration for 3-D cushion wavemaking
effects.
The primary source of three-dimensional hydrodynamic effects on the seals is due to
the wave system within the cushioned space, which becomes more three-dimensional as the
speed increases and as the length-to-beam ratio increases. For the case studied in this work,
a vessel with a low length-to-beam ratio is studied at low speed and the 2-D model is found
to offer reasonable results. The conclusions cannot be said to be general for all speeds and
length-to-beam ratios, however. Thus, the work presented in this thesis represents a first
step towards a general, 3-D method for considering the interaction effects of SES seals. The
assumption of two-dimensionality is discussed in more detail in Appendix A, and future
extension of the work to 3-D, time-domain, unsteady response is alluded to in Chapter 9.
Due to the nonlinear behavior of the problem, iterative methods must be used to cal-
culate the equilibrium solution and thus various iteration schemes, some of which require
the use of pseudo-time stepping methods, are used. It must be made clear, however, that
unless otherwise noted, the solution of interest in this work is the steady-state, equilibrium
solution.
Since the numerical model contains elements of both hydrodynamic and structural mod-
eling, several assumptions must be made in order to reduce the complexity of the problem.
These assumptions will be covered in detail in the appropriate chapters in order to justify
their use. However, it is beneficial for the sake of clarity to introduce beforehand the phys-
ical assumptions pertaining generally to the problem, as well as the particular assumptions
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for each sub-model (i.e. fluid and structural models). As such, the the following physical
assumptions are made throughout this thesis, unless otherwise noted:
• Newtonian physics are assumed, therefore ignoring any relativistic or quantum ef-
fects
• Coriolis forces and any other effects caused by the rotation or curvature of the earth
are assumed to be negligible
• The vessel is assumed to be operating in a steady, straight-ahead condition
• The reference frame is assumed to be attached to center of rotation of the vessel and
moving at a constant forward speed
• The water depth is assumed to be infinite
• Effects of incoming waves are ignored, however steady waves may be developed as
a consequence of the moving reference frame
• The wave system within the cushion is assumed to be reasonably approximated by
2-D theory. Therefore, the numerical method is restricted to 2-D.
The fluid model will be covered in detail in Chapter 3, wherein both a potential-flow-
based method and a CFD method are compared. For the final results of this work, linearized
potential-flow assumptions are made, which can be summarized as follows:
• In all cases, the fluid is assumed to be incompressible
• In all cases, only the steady-state fluid solution is of interest
• Viscosity is ignored in the potential-flow solution, however viscous effects may be
included using the ITTC friction line method
• For the potential-flow method, the free-surface and kinematic body boundary condi-
tions are linearized about the undisturbed free surface
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• For the potential-flow method, the waves are assumed to be linear, and are thus non-
breaking
A brief discussion on the assumption of incompressibility is warranted. In the current
study, the fluid solver applies to the water domain only and the air inside the cushion is
not directly modeled. Thus, the assumption of incompressible flow is used. For full-scale
vessels, it has been observed that compressibility effects of the air cushion can become im-
portant, particularly with regards to cobblestone oscillations (see, e.g. Steen, 2004). These
oscillations are a dynamic effect caused by the changing volume of air within the air cush-
ion when operating in waves. Due to the compressibility of the air cushion, which behaves
as a spring, oscillations can occur that are experienced by the passengers as vibrations
much resembling the driving of a car over a cobblestone street. For the current study, air
compressibility is not taken into account due the steady-state nature of the solutions, which
assume the vessel to be operating in calm water.
One of the objectives of the numerical method is to provide a flexible framework for
considering various SES seal models. Therefore, several structural models are presented in
Chapter 4 for the modeling of the seals. In addition, the two Degrees of Freedom (DoFs)
representing the rigid body motion must be calculated to find the equilibrium draft and trim
of the vessel. Within the structural model, the following assumptions are made:
• In all cases, the seal surface is assumed not to fold or buckle
• A hinged-seal model is developed, which assumes that the seal behaves as a rigid
structure attached to the SES via a torsional spring
• A large-deformation Finite Element Method (FEM) model is developed, which as-
sumes that the seal membrane structure may be represented as a series of 2-D truss
finite elements
• For the FEM method, the material is assumed to be linear elastic
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The assumptions of both the fluid and structural methods will be covered in more detail
in Chapters 3 and 4, respectively.
2.2 Proposed Modeling Approach
The goal of this work is to develop a simple and efficient method for calculating the influ-
ence of rigid and/or flexible seals on the total resistance, running draft, and trim of an SES.
Once the method is developed and validated, it may be used to investigate the effects of
parametric variations on the vessel performance in order to determine the important design
parameters. In order to calculate the total resistance, the various resistance components
must first be examined.
For the current study, it is assumed that the total Three-Dimensional (3-D) resistance
(RT ) may be broken down linearly into several components in a similar manner to Doctors
(2009); Doctors and McKesson (2006):
RT = fWRW + fFRF,SW +RH +RA +RS +Ra +RM (2.1)
where RT is the total resistance, fW is the wave resistance form factor, RW is the wave
resistance, RH is the transom stern resistance, fF is the frictional form factor, RF,SW is the
sidewall frictional resistance, RA is the correlation resistance, RS is the seal resistance, Ra
is the air resistance, and RM is the momentum resistance.
The topic of pressure cushion modeling and wave resistance prediction is discussed in
detail in Doctors (1993). SES wave resistance (RW ) is typically predicted by assuming lin-
earized potential-flow theory and calculating the resistance of a smoothed constant-pressure
patch moving along the free surface. This method is fairly simple to implement and has
been shown to be accurate for computing the wave resistance (RW ).
The transom stern resistance (RH) is caused by the pressure loss aft of a blunt tran-
som, and the sidewall frictional resistance (RF,SW) is estimated using an assumed pressure
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and frictional drag and an estimation for the wetted area of the sidehulls along with an
appropriate friction drag estimation, such as the ITTC or ATTC curve. The correlation
resistance (RA) is fairly straightforward and is used to account for scaling effects between
model and full-scale vessels. The last two components, air resistance (Ra) and momentum
resistance (RM ) are typically small and may be estimated using experimentally-measured
air tares or other empirical methods. The remaining resistance component is the seal resis-
tance (RS), which contains contributions from both the bow and stern seals.
The prediction of the seal drag is the main objective of this work. The seal resistance
is predicted using a 2-D model based on coupling a linearized potential-flow model with
a hinged seal model supported by a torsional spring. For higher speeds where the seal
drag is negligible, the remaining resistance components are then estimated using a more
traditional method, where the cushion wavemaking drag is predicted following Doctors
and Sharma (1972). To validate the models, the case of a segmented SES model, presented
by Heber (1977) and described in Chapter 6, is simulated because it is the only known
experimental study that specifically focused on the bow and stern seal drag for different
seal types. This model had very thin sidewalls in order to minimize their effects, and hence
the transom stern resistance (RH) is assumed to be zero. Additionally, the air resistance
(Ra), correlation resistance (RA), momentum resistance (RM ), and the sidewall frictional
resistance (RF,SW) resistance are all accounted for based on the results of tare runs that
were performed without seals. These components are each found to be relatively small in
the subhump regime. The wave resistance form factor (fW ), and frictional form factor (fF )
are assumed to be equal to unity.
Based on these assumptions, the total 3-D resistance of the segmented SES model pre-
sented in Heber (1977) may be calculated as
RT = RW +RF,SW +RS (2.2)
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where the seal resistance (RS) is obtained based on the 2-D numerical model. The major
assumption is that the interaction of the bow and stern seals is due primarily to the lon-
gitudinal wave systems and thus may be adequately assumed to be well-approximated as
two-dimensional. Although this is a major simplification, it will be shown that the method
is able to consider this interaction with a reasonable level of accuracy.
In a general sense, the numerical model for the prediction of seal drag is based on
coupling a hydrodynamic model (to obtain fluid forces) with a structural model (to ob-
tain the equilibrium draft, trim, and deflected seal shapes). A general overview of the
numerical method is shown in Fig. 2.1. The two models are solved in an iterative man-
ner until all equilibrium conditions are satisfied. The details of both the hydrodynamic
and structural models, their interaction, and the FSI iteration scheme and convergence
criteria will be discussed in the following three chapters. The goal of the analysis is to
estimate RS for a given vessel geometry as a function of the operating condition, i.e.
RS = f
(






, where FrC = Vs/
√
gLC is the Froude
number based on the cushion length, PCAC/∆ is the percentage of displacement provided
by the pressure cushion, Ps/12ρwVs
2 is the nondimensional internal seal pressure (related
to the overall seal stiffness), and LCG/LC is the relative location of the center of gravity.
The effects of internal seal pressure are addressed in this work via a torsional spring hinged
seal model, where the stiffness of the torsional spring is intended to be representative of
the overall stiffness of the physical seal, which is dependent on the internal seal pressure.
The effects of changes in Longitudinal center of gravity (LCG) are not studied directly in
this work; however, the effects of changes in LCG were studied experimentally by Heber
(1977). These effects are summarized in Appendix C. Due to the complexities associated
with modeling the complete physical behavior of the seals, it is desirable to make the model
as simple as possible while including all relevant physics.
Although the results presented in this thesis have ignored some resistance components,
the drag predictions may be refined in the future by implementing more capability into the
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numerical model. Nevertheless, it will be seen that the predictions offered in Chapter 7
yield reasonably accurate results.
2.3 Capabilities of the Numerical Method
Before discussing the details of the numerical method, it is useful to first describe the
capabilities of the method in order to put the problem in context. The method presented
in this thesis is modeled on a combination of 2-D planing theory with various structural
models, including a FEM model, a hinged spring model, and a rigid body motion model.
The method can generally consider multiple bodies connected in tandem, where the
rigid body is fixed or free in trim and/or draft (i.e. two Degree of Freedom (DoF) motion).
A sample problem layout is shown in Fig. 2.2, which represents an example of an SES
with bow- and stern-seal modules. In this case, the vessel is constructed of a wet deck
module with a center of rotation (CR) and center of gravity (CG) where the vessel vessel
displacement (∆) acts. Attached to the wet deck module are two seals, which each consist
of a torsionally-sprung planing face of stiffness Kδ,i and a bag that is constructed of finite
elements. Each seal is provided with an internal seal pressure (Ps,i), and a cushion pressure
(PC) is located between the two seals. The objective of the numerical method is to find the
equilibrium position of the body, which is determined by its draft (d) and trim angle (θ)
(defined about CR), as well as the deformed shape of any flexible substructures (in this
case δ1 and δ2 of the seals). Although this example is intended for illustration, it sufficiently
defines the capabilities of the numerical method.
The rigid body may generally be constructed of one or more substructures that may
be rigid or flexible in nature, and may be subject to external hydrodynamic loading or a
constant internal or external air pressure. The equilibrium solution is defined such that the
sum of all forces and moments on each rigid body are zero, where the variable loading is
determined from the hydrodynamic solution.
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Figure 2.2: Example problem layout with two seals connected to the SES wet deck by
torsional springs
In order to better illustrate the concept, one sample output of the equilibrium solution
for the segmented model test of Heber (1977) at FrC = 0.38 is shown in Fig. 2.3. The
initial and final center of rotation are shown as a dashed and solid axis system near the
center of the vessel, respectively, and the initial and final center of gravity locations are
shown as an unfilled square and filled circle, respectively. The substructure surfaces are
represented by black curves and there are four separate substructures:
1. Bow seal planing face, shown towards the right of the figure, subject to external
hydrodynamic pressure (red), cushion pressure (green), and viscous shear stress (not
shown)
2. Stern seal planing face, shown towards the left of the figure, subject to external hy-
drodynamic pressure (red), cushion pressure (green), and viscous shear stress (not
shown)
3. Wetdeck and upper portion of bow seal, subject to cushion air pressure load (green)
4. Rigid substructures representing the sidewalls and upper wet deck structure, which
have been included for plotting purposes but are not modeled in the current solution
In Fig. 2.3, the bow seal is assumed to be rigid and the stern seal is assumed to be flex-
ible using a hinged seal model. In general, the seals may be allowed to deform based on
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a user-selected structural model (as illustrated in Fig. 2.2). In the current work, the struc-
tural deformation models are limited to a nonlinear membrane FEM model and a torsional-
spring seal model. The details of the hydrodynamic and structural models will be discussed
in detail in Chapters 3 and 4, respectively, and their interaction is discussed in Chapter 5.
The results for the case shown in Fig. 2.3 are discussed in more detail in Chapters 7 and
8 using both rigid and flexible seals, respectively. The end result of the numerical method
yields the equilibrium trim and draft of the vessel, the deformed shapes of the seals, the
hydrodynamic pressure, free-surface profile, and the drag, lift, and moment of each sub-
structure for a given operating condition. The total resistance may be derived by summing
the contribution from appropriate substructures.


































































Figure 2.3: A sample of the equilibrium solut on fo the segmented SES odel of Heber
(1977) at FrC = 0.38 with a rigid bow seal and flexible stern seal of stiffness Kδ =
5.0 N.m/deg. The deformed and undeformed shape of the stern seal are visible as black
lines. The hydrodynamic pressure profiles are shown in red lines, the cushion pressure
profile is shown in green, the body geometry is shown in black, and the initial and deformed
free-surface profiles are shown as dashed and solid blue lines, respectively. The initial and
final center of gravity are shown as a white square and black circle, respectively.
2.4 Summary
In this chapter, a general overview of the layout of the numerical method has been pro-
vided. In particular, the way in which the 2-D SES model that is proposed in this thesis is
used for total resistance prediction was covered. The 2-D SES model was described as a
combination of both a hydrodynamic model and a structural model, however at this point,
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each sub-model has been treated as a “black box” and the details of their interaction have
not been covered.
In the following three chapters, the details of each portion of the numerical method will
be discussed. In Chapter 3, the hydrodynamic model is presented, as well as the results of a
computational study for the 2-D planing plate problem comparing the results of a linearized
potential-flow based method with a nonlinear CFD method in order to determine the regime
where the potential-flow assumptions are valid. As a result of the CFD study, it is expected
that the potential-flow method should be valid for the SES cases of interest in this work.
The various structural deformation methods, as well as the rigid body motion solver are
then discussed in Chapter 4, followed by a description of the interaction of the two methods
in Chapter 5, with particular attention being paid to the methods of interpolation of fluid




This chapter describes the hydrodynamic model that is used to calculate the fluid loading
on the seals, and on the vessel as a whole. In the first section, two different fluid models are
presented, including a fully-nonlinear CFD method and a linearized potential-flow method.
The problem of a 2-D planing plate is then studied using both the CFD and the potential-
flow method. This problem has been chosen for its similarity to the SES seal problem, as
well as the past use of planing plate models for SES seal resistance prediction (Doctors,
1977, 2009; Doctors and McKesson, 2006). The results from the two methods are com-
pared, and the regimes in which the assumptions of the potential-flow method break down
are identified. It is found that the potential-flow method is expected to be accurate for the
regimes encountered by SESs, thus justifying its use. The linearized potential-flow method
is then extended to include the effects of multiple seals and a pressure cushion for its ap-
plication to the complete SES problem. For each of these extensions, validation studies are
performed.
3.1 Model Selection
The objective of the fluid solver is to determine the pressure and shear distributions along
the wetted surface of the seals. Although many past studies have made the assumption
that viscous effects are negligible or simply approximated with friction coefficients at the
speeds of interest and hence enable the use of potential-flow assumptions, it is necessary to
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justify this assumption in order to consider it valid for the problem of interest. In order to
do so, the similar problem of 2-D flow past a planing flat plate is studied using two meth-
ods: (1) a fully-nonlinear, viscous CFD method and (2) an inviscid linearized potential-flow
method. The CFD method offers the possibility for more accuracy, since it includes non-
linear effects, such as nonlinear free-surface deformations, jet sprays, wave breaking, and
viscous effects. However, it is computationally more expensive and much care must be
taken to ensure the numerical accuracy of the solution. In contrast, the linearized potential-
flow method, which assumes the fluid to be inviscid and to satisfy linearized free-surface
and body boundary conditions, cannot consider the nonlinear free surface conditions or
viscous effects.1 The linearized potential-flow method is, however, much more compu-
tationally efficient, offering solutions in a matter of seconds on a single-processor laptop
versus multiple days on a multi-core computing cluster for the CFD simulations. It is
therefore advantageous to use the linearized potential-flow method for cases in which the
assumptions of linear free-surface and kinematic body boundary conditions, and inviscid
flow, are valid, and to reserve the use of CFD for cases where the free-surface nonlinearities
become important.
In the following sections, both the CFD and linearized potential-flow methods will be
described. The problem of a 2-D flat plate is then solved using both methods and the results
are compared (Kramer et al., 2012). It is found that at low speeds and large angles of attack,
the linearized potential-flow method breaks down due to effects of free-surface nonlinearity
as well as unsteady effects due to wave breaking.
3.1.1 Viscous CFD Method
In this section, the governing equations for the CFD method are given. In order to solve the
fluid equations of motion, the open source CFD library OpenFOAM (2011) is used. The
1It should be noted that there exist potential-flow methods that satisfy the nonlinear free-surface boundary
condition, but they are still unable to capture wave breaking effects.
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free surface is captured using the VOF method (Hirt and Nichols, 1981). In this formula-
tion, the complete domain is represented as a single fluid with spatially- and temporally-
varying density and viscosity. The air and water phases are represented using the volume
fraction (α), where α = 1 corresponds to water and α = 0 corresponds to air, and the
fluid density (ρ) and fluid dynamic viscosity (µ) of the mixture are taken to be a volume-
weighted average of the two phases, i.e.
ρ(x, t) = α(x, t) · ρw + (1− α(x, t)) · ρa (3.1)
µ(x, t) = α(x, t) · µw + (1− α(x, t)) · µa (3.2)
where x is the spatial location vector, t is the time variable, ρw and ρa are the density of
water and air, respectively, and µw = ρwνw and µa = ρaνa are the dynamic viscosity of
water and air, respectively.
The volume fraction satisfies the advection equation:
∂α
∂t
+∇ · (αu) = 0 (3.3)
where u = u(x, t) is the fluid velocity vector.
The flow velocity and pressure satisfy the incompressible Navier-Stokes equations,
which may be written as:
∂
∂t







∇ · u = 0 (3.5)
where p∗ = p∗(x, t) = p−ρg ·x is the dynamic pressure, p is the total pressure, and g is the
gravitational acceleration vector. The results of the current study show minimal differences
between inviscid and laminar-flow simulations; however, a laminar-flow model is used in
order to facilitate calculation of the wetted length, which depends on the identification of
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the stagnation point. A turbulence model is not used because it is not expected that viscous
effects are very important for this problem, and to minimize possible sources of uncertainty
in the CFD solutions.
The equations are discretized using a finite-volume discretization such that all spatial
terms are second-order. Since the quasi-steady solution is desired for the problem of inter-
est, first-order time discretization is used to minimize computational time. The free-surface
location is determined by the fixed-value contour of the volume fraction at α = 0.5.
3.1.2 Potential-Flow Method
3.1.2.1 Governing Equations
The potential-flow method selected is based on the work of Sedov (1965) and the numerical
implementation is very similar to Doctors (1974, 1977), though a small modification to the
latter method has been made. The problem will first be posed as presented by Sedov (1965)
and then the numerical implementation will be discussed.
The fluid is assumed to be incompressible, inviscid, and irrotational, thus satisfying
Laplace’s equation for the velocity potential in an earth-fixed reference frame (Φ):
∇2Φ = 0 (3.6)
defined such that the fluid velocity vector u = ∇Φ. We introduce the perturbation potential
φ to account for a steadily-moving body-fixed reference frame such that
Φ = φ− Ux (3.7)
where U is the forward speed traveling in the x-direction. Taking the Laplacian of both
sides of Eq. (3.7) demonstrates that Laplace’s equation is satisfied for the perturbation
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potential as well:
∇2Φ = ∇2 (φ− Ux) = 0 −→ ∇2φ = 0 (3.8)
The dynamic free-surface boundary condition may be derived using the steady-state






ρ∇Φ · ∇Φ + ρgy + p (3.9)
where p is the total pressure, p∞ is the far-field pressure, ρ is the fluid density, g is the
gravitational acceleration, and y is the vertical component of the position vector.
Substituting Eq. (3.7) into Bernoulli’s equation and rearranging yields:
p− p∞ = 12ρ
[
























ρ∇φ · ∇φ− ρgy (3.10)
Assuming p∞ = 0 (thus defining p to be the relative instead of absolute pressure), after
linearization of Eq. (3.10), the dynamic free-surface boundary condition may be written as:
p+ ρgη − ρU ∂φ
∂x
= 0 on y = 0 (3.11)
where η is the free surface elevation above the reference height y = 0.
The kinematic (non-penetration) free-surface boundary condition requires that the ma-
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terial derivative of the quantity y − η vanishes on the free surface:
D
Dt



















is the material derivative.
Evaluating Eq. (3.12) for steady-state conditions ( ∂
∂t
= 0), substituting Eq. (3.7), and































= 0 on y = 0 (3.14)
The combined free-surface boundary condition is obtained by eliminating η by com-






























on y = 0 (3.15)
where k0 = g/U2 is the fundamental wave number.
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3.1.2.2 Constructing a Numerical Solution
Using the boundary conditions from the previous section, the solution to the linearized
potential-flow problem may be found and solutions are known for simple pressure distri-
butions. The principle of the numerical method is that, given a pressure distribution p(x)
applied to the free surface, the free-surface elevation may be calculated, or vice versa. Due
to the linearization of the problem, any number of pressure distributions may be combined
by the principle of linear superposition. Thus, a complete solution for the hydrodynamic re-
sponse may be constructed by summing the effects of any number of fundamental pressure
distributions, where the free-surface elevation due to each element is analytically known.
In essence, the numerical method represents the presence of a planing body by the pressure
distribution that it applies to the free surface.
In order to solve for the unknown pressure distribution along the free surface, which
represents the presence of the body, the free surface must be discretized in the x-direction
into N separate pressure distributions. The complete hydrodynamic solution may be for-
mulated by summing the influence of any number of known and unknown pressure ele-
ments and applying a kinematic boundary condition for the body surface. In this section,
the way in which the pressure elements combine to form a complete solution is discussed.
The exact form of the various pressure distributions is described in the next section.
Consider a planing surface that is discretized into N discrete pressure elements of arbi-
trary form. At any point along the free surface, the principle of superposition implies that






Ci (x) pi (3.16)
where Ci = ρgη/po is the influence coefficient of pressure element i, the form of which is
chosen from the appropriate formula given in the next section. The influence coefficient is
a function that is proportional to the free-surface elevation that is generated when a given
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pressure distribution is applied to the free surface. The kinematic body boundary condition
requires that the free-surface height is equal to the height of the submerged surface of the
body, i.e.
η (x) = y (x) on the body (3.17)
Since each pressure element represents the pressure along the planing surface, Eq. (3.16)
may be written at the location of each pressure element and the following system of equa-






Cijpi = yB,j (3.18)
where ηj = η(xj) and yB,j = yB(xj) are the free-surface height and submerged body
height at the location xj of pressure element j, and Cij = Ci(xj) is the influence coefficient
at point j due to element i. Thus, a system of N equations may be constructed for N
unknown pressures (pi’s) and may be solved using a linear matrix solver to solve Eq. (3.18).
More generally, the solution may also have known pressure distributions applied to
the free surface. For example, an SES pressure cushion may be represented by a known













where k is the index of the source element, a tilde represents a known quantity, and N
and M are the number of unknown elements and source elements, respectively. In a sim-
ilar manner, the kinematic boundary condition may be applied at all unknown pressure
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By using this method of constructing a numerical solution, the pressure distribution
along any arbitrary body shape may be calculated with consideration to additional pressure
source terms.
3.1.2.3 Fundamental Pressure Distributions
In order to construct a numerical solution, fundamental pressure distributions must be used.
These are relatively simply-defined pressure distributions that are known to satisfy the gov-
erning equations given in Section 3.1.2. The fundamental building blocks of the method
are based on the results of Lamb (1945) for semi-infinite pressure distributions. Triangu-
lar pressure elements are then derived from these fundamental distributions, which enable
a linear approximation of any pressure distribution to be constructed. These fundamen-
tal pressure distributions have been previously provided by Doctors (1977), and they are
included here for completeness.
Semi-Infinite Pressure Bands The most fundamental pressure distributions are the for-
ward and aft semi-infinite pressure bands, which are defined by a sharp pressure “jump”
at the location xo. The first variation is the forward semi-infinite pressure band, which is
defined as follows:
p =
 po x >= xo0 x < xo (3.21)
where po is the pressure element strength and xo is the pressure element location.
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The influence coefficient for the forward semi-infinite pressure band is
ρgη
po
= Γ3 (λ0) (3.22)




sgn (λ) f (λ)− 2H (−λ) cos (λ)−H (λ) (3.23)
is the form of the influence coefficient, which is proportional to the free-surface height.
Here, sgn () is the sign function, H () is the Heaviside step function, λ is a the independent
variable in the form of the x-location non-dimensionalized by the fundamental wave length,
and f and g are the auxiliary sine and cosine integral functions, defined by Abrahamowitz













where t is the working variable inside the integrals. In the current work, these integrals are
solved using the SciPy scientific computing package.
The second variation is the aft semi-infinite pressure band, which is the same as the
forward semi-infinite pressure band but reflected across the point xo. This pressure distri-
bution is defined as follows:
p =
 0 x >= xopo x < xo (3.26)
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The influence coefficient for the aft semi-infinite pressure distribution is
ρgη
po





sgn (λ) f (λ) +H (−λ) (2 cos (λ)− 1) (3.28)
The pressure distributions and influence coefficients for both the aft and forward semi-
infinite pressure bands are shown in Fig. 3.1. The presence of a jump in pressure is found to
cause a disturbance to the free surface both upstream (right) and, to a greater extent, down-
stream (left). Hence, pressure disturbances upstream greatly affect the response down-
stream.



































Figure 3.1: Pressure distributions and influence coefficients (proportional to the free-
surface height) for forward and aft semi-infinite pressure bands
Forward Half-Triangular Pressure Element By integrating a continuous distribution of
semi-infinite pressure bands, triangular pressure elements may be constructed. The deriva-
tion of these integrals is given by Doctors (1977), however the definitions and influence
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coefficients for these elements will now be given for completeness.
The forward half-triangular pressure element is defined as follows:
p =







xo < x < xo + b
0 x < xo
(3.29)







[Γ1 (λ0)− Γ1 (λ1)]− Γ2 (λ0) (3.30)
where λ1 = (x− xo − b)k0. The function Γ1 (λ) is related to the integration of Γ2 (λ) and




[g (λ) + lnλ] +H (−λ) [2 sin (λ)− λ] (3.31)
The pressure distribution and influence coefficient for this pressure element is shown in
Fig. 3.2 for various element widths.
Aft Half-Triangular Element This pressure distribution is the reflected version of the
forward half-triangular element and is defined as follows:
p =







xo − b < x < xo
0 x < xo − b
(3.32)
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Figure 3.2: Pressure distributions and influence coefficients (proportional to the free-
surface height) for forward half-triangular pressure element for a range of element widths






[Γ1 (λ0)− Γ1 (λ2)] + Γ2 (λ0) (3.33)
where λ2 = (x− xo + b)k0.
The pressure distribution and influence coefficient for this pressure element is shown in
Fig. 3.3 for a range of element widths.
3.1.2.4 Compound Pressure Elements
Using the fundamental pressure elements that have been described in the previous section,
compound pressure elements may be constructed by combining them in useful configura-
tions via the principle of superposition. It is useful to define a few compound elements for
convenience.
Complete Triangular Pressure Element A complete triangular pressure element may
be constructed by placing a forward and aft half-triangular pressure element at the same
location. Generally, the influence coefficient of the complete triangular pressure element
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Figure 3.3: Pressure distributions and influence coefficients (proportional to the free-
surface height) for aft half-triangular pressure element for a range of element widths






















where ba and bf are the widths of the aft and forward half-triangular pressure elements,
respectively. The pressure distributions and influence coefficients for this pressure element
are shown in Fig. 3.4 for cases where the aft and forward half-triangular elements are the
same width.
In the special case where the two half-triangular elements are the same width, the influ-






[2Γ1 (λ0)− Γ1 (λ2)− Γ1 (λ1)] (3.35)
Finite Pressure Band A finite pressure band may be constructed by subtracting an aft
semi-infinite pressure band placed at the downstream side of the element from an aft semi-
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Figure 3.4: Pressure distributions and influence coefficients (proportional to the free-
surface height) for complete triangle pressure element for a range of element widths
infinite pressure band placed at the upstream side of the element.
ρgη
po
= Γ3 (λbow)− Γ3 (λstern) (3.36)
where λbow = (x− xbow)k0 and λstern = (x− xstern)k0.
The pressure distributions and influence coefficients for this pressure element are shown
in Fig. 3.5 for varying element Froude number, defined as Frb = U/
√
gb is the Froude
number based on the element width, and in this case, b = xbow − xstern. A finite pressure
band was used in the early development of SESs for wave resistance prediction. By chang-
ing the Froude number based on the element width, which is representative of the Froude
number based on the cushion length (FrC) if one element is used to model the cushion, the
bow and stern wave systems interact, causing cancellation effects. These effects may be
seen in Fig. 3.5(b).
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Figure 3.5: Pressure distributions and influence coefficients (proportional to the free-
surface height) for finite pressure bands for a range of element widths. It should be noted
that at certain Frb, the waves cancel. This is the direct driver of the humps and hollows in
the 2-D ACV/SES wave resistance curve.


































Figure 3.6: Example discretization of single planing flat plate problem using two discretiza-
tion schemes. In both cases, 19 complete-triangular elements are used with one forward
half-triangle element at the trailing edge (20 elements in total), the pressure of which is
driven to zero by the wetted-length solver. It should be noted that these cases are not con-
verged, but are instead provided for illustration.
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3.2 Example Discretization: Planing Flat Plate
For the simplest case of a planing plate without a pressure cushion behind it, the plate
may be represented by a collection of N − 1 complete triangular pressure elements with
one forward half-triangular pressure element at the trailing edge, as illustrated in Fig. 3.6,
where two options for the discretization scheme are shown. For the case of linear spacing,
all elements are located an equal distance away from each other, whereas the cosine spacing
concentrates more elements near the trailing edge and stagnation point, where the pressure
gradient is largest.
The pressure element locations for the linear spacing are defined as:
xi = xTE + Lw
i− 1
N − 1
for i = 1...N (3.37)
and the pressure element locations for the cosine spacing are defined as:











for i = 1...N (3.38)
where xTE is the x-location of the trailing edge and Lw is the wetted length of the planing
surface.
The benefit of the cosine spacing versus linear spacing is that fewer elements are needed
to obtain an accurate solution by concentrating elements at regions of high pressure gradient
at the leading and trailing edges. A convergence study will be shown to demonstrate this
case in Section 3.3.4.
One of the characteristics of the problem is that the wetted length of the planing sur-
face (Lw) must be assumed prior to solving the linear system for the pressure of each
element in order to distribute the pressure elements. There must then be an additional un-
known parameter as part of the solution in order to force the dynamic wetted length to be
equal to the guessed wetted length. In the case of Doctors (1974), and most other solutions
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for the planing plate problem (e.g. Fridman and Tuck, 2006; Sedov, 1965), the height of
the trailing edge is left as an unknown, to be solved for in conjunction with the pressure
along the planing surface, and the trailing edge pressure is assumed to be zero (i.e. atmo-
spheric, or any other fixed value). In essence, these methods solve for the immersion depth
that must be attained in order to match the assumed wetted length. The wetted length of
the planing surface can be varied using a nonlinear solver in order to match the immersion
depth from the solution with the true immersion depth of the fixed geometry.
In the current case, however, a slightly different approach is taken. In both the tradi-
tional and the current formulations, the dynamic wetted length must be assumed in order
to distribute pressure elements and calculate the pressure profile along the plate. The dif-
ference lies in the treatment of the trailing edge condition. For the current formulation, the
trailing edge height is considered to be fixed and the pressure at the trailing edge is taken
as part of the total pressure solution by placing an unknown forward half-triangular pres-
sure element at the trailing edge. In both cases, a nonlinear solver must be used to find the
dynamic wetted length that satisfies the appropriate trailing edge condition, and the results
of both methods are ultimately identical. This approach is chosen due to the ambiguity
associated with solving for two unknown trailing edge heights when more than one planing
surface is present. Instead, by formulating the problem in such a way that the trailing edge
pressure is an unknown, multiple trailing edge pressure conditions may be simultaneously
satisfied relatively easily. This point is discussed further in Section 3.4.
The complete solution for the single planing flat problem may thus be stated as: find
the wetted length (Lw) such that
R(Lw) ≡ pTE(Lw)− pkutta = 0 (3.39)
where pTE is the pressure of trailing edge element after solving Eq. (3.18), pkutta is the
assumed (desired) trailing edge pressure, and Lw is the wetted length. For the case of a
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single planing surface, the Secant method is found to be appropriate, typically converging
in less than 10 iterations. In general, a tolerance of 1.0× 10−6 is used.
3.3 Flat Plate Study
3.3.1 Problem Description
In order to compare the two fluid models, the problem of a two-dimensional, infinitely
thin flat plate planing on the free surface between water and air is considered, as shown in
Fig. 3.7. The plate has an immersed length (Li) and is oriented at an angle of attack (β) from
the calm-water free-surface. The transom submergence depth (h) is geometrically related
to the immersed length and angle of attack via the following relation: h = Li sin β. The
plate is traveling at a constant forward speed (U ) on the water surface, which is assumed
to be an incompressible fluid of density ρw and kinematic viscosity νw. A steady, body-
fixed reference frame (x − y) is placed at the intersection of the plate face with the calm-
water free surface. A local reference frame (s) is placed along the plate with the origin at
the trailing edge, from which the pressure distribution is referenced. Gravity is assumed
to act in the negative y-direction with gravitational acceleration (g). The wetted length
(Lw) is defined as the distance from the plate trailing edge to the stagnation point. The
velocity is made dimensionless using the Froude number based on twice the immersed
length Fri = U/
√
2gLi. The immersion-depth-based Froude number is also found to be
an important parameter, defined as Frh = U/
√
gh.
A brief note must be made to explain the factor of two that has been used in the reference
length in the definition of Fri. In typical potential-flow results from the literature, the
Froude number is defined using an assumed wetted length as the reference length and the
height of the trailing edge is part of the solution. In the current formulation, the trailing
edge height is fixed and the wetted length is part of the solution. Thus, the wetted length
varies as a function of U and β. A factor of two was chosen after observing that the wetted
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length tends to be roughly twice the immersed length for most of the cases studied in this
paper. Although the correspondence is not exact, this brings the current definition of Froude







U , ρw, νw
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Figure 3.7: Definition of 2-D planing flat plate problem
For the results shown in this section, the flow speed U and angle of attack β are varied
while the remaining parameters are held constant, as tabulated in Table 3.1. For reference,
based on this definition, Fri = 1.0 corresponds to a flow speed of 3.13 m/s for Li = 0.5 m
and U = 6.26 and 9.90 m/s for Li = 2 and 5 m, respectively.
Table 3.1: Fixed geometric and fluid properties for flat plate calculations
Item Symbol Value
Water density ρw 998.2 kg/m3
Air density ρa 1.225 kg/m3
Water kinematic viscosity νw 1.0048× 10−6 m2/s
Air kinematic viscosity νa 1.4604× 10−5 m2/s
Immersed length Li 0.5 m
Gravitational acceleration g 9.81 m/s2
3.3.2 CFD Mesh Topology
Due to the simple geometry, a structured mesh is used; care is taken to minimize potential
sources of error due to grid non-orthogonality. The domain is decomposed into several
regions, as shown in Fig. 3.8, to ensure adequate mesh refinement while minimizing the
total number of cells. The mesh is refined in three key locations:
1. near the stagnation point (to capture the large pressure gradient)
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2. along the plate surface (to capture the large velocity gradient and shear stress)
3. near the free surface (to resolve the free surface profile)
The chosen mesh is shown in Fig. 3.9 and consists of approximately 125,000 cells with 325
faces along the plate surface. The near-wall resolution has approximately 5 cells within the












Figure 3.8: Diagram of computational domain for CFD simulations showing mesh topol-
ogy, boundaries, and dimensions (not to scale)
3.3.3 Boundary Conditions
The boundary conditions for the simulations are listed in Table 3.2. The inlet boundary
conditions are consistent with a velocity inlet and the outlet is consistent with a pressure
outlet. For all plate surfaces (including the stern), a no-slip wall boundary condition is
used.
3.3.3.1 Upstream Pressure Outlet
For the planing plate problem, the stagnation point causes the flow to split. The majority







Figure 3.9: Near- and far-field views of the computational (CFD) grid for β = 10◦




Inlet Water u = −Uı̂ ∂np∗ = 0 α = 1
Inlet Air u = −Uı̂ ∂np∗ = 0 α = 0
Outlet ∂nu = 0 p∗ = 0 ∂nα = 0
Plate & Stern u = 0 ∂np∗ = 0 ∂nα = 0
Top & Bottom — symmetry —
Upstream Outlet ∂nu = 0 p∗ = 0 ∂nα = 0
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upstream, known as the “jet,” “spray,” or “planing splash.” Gravitational forces eventually
cause the jet to fall and impact the upstream free surface. The effects of the jet impinging
on the free surface are typically assumed to be negligible (Fridman and Tuck, 2006; Sedov,
1965), based on experimental observations.
In order to compare the potential-flow theory with the CFD method, the handling of the
jet must be carefully considered. Although the VOF method being employed can capture
the unsteady effects of the falling jet, the temporal and spatial discretization requirements
necessary to accurately capture this effect are deemed prohibitive for the current study.
The effects of the falling jet are thus ignored by introducing a pressure outlet upstream
of the stagnation point. This approach was also used by Garland and Maki (2012). This
point is illustrated in Fig. 3.10, where the jet region for β = 10◦ at Fri = 1.0 is shown.
The pressure outlet location is chosen to be far enough upstream to have negligible impact





Figure 3.10: Close-up view of jet region for β = 10◦, Fri = 1.0 showing contours of
the volume fraction, α. The fluid is flowing from right-to-left. A pressure outlet is placed
upstream of the stagnation point to prevent the jet from impinging on the free surface,
which has the effect of corrupting the steady-state solution.
3.3.4 Convergence Study
The grid resolution is varied at β = 10◦ and Fri = 1.0 in order to ensure adequate mesh
refinement to accurately predict the forces and pressure distribution along the plate. In this
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condition, the Reynolds number based on twice the immersed length (i.e. Rei = 2ULi/νw)
is approximately 3.1 million. Inviscid and laminar simulations are found to yield similar
results with negligible differences. A laminar-flow model is chosen as the basis for this
study to facilitate calculation of the stagnation point, which determines the wetted length.
Turbulence models were not utilized due to the added complexity, ambiguity associated
with the validity of turbulence models for free-surface flows (particularly in 2-D), as well
as the expectation that the viscous effects would be negligible compared to the pressure
drag.
The results for the pressure distributions and free-surface profiles for four meshes of
varying levels of refinement are shown in Fig. 3.11 and compared with the linearized
potential-flow theory described in Section 3.1.2, which yields the the same results as those
presented in Doctors (1974). The results are found to compare fairly well in terms of the
pressure profile, wetted length, and free surface profile. The potential-flow method pre-
dicts a pressure singularity at the stagnation point due to the linearization process; for the
CFD simulations, the stagnation pressure based on the Bernoulli equation is also used as a
measure of convergence.
Table 3.3: Convergence of lift, drag, and moment coefficients, and wetted length for various
levels of mesh refinement at β = 10◦, Fri = 1.0
Mesh # Cells Faces on Plate Cl Cd Cm Lw/2Li
Coarse 45k 195 0.1673 0.0299 0.0280 0.948
Medium 80k 260 0.1680 0.0301 0.0293 0.966
Fine 125k 325 0.1685 0.0302 0.0311 0.971
Finest 180k 390 0.1684 0.0303 0.0308 0.982
In addition to convergence of the pressure and free-surface profiles, it is important to
examine the convergence of the lift, drag, moment, and wetted length. Since the simula-
tions are performed in the time domain, the steady-state forces and moments are obtained
by computing a time-average over 20+ cycles after the initial transient oscillations have
subsided. The results of the convergence study for lift, drag, moment, and wetted length
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(a) Total pressure coefficient


















Figure 3.11: Convergence of pressure distribution on the plate and the free-surface profile
for various levels of mesh refinement at β = 10◦, Fri = 1.0. Here, λ = 2πU2/g is the
linear potential-flow theory estimate of the far-field wavelength and h = Li sin β is the
draft at the plate trailing edge.
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where L, D, and M are the lift, drag, and moment, respectively, obtained by integrating the
pressure and shear stress distributions along the plate. The moment is taken as positive in
the counterclockwise direction about the origin. It should be noted that the trend is found
to be non-monotonic for the lift and moment coefficients for the Finest mesh, most likely
due to accumulation of small round-off errors in the pressure and shear stress integrals. The
accuracy of the Fine mesh is deemed to be sufficient and is elected for the remainder of the
CFD computations.
In addition to the convergence study for the CFD solutions, it is necessary to determine
the number of required elements for the linearized potential-flow simulations. In Fig. 3.12,
the normalized error of the lift coefficient and wetted length are shown versus the number
of elements for both linear and cosine spacing. The normalized error is defined as ε =
|f − f0| /f0, where f is the solution of interest (i.e. lift or wetted length) and f0 is the
“true” solution, which is taken as the potential-flow solution with 170 elements. The cosine
spacing is found to converge much faster than the linear spacing, due to the increased
resolution near the trailing edge and stagnation point. Consequently, fewer elements may
be used with the cosine spacing than for the linear spacing. For the flat-plate study, 150
elements were used with cosine spacing.
3.3.5 Effects of Angle of Attack on Pressure Distribution
In order to independently investigate the effects of angle of attack, the hydrodynamic re-
sponse is calculated for a range of angle of attack, β at a fixed Froude number, Fri = 1.1.
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(a) Normalized Error in Lift























(b) Normalized Error in Wetted Length
Figure 3.12: Normalized error of lift and wetted length for linearized potential-flow
method. The cosine element spacing is found to exhibit a much faster convergence rate
than the linear element spacing.
The pressure and free-surface profiles for each case are shown in Fig. 3.13. In addition
to the CFD results, which are shown as solid curves, the linearized potential-flow results
are shown as dashed lines. In all cases at this flow speed, the results were found to reach
steady-state. Good agreement is observed between the CFD and potential-flow solutions
for β ≤ 10◦; however, at larger angles of attack, nonlinear effects are shown to be increas-
ingly important. In particular, the wave profiles are found to become more nonlinear as β
increases. These trends are generally found to be true at other Froude numbers as well, but
unsteady effects caused by breaking waves are found to become dominant at lower speeds.
It should be noted that, as β increases, the center of pressure moves towards the trail-
ing edge, the pressure becomes more evenly distributed, and the pressure gradient near
the leading edge is reduced. Conversely, the pressure gradient near the trailing edge is
increased.
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=5.0  Frh =5.28
(H/)pot=0.03




=10.0  Frh =3.74
(H/)pot=0.05
=12.5  Frh =3.35
(H/)pot=0.06




Figure 3.13: Plots of total pressure coefficient and free-surface profile at fixed Froude
number Fri = 1.1 for varying angle of attack, β. Solid lines correspond to CFD results and
dashed lines correspond to linearized potential-flow results. In subfigure (a), the symbols
are located at the center of pressure on the abscissa and spatially-averaged pressure on the
ordinate. In subfigure (b), λ = 2πU2/g is the linear potential-flow theory estimate of the
far-field wavelength and h = Li sin β is the draft at the plate trailing edge.
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3.3.6 Effects of Froude Number on Pressure Distribution
The pressure and free surface profiles for a range of Froude number, Fri, at fixed angle of
attack, β = 7.5◦, are shown in Fig. 3.14. The linearized potential-flow results are found
to compare well with the CFD results for high Froude numbers. However, at lower speeds
(Fri < 0.8), differences due to nonlinearity become more important. For this angle of
attack, the results become unsteady due to wave breaking at Fri = 0.5, and hence the
pressure profile shown is a snap-shot at the final simulation time.
In general, it was found that as Fri decreases, the waves become more nonlinear and
the relative center of pressure moves towards the middle of the plate. Additionally, the
pressure gradient at the trailing edge increases until the waves begin to break. This trend
is especially apparent for Fri < 0.8. Once the waves begin to break, the mean trailing
edge pressure is not zero, as expected. This is due to the breaking of the downstream
waves, which causes a slight periodic re-wetting of the transom, leading to an increase
in hydrostatic pressure at the trailing edge. The increase in pressure at the trailing edge is
found to increase as Fri decreases, leading to increasing differences between the linearized
potential-flow and CFD results. This effect is discussed in the next section.
3.3.7 Effects of Unsteadiness and Nonlinearity on the Hydrodynamic
Response
The lift, drag, and moment coefficients are shown as functions of the Froude number Fri
for a range of angle of attack β in Fig. 3.15. The linear potential-flow results are shown as
curves and the CFD results are shown as symbols.
The results show that the CFD and linear potential-flow results compare fairly well
for Fri ≥ 0.8. In this speed range, the potential-flow method should be chosen for its
computational efficiency. However, at lower Froude numbers, the time-averaged force and
moment coefficients differ largely due to nonlinear effects. Due to the effects of wave
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Fri =0.5 Frh =1.96
(H/)pot=0.09




Fri =0.9 Frh =3.52
(H/)pot=0.04
Fri =1.1 Frh =4.31
(H/)pot=0.04




Figure 3.14: Plots of total pressure coefficient and free-surface profile at fixed angle at-
tack β = 7.5◦ for varying Froude number, Fri. Solid lines correspond to CFD results and
dashed lines correspond to linearized potential-flow results. In subfigure (a), the symbols
are located at the center of pressure on the abscissa and spatially averaged pressure on the
ordinate. In subfigure (b), λ = 2πU2/g is the linear potential-flow theory estimate of the
far-field wavelength and h = Li sin β is the draft at the plate trailing edge. It should be
noted that the plates are of identical geometry, but appear not to be so due to the nondimen-
sionalization of the x variable.
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breaking, the differences between the linear potential-flow and CFD results are seen to
increase as Fri decreases.
Contours of the absolute difference in the lift and drag coefficients predicted by the
CFD and linear potential-flow methods and normalized by the CFD result are shown in
Fig. 3.16. The two methods are found to compare well for Fri ≥ 0.8 and β < 10◦ (error
≤ 5%). For Fri < 0.8, the difference increases as Fri is reduced and β is increased due to
nonlinear effects. In addition to the effects of wave nonlinearity, some differences between
the two methods at larger Froude numbers may be due to insufficient domain size, which
was optimized for Fri ≤ 1.0.




































































Figure 3.15: Curves of lift, drag, and moment coefficients and wetted length as a function
of Froude number Fri for various angle of attack, β. The potential-flow results are plotted
as curves while the time-averaged CFD results are shown as symbols.
It is useful to determine the operating boundaries where unsteadiness due to wave
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Figure 3.16: Contours of normalized difference in lift and drag coefficient between CFD
and linear potential results for a range of β and Fri
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breaking becomes important. In order to do so, a contour of the standard deviation of the
lift and drag coefficient time histories, denoted C ′l and C
′
d, respectively, normalized by the
time-averaged value is shown in Fig. 3.17. In addition to the filled contours, black contour
curves are shown at constant immersion-based Froude number, defined as Frh = U/
√
gh,
where h = Li sin β is the draft of the trailing edge. The results show that the large in-
crease in unsteadiness is fairly well characterized by the contour at Frh ≈ 2.75. This
value is quite close to the results found numerically and experimentally by Maki (2006) for
two-dimensional transom-stern flows.
The results show a distinct region at low Fri and high β where unsteady wave breaking
effects become important. It can be seen that, as the Froude number decreases, the waves
break first for larger angle of attack. This observation is consistent with the fact that wave
breaking is in large part governed by the slope of the waves. In Fig. 3.18, the free surface
profiles are shown for β = 10◦ and β = 15◦ for varying Fri. The free surface waves are
seen to become more nonlinear as the Froude number decreases and as the angle of attack
increases. Eventually, the nonlinear effects cause the waves to break, as shown in Fig. 3.18.
The increased level of unsteadiness due to wave breaking is also apparent from the lift
coefficient time histories of these runs, which are shown in Fig. 3.19. In these cases, a clear
distinction between nominally steady and unsteady cases is observed. It should be noted
that although the drag coefficient time histories are not shown, they are characteristically
identical to the lift coefficient time histories and have simply been omitted for conciseness.
3.3.8 Conclusions of Flat Plate Study
The classical problem of a two-dimensional planing flat plate has been investigated using
a nonlinear CFD method for a range of angle of attack and Froude number. The results are
compared to a linearized potential-flow model in order to determine the effects of nonlin-
earity and wave breaking. The CFD and potential-flow methods are found to agree well for
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Figure 3.17: Contours of standard deviation of time histories of lift and drag coefficients
normalized by the time-averaged values for a range of β and Fri. Areas of large standard
deviation correspond to regions of large unsteadiness caused by wave breaking effects.
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Fri =0.5 Frh =1.70
(H/)pot=0.12




Fri =0.9 Frh =3.06
(H/)pot=0.06
Fri =1.1 Frh =3.74
(H/)pot=0.05
Fri =1.3 Frh =4.41
(H/)pot=0.05
=10.0 
(a) β = 10◦













































Fri =0.5 Frh =1.39
(H/)pot=0.18




Fri =0.9 Frh =2.50
(H/)pot=0.09
Fri =1.1 Frh =3.06
(H/)pot=0.08
Fri =1.3 Frh =3.61
(H/)pot=0.07
=15.0 
(b) β = 15◦
Figure 3.18: Plots of free-surface profile at β = 10◦ and β = 15◦ for varying Froude num-
ber, Fri. Solid lines correspond to CFD results and dashed lines correspond to linearized
potential-flow results. Here, λ = 2πU2/g is the linear potential-flow theory estimate of the
far-field wavelength and h = Li sin β is the draft at the plate trailing edge. It should be
noted that the plates are of identical geometry, but appear not to be so due to the nondimen-
sionalization of the x variable.
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(a) β = 10◦




























(b) β = 15◦
Figure 3.19: Complete time histories of lift coefficient from CFD simulations at β = 10◦
and β = 15◦ for varying Froude number, Fri, corresponding to the free surface profiles
shown in Fig. 3.18. Time averages referenced throughout this section were taken over the
last 20% of simulated time, after transient effects became negligible. For all cases, the
simulations were run for tmax = 100 s.
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high Froude number. However, at low Froude number and large angle of attack, nonlinear
effects become important. Two types of nonlinearity are found to be important: (1) non-
linear, non-breaking free-surface waves, which occur first as the angle of attack increases
and Froude number decreases and (2) breaking waves, as the angle of attack is increased
and Froude number are decreased further. Based on the results of the current study, it is de-
termined that potential-flow methods offer sufficient accuracy for Fri ≥ 0.8 and β ≤ 10◦,
and should be chosen for their computational efficiency. At lower speeds (Fri < 0.8) and
larger angles of attack (β > 10◦), the results of the potential-flow method are found to
under-predict the time-averaged lift and drag coefficients, where the difference can be as
much as 35% at Fri = 0.5 and β = 15◦.
The boundary where the transom waves begin to break down is found to be closely
related to the immersion-based Froude number, defined as Frh = U/
√
gh ≈ 2.75. The
results of the current study are found to be fairly close to the results for two-dimensional
transom stern flows, owing to similarity between the two flows.
Based on the results of the flat plate study, it is possible to determine whether the
linearized potential-flow method is appropriate to use for SES seal simulations. Using the
definitions for the Froude number based on the cushion length (FrC) and Froude number
based on twice the immersed length (Fri), the following scaling relation may be derived








The numerical method is found to be of use for speeds for approximately FrC > 0.3,
which corresponds to Fri > 0.8 for Li/LC < 7%. As long as the immersed length of each
seal is lower than this value, the potential-flow method can be considered valid. Although
it is difficult to calculate the initial immersed length for cases where both seals are included
in the simulation, it is expected that the potential-flow method should be valid for the cases
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of interest due to the low-immersion nature of SES seals. Nevertheless, it is acknowledged
that the curvature of SES seals will probably reduce the zone where potential-flow assump-
tions are valid. The aim of the current work is to develop an efficient FSI solver to predict
the response with consideration for seal-seal interaction using a linearized potential-flow
solver coupled with a 1-DoF structural model. Future work should consider the use of
higher-fidelity models to systematically study the influence of viscous FSI effects.
3.4 Potential-Flow Method for Multiple Planing Surfaces
In the previous section, the problem of a single planing flat plate was studied using both a
CFD and potential-flow-based method. It was determined that at high Froude number and
low angle of attack, the potential-flow method was sufficiently accurate. In order to study
the problem of SES seals, however, the method must be extended in order to be able to
consider multiple planing surfaces.
Using the single-planing-surface formulation presented in Section 3.1.2, the extension
of the problem to multiple planing surfaces is fairly straightforward owing to the placement
of a pressure element at the trailing edge. In the following discussion, the number of
planing surfaces will be limited to two. However, in principle, the method should be able to
consider any number of planing surfaces. An unvalidated example of a quadruple-stepped
planing flat plate is shown in Appendix B as an illustration of the flexibility of the method.
In the case of two planing surfaces in tandem, there are two unknown wetted lengths
that must be solved-for. Therefore, a multidimensional nonlinear root finder must be used
to satisfy a number of residual equations equal to the number of planing surfaces, i.e.
Ri(Lw,j) ≡ pTE,i(Lw,j)− pkutta,i = 0 (3.44)
where the subscripts i and j refer to the index of the planing surface. Therefore, for the case
of two planing surfaces, there are two residual equations that must be driven to zero, each of
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which are functions of the wetted length of both planing surfaces. Broyden’s root-finding
method (Broyden, 1965) has been found to be effective in solving this type of system of
equations.
The unknown pressure of each element may be found by solving the linear system
shown in Eq. (3.18), while taking care to note that all pressure elements must be considered
simultaneously for all planing surfaces.
3.5 Potential-Flow Shear Stress Correction
Since the potential-flow method assumes the fluid to be inviscid, it ignores the shear stress
along the planing surface. Although this assumption has been shown to be valid at higher
speeds for the planing flat plate problem, it is useful to include a frictional correction term
in the current study to consider the relative magnitude of the frictional drag.
The flat-plate friction coefficient is used to predict the shear stress along the planing
surface, where the shear stress is assumed to act between the stagnation point and the
trailing edge. Although the model currently ignores curvature effects, these effects may be
added in the future. The Reynolds number of each planing surface is based on the wetted





in order to determine whether the flow is expected to be laminar or turbulent. Turbulent
flow is assumed when Rew > 5× 105. Otherwise, laminar flow is assumed.




where τ is the fluid shear stress at the wall, s is the arc-length coordinate, and Res is the
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Reynolds number based on wetted arc length (from the stagnation point to the pressure
element), defined as:
Res =
U · (sstag − s)
νw
(3.47)




The shear stress is integrated along with the pressure in order to obtain the lift and drag
forces, and the moment on the body. For all cases considered in this thesis, the frictional
drag was found to be at least two orders of magnitude lower than the pressure drag, and
hence the viscous correction term is not included.
3.6 Validation Studies
The problem of a single planing plate has been studied in the past by several authors and
hence, in conjunction with the CFD study presented in Section 3.3, the solution to that
problem can be considered validated. For the purposes of the simulation of an SES with
a pressure cushion and bow and stern seals, two capabilities must be added to the method
in order to ensure its validity. The first addition is the consideration of multiple planing
surfaces, which was described in Section 3.4. This addition is validated in Section 3.6.1 by
considering the flow past a 2-D stepped planing flat plate. The second addition is use of
a pressure source term to model the influence of the pressure cushion, which is validated
in Section 3.6.2 by comparing the code with past efforts associated with wave resistance
prediction for 2-D ACVs.
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3.6.1 Stepped Planing Flat Plate
The problem of a stepped planing flat plate is chosen in order to demonstrate the ability
of the potential-flow method to consider multiple planing surfaces. This problem has been
studied by Garland and Maki (2012), who used a similar CFD model to the one presented
in Section 3.1.1. The geometry for this problem is shown in Fig. 3.20. The plate has an
initial immersed length (Li) of 1.0 m and an afterbody length of La = 0.9Li. It is oriented
at an angle of attack β = 5◦ to the calm-water free surface. The step height (hstep) is varied
from hstep/Li = 0.0 (unstepped) to hstep/Li = 0.025 at a flow speed of 5.0 m/s, yielding a
Froude number based on twice the immersed length (Fri) of 1.129 and a Reynolds number







U , ρw, νw
g
Figure 3.20: Geometry for stepped planing plate (not to scale)
The free-surface profile for a single step height of hstep/Li = 0.10 is shown in Fig. 3.21
to illustrate the successful satisfaction of the kinematic boundary condition on both the fore-
and aft-body planing surfaces. For all cases, 50 elements per planing surface are used with
cosine spacing.
The pressure profiles for six values of the step height are plotted in Fig. 3.22 compared
to the CFD results of Garland and Maki (2012). The results are found to compare well
with the CFD results. A drastic increase in computational efficiency is obtained using the
potential-flow method, which can solve each case in a matter of seconds on a single-core
processor laptop, versus days on a multi-core computing cluster for the CFD simulations.
The integrated lift forces are shown in Fig. 3.23. The total lift is found to decrease as
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Figure 3.21: Potential-flow solution for stepped planing plate for hstep/Li = 0.10. The
free-surface profile is shown as a solid blue line while the undeformed free surface is shown
in a dashed blue line. The body profile is shown in black and the pressure profiles are shown
as red lines.

























































Figure 3.22: Comparison of pressure profiles for stepped planing plate with varying step
height for Fri = 1.129, β = 5◦, Li = 1.0 m, and La = 0.9Li.
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the step height decreases, however there is also a corresponding drop in wetted length and
hence frictional drag. The goal of the inclusion of the step is to increase the lift-to-drag ratio
of the plate by reducing the frictional drag more than the generated lift. The potential-flow
method is found to under-predict the lift predicted by the CFD method at low step heights.
The under-prediction is exhibited solely for the afterbody, as the forebody lift is found
to agree very well with the CFD results. Although the exact cause of this discrepancy is
unknown, it might be attributed to either insufficient grid resolution to capture the afterbody
jet (which becomes important especially for small step heights) or possible differences in
the pressure between the forebody and afterbody due to a small region of recirculation just
aft of the step. The discrepancy warrants future investigation. In any case, the comparisons
of the trends are found to be accurate between the two methods.























Figure 3.23: Comparison of lift coefficient for stepped planing plate with varying step
height
3.6.2 Known Pressure Patch on the Free Surface
The final addition which must be implemented in order to model an SES is the pressure
cushion, which is located between the bow and stern seals. Since the cushion pressure is
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assumed to be fixed, it is included as a source term in the pressure equation (Eq. (3.20)).
In order to validate the source terms used for the pressure cushion, the 2-D smoothed
pressure distribution of Doctors and Sharma (1972) was modeled and the free surface ele-
vation was calculated. The total free surface elevation as a function of x may be calculated
using Eq. (3.19).
A simple function minimizer may be used to find the maximum and minimum of the






where A = ηmax − ηmin is the wave amplitude.
The wave resistance was calculated for the 2-D smoothed pressure distributions of Doc-
tors and Sharma (1972) for three values of the smoothing parameter. The pressure distri-




















where αs is the longitudinal smoothing factor. In order to apply this pressure distribu-
tion using the previously-defined pressure distributions, the pressure distribution was dis-
cretized into multiple complete triangular pressure elements, where 50 elements are placed
in each smoothing region. The discretized smoothed pressure distribution is shown in
Fig. 3.24. This contrasts with the method of Doctors and Sharma (1972), which considers
Eq. (3.50) directly. However, since both methods are solving the same problem the results
should agree. It can be viewed as a good test that the linear approximation of Eq. (3.50),
which is what is obtained using the triangular pressure distributions, should match the exact
form of the pressure distribution. The results for the resistance coefficient as a function of
Froude number based on the cushion length (FrC) are shown in Fig. 3.25 for three different
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values for the longitudinal smoothing factor (αs). The numerical results from the current
study are shown as curves, while the peaks from Doctors and Sharma (1972) are plotted as
red circles. The results between the two methods match very well, and it can be seen that
the effects of the pressure smoothing are captured.















Figure 3.24: Discretization of Eq. (3.50) for αs = 10 using triangular pressure elements.
Each pressure element is plotted as a red triangle while the total applied pressure is plotted
in black. There are 50 elements distributed throughout each smoothing region while two
half-triangular elements represent the constant pressure patch.
3.7 Summary
In this chapter, the fluid model has been described. First, the potential-flow method was
compared to a CFD method for the 2-D planing flat plate problem and it was found that
the potential-flow method was sufficiently accurate at high speeds and low angles of attack.
Based on this study, it was determined that the potential-flow method should be of sufficient
accuracy for the SES seal problem. It should be noted that, while the current study applies
the assumptions of linearized potential-flow, the effects of nonlinearity have recently been
studied for both the planing plate problem and the smoothed pressure distribution problem
by Kramer et al. (2013) and Maki et al. (2012), respectively. In Maki et al. (2012), it was
observed that the waves can become nonlinear as the cushion pressure increases. In the
scope of the current study, the linearized potential-flow method is used for its simplicity;
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Figure 3.25: Resistance coefficient for the smoothed pressure distribution of Doctors and
Sharma (1972) for varying smoothing factors. The humps from Doctors and Sharma (1972)
are shown as red circles and compare well to the current method, shown as curves.
however, future studies are warranted to investigate the influence of nonlinearity for the
problem of an SES with both a pressure cushion and multiple planing seals.
The potential-flow method, which is based on the work of Doctors (1974, 1977), was
then extended to include consideration for multiple planing surfaces and source terms for
modeling the pressure cushion. Both of these extensions were validated against existing
published results and were found to compare well. Now that both of these extensions to
the classical planing plate problem have been implemented and validated, the method may
be used to model the flow past a 2-D SES with bow and stern seals, and a pressure cushion
between the two. The structural and FSI methods will now be discussed. The fluid model is
next implemented in Chapter 7 for an SES with rigid bow and stern seals with consideration




The objective of the structural modeling is two-fold. First, the rigid body motion must be
considered in order to find the running trim and draft of the vessel. Without this consider-
ation, the forces and moments on the vessel will be incorrectly predicted due to excessive
or too little immersion, and due to different angles of attack. The numerical model must
additionally be able to consider cases where one or both of these degrees of freedom are
fixed.
The second objective of the structural model is to determine the deformed equilibrium
shapes of the bow and stern seals in order to be able to study the effects of seal flexibility on
the seal resistance. For this aspect of the structural modeling, it is beneficial to formulate
the problem in a modular manner such that various seal models may be interchanged and
tested.
In this chapter, each of these problems are addressed, first separately, and then in com-
bination. The structural portion assumes as an input the availability of fluid pressure and
shear stress, which was detailed in the previous chapter on the fluid model.
4.1 Structural Layout
The complete structure is represented as a rigid body oriented along the free surface, as
shown in Fig. 4.1. The rigid body consists of any number of substructures, which are
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located along the boundaries of the body. Each substructure may be rigid or flexible de-
pending on the user input, the selection of which governs whether the boundary will be able
to move or remain rigid with respect to a body-fixed coordinate system. The rigid body has
the properties of weight (∆), which acts at the center of gravity located at (xCG, yCG),
and a center of rotation located at (xCR, yCR). The substructures are treated generally and
contain their own properties. In the example shown in Fig. 4.1, the bow and stern seals
each have the additional properties of torsional spring stiffness (Kδ) and seal pressure (Ps).
All of the equations of motion are written about the center of rotation, where the forces
are obtained by integrating the pressure and shear profiles along all substructures. For the
purposes of this section, the availability of force and moment calculations is assumed. The














Calm water free surface
U
Figure 4.1: Definition of structural layout showing rigid body made up of several substruc-
tures, which may be rigid or flexible
4.2 Rigid Body Motion Solver
The objective of the rigid body motion solver is to determine the running trim (θ) and
draft (d) of the vessel at a given operating condition. The physical forces are determined by
hydrodynamic forces (pressure and/or shear), applied air pressure forces, and gravitational
forces. The total lift and drag forces for each rigid body are calculated as the sum of the
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where Fss,x and Fss,y are the total force along the surface of substructure ss in the x- and y-
directions, respectively, and Mss is the total moment along substructure ss about the center
of rotation (CR), counter-clockwise being positive. A free body diagram of a representative












Calm water free surface
U
Figure 4.2: Free body diagram for rigid body vessel motion
Although the intent is to calculate the steady equilibrium solution, it is useful first to
consider the fully-unsteady equations of motion. The steady-state equations of motion may
then be simplified when necessary later by dropping the unsteady terms. The unsteady
equations of motion, written about the center of rotation, are:
md̈+ Cdḋ = ∆− Ltot
(
d, θ, ḋ, θ̇, d̈, θ̈
)
= 0 (4.4)
Iz θ̈ + Cθθ̇ = Mtot
(
d, θ, ḋ, θ̇, d̈, θ̈
)
−∆ · (xCG − xCR) = 0 (4.5)
where m is the mass of the rigid body, Iz is the mass-moment of inertia about the center
of rotation, ∆ is the vessel displacement, d is the draft, θ is the trim angle, and Cd &
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Cθ are numerical or physical damping coefficients which may be used to help maintain
numerical stability and improve convergence speed. It should be noted that the draft (d)
is defined as positive downwards, which accounts for the sign of the forces on the right-
hand side of Eq. (4.4). The trim angle (θ) is defined positive bow-up, or counter-clockwise.
It should be noted that currently there are no restoring force terms on the right-hand-side
of Eqs. (4.4) and (4.5) since all hydrodynamic forces are obtained directly from the fluid
solver. However, additional restoring force terms may be included fairly easily in the future
if necessary.
The objective of the steady-state rigid body motion solver is to determine d and θ such
that Eqs. (4.4) and (4.5) are satisfied when d̈ = ḋ = θ̈ = θ̇ = 0.
4.2.1 Broyden’s Method
The method for calculating the steady-state equilibrium that has been implemented is based
on Broyden’s method (Broyden, 1965), which is a general method for solving a system of
nonlinear equations. Broyden’s method can be viewed as a multidimensional extension of
the secant method, which uses an approximated Jacobian matrix that is updated at each
iteration to prevent the need to re-evaluate the Jacobian at each iteration. It is a root-
finding algorithm, and as such the equations must be written in the form of residuals. By
using this method, the steady equations of motion may be solved quickly and accurately.
Equations (4.4) and (4.5) may be rewritten in a residual form, dropping all unsteady terms:
R1 (d, θ) ≡ Ltot (d, θ)−∆ = 0 (4.6)
R2 (d, θ) ≡Mtot (d, θ)−∆ · (xCG − xCR) = 0 (4.7)
Using this method, it is necessary to set strict limits on the allowable step size, since
steps that are too large can place the vessel in a position where the hydrodynamic solver
cannot obtain a solution. The major benefit of using Broyden’s method is that, provided
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that a hydrodynamic solution can always be found, it can converge in as little as 10 itera-
tions. The downside to this method is that, since it is gradient-based, it relies heavily on a
smooth prediction of the forces and moment as a function of body position and tends not
to converge if any of the seals leaves the free surface, causing an abrupt change in forces
and moments on the body. This method is most appropriate for cases where the seals are
expected to be highly wetted and are not anticipated to leave the free surface during the
solution procedure.
4.2.2 Validation of Broyden’s Method for Motion Calculation
In order to test the rigid body motion method, a test case was constructed for an SES
without hydrodynamic or air loading. In this case, a fixed-value pressure cushion is placed
between the two seals, and consequently the free-surface profile is determined a priori since
there are no unknown pressure elements. The fluid lift force is replaced by stiff numerical
springs intended to drive the seal tips to the fixed free surface. The total lift force then takes
the form:
Ltot = Fs,bow + Fs,stern (4.8)
where Fs,bow and Fs,stern are the vertical numerical spring force for the bow and stern seals,
respectively. The spring force takes the form Fs = −Ks (ytip,i − η (xtip,i)), where η is the
free surface elevation, Ks = 105 N/m is the linear spring stiffness, and xtip,i and ytip,i are
the coordinates of each respective seal tip.
The case is constructed to ensure that the rigid body motion solver can handle solving
for both the equilibrium draft and trim angle simultaneously, and that the method converges
to the known value, which may be calculated analytically. The body is initialized with a
draft d = 0.0 cm and trim angle of θ = 5.0◦. The initial and final rigid body positions
are shown In Fig. 4.3 for FrC = 0.4 and with a cushion pressure P̄C = PCAC/∆ = 0.7.
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The body geometry and mass properties are the same as those that will be given for the
segmented model of Heber (1977) in Chapter 6.








































































(a) Initial body position











































































(b) Final body position
Figure 4.3: Initial and final body positions for an SES with rigid seals and numerical springs
placed at the seal trailing edges in order to drive the seal tips to the fixed free-surface
position. FrC = 0.4, P̄C = PCAC/∆ = 0.7.
The residual histories for the lift and moment are shown in Fig. 4.4. The simulations
are run until the absolute value of the lift and moment residuals (Eqs. (4.6) and (4.7)) are
below 1.0× 10−6. The method is found to converge to the known solution of d = 1.677 cm
and θ = 0.0064◦ in 11 iterations. This highlights the major benefit of Broyden’s method
compared to methods which rely on integrating the unsteady equations of motion in time.
4.3 Substructure Models
As was described in Section 4.2, the rigid body is constructed of one or more substructures,
which may be rigid or flexible in nature. All substructures share the characteristics of being
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Figure 4.4: Iteration histories of the lift and moment residuals. The simulations are run until
both residuals (Eqs. (4.6) and (4.7)) are below 1.0× 10−6. FrC = 0.4, P̄C = PCAC/∆ =
0.7.
able to calculate the total forces to apply to the rigid body, however specialized flexible
substructures also contain methods to calculate the deformation based on the loads applied
to that particular substructure. In this subsection, the details of force calculation for the
steady-state rigid body motion calculation are discussed, as well as the details of particular
flexible models, which are used to calculate the deformed shape.
4.3.1 Rigid Substructures
The most basic type of substructure is the rigid substructure, upon which all of the flexible
types are built. Each substructure is represented by a series of nodes, connected by ele-
ments. These nodes and elements are collectively referred to as the “mesh”. An example
substructure mesh is shown in Fig. 4.5.











Figure 4.5: Example mesh for rigid substructure









where Nel is the number of elements in the substructure and the moments (Mi) are taken to
be positive counter-clockwise about the rigid body center of rotation (CR).
The force and moment along each element are obtained by integrating the pressure
and shear stress distributions from the FSIInterpolator, which will be described in
the next chapter. For the purposes of the current discussion, it is sufficient to say that
the FSIInterpolator returns a discrete number of pressure and shear stresses located
between the element’s two end nodes as well as the interpolated pressure at the nodes as a
function of the arc length coordinate (s). The interpolated pressure is illustrated in Fig. 4.6.
The pressure and shear stresses are numerically integrated in order to calculate the total
force and moment of the element. Trapezoidal integration was chosen due to the linear
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nature of the fluid solver as well as the much finer fluid mesh resolution compared to the
structural mesh, however other integration schemes could be implemented easily.









−p · n̂− τ · t̂
)
× r ds (4.12)
where r = xB(s) − xCR is the moment arm about the center of rotation and s1 and s2 are













Figure 4.6: Example of discretized pressure and shear stress as a function of the arc length
coordinate (s) showing nomenclature for force integrals
Using these equations, the total force and moment for each element may be calculated
for each substructure. The sum of these may be applied to each rigid body in order to find
the equilibrium position.
4.3.2 Finite Element Method (FEM) for Thin Membranes
It is also useful to consider various flexible substructure models, particularly for problems
such as SES seals. SES seals are generally constructed of very flexible, thin rubber mem-
branes that are reinforced by fibers. Although the material properties have been shown to
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be important for localized effects, such as flutter and buckling (see, e.g. Besch, 1976; Wig-
gins et al., 2011), the overall deformation pattern is governed more by the nonlinear large
deformation behavior, rather than small-scale material strain. As such, large inflated struc-
tures such as SES bag seals have been modeled assuming the material to be inextensible in
the past (Jabbarizadeh, 2012; Jabbarizadeh and Karr, 2013). For these types of structures,
it is generally assumed that the bending stiffness of the material is negligible and that the
restoring force is obtained by large deformation behavior.
In the works of Jabbarizadeh (2012) and Jabbarizadeh and Karr (2013), the membrane
is represented by constant-length arc and quadratic Bézier curve finite elements, which
may be extensible or inextensible. Using these specialized curved elements, the membrane
structure can be represented using a small number of elements, as opposed to traditional
methods using flat truss or shell elements, which must use many more elements to represent
the curved membrane. For the current study, 2-D nonlinear truss elements were chosen
for their simple nature, however the results of Jabbarizadeh (2012) and Jabbarizadeh and
Karr (2013) are encouraging and offer the possibility for representing the seal surface with
much fewer elements in the future, which can help to increase computational speed. As
a consequence of using truss elements, a body-exact geometry cannot be modeled and
an appropriate interpolation scheme must be used for transfer of hydrodynamic loading
between the fluid and structural models. The interpolation scheme is described in the next
chapter.
The truss elements are straight and have four degrees of freedom (two translational de-
grees of freedom at each end of the element), as shown in Fig. 4.7. Since truss elements
only allow axial loads, the influence of bending rigidity is ignored. The elements are as-
sumed to be extensible (allowing axial deformation), but for the cases of SES seals the
axial stiffness is set to be large enough that the elements are practically inextensible. For
a traditional, small-deformation truss structure, the truss elements are assumed to yield a
restoring force for displacements in the 1 and 3 degrees of freedom only, however for large
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Figure 4.7: Diagram of nonlinear truss element showing the degrees of freedom, applied
pressure, and shear loading
The nonlinear FEM formulation is provided by Bathe (1982). The local stiffness matrix
is split into two components, a linear component and a nonlinear component, the total





1 0 −1 0
0 0 0 0
−1 0 1 0







1 0 −1 0
0 1 0 −1
−1 0 1 0
0 −1 0 1

(4.14)
Ktot = Klin + Knonlin (4.15)
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Ftot = Flin + Fnonlin (4.18)
where E is the circumferential Young’s modulus, A is the cross-sectional area of the mem-
brane, ` is the initial length of the truss element, and Fint is the internal tensile force in the
truss element. For small-deformation formulations, Fint = 0 since only one structural up-
date is performed. On the other hand, for cases of large deformations, Fint = EAε, where
ε = (`new − `)/` is the axial strain, and is updated each time the end node positions are
updated. It should be noted that the material is assumed to behave as linear elastic in the
current model.
The global stiffness and force vectors are constructed in the traditional manner by as-
sembling the individual element matrices. As such, the details will not be covered in the
scope of this thesis. Once the global stiffness and force matrices are constructed, the nodal
displacements may be calculated by solving the following linear equation for the vector of
nodal displacements (w):
Kgw = Fg (4.19)
where Kg and Fg are the global stiffness matrix and force vector, respectively. After the
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displacement vector has been calculated, the nodes are moved and the stiffness and force
matrices are updated. The solution is iterated on until the nodal displacement update is
below a user-defined tolerance. The solution is considered to be converged when:
max |w| ≤ εfem (4.20)
where εfem is the specified tolerance. In general, the tolerance is set to 1.0 × 10−6 for the
FEM solver.
All of the terms fi in the linear force vector are obtained by integrating the pressure
profile and shear stress along the element face and applying the equivalent nodal loading.
The terms of the force vector are calculated in a similar manner to the previous subsection
where the pressure and shear stress are integrated. For the case of truss finite elements,
an additional integration must be performed in order to appropriately apply the integrated








































By discretizing a long membrane by several truss elements, the deformation may be
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calculated. Due to the nonlinear nature of the method, and since the stiffness and force
matrices shown above are linearized at the current position, the nodal positions must be up-
dated in an iterative manner until the convergence criteria are met. To maintain numerical
stability, it was found that an under-relaxation factor had to be used for the nodal displace-
ments and the structure had to be incrementally-loaded. The update equation for the nodal
position is thus:
xi+1 = xi + βrK
−1
g,iFg,i (4.27)
where βr is the under-relaxation factor. In general, βr = 0.3 was found to generally yield
good results, however the exact value depends on the problem.
4.3.3 Validation of FEM Model: Inflated Membrane Dam
In order to validate the nonlinear truss elements, an example problem from the literature
was chosen for a large-deformation membrane structure subject to a varying pressure load.
In this section, the nonlinear truss FEM is compared to the analytical results of Ghavan-
loo and Daneshmand (2010) and experimental results of Hsieh et al. (1989) for an inflated
membrane dam subject to hydrostatic loading. For the current validation study, only in-
ternal hydrodynamic loading is considered. Although the SES problem has both internal
and external loading, the truss FEM model is only dependent on the net pressure distri-
bution on the structure, and thus it is expected that the method will work just as well for
externally-loaded structures as for internally-loaded structures.
In this problem, a flexible 2-D membrane is filled with water and the internal pressure
is specified by the pressure at the base of the dam (Pbase). The atmospheric pressure (Patm)
is assumed to be zero. The problem definition is shown in Fig. 4.8. The pressure varies
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linearly with submergence depth:
p (y) = Pbase − ρwgy (4.28)
where ρw is the water density and g is the gravitational acceleration. The geometry is
specified by the chord length at the base (B) and initial arc length of the membrane (`).










Figure 4.8: Problem definition for 2-D fluid-filled inflated membrane dam
Due to the simple nature of the problem, it may be nondimensionalized fairly easily.
The nondimensional parameters are represented in this section by using an over-bar. All of
the length scales are nondimensionalized by the base length, B, i.e. x̄ = x/B, ȳ = y/B,
and ¯̀ = `/B are the nondimensional x and y-coordinates, and initial arc length of the
membrane. The pressure at the base is represented using the pressure head at the base of the
dam (hbase), which is made nondimensional by the base length, i.e. h̄base = hbase/(ρwg) =
Pbase/(ρwgB). The Young’s modulus is nondimensionalized as Ē = EA/(ρwgB2) is the
non dimensional Young’s modulus, where A is the cross-sectional area of the membrane
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per unit width, i.e. the membrane thickness.
In order to test the accuracy of the nonlinear truss FEM analysis, several of the test cases
presented in the original paper were replicated. In all of the cases, the fluid used was water
with a ρw = 1000 kg/m3 subject to g = 9.81 m/s2. In the following sections, the arc length
(`), internal pressure head (hbase), and Young’s modulus (E) are varied in order test the
ability of the FEM model to consider large deformations, as well as element extensibility
(for low values of Young’s modulus). The results for each case that was compared will now
be presented. It should be noted that for all comparisons, the length of the membrane was
discretized into 200 truss elements.
4.3.3.1 Comparison with Experimental and Analytical Results for Fluid-filled Inex-
tensible Membrane
The first case that was simulated was for a geometry that was tested by Hsieh et al. (1989)
for an inextensible water-filled membrane of base length B = 17.8 cm, membrane length
of ` = 78 cm. The internal pressure head of the water at the base of the dam, hbase, was
varied from 46.7 cm to 88.4 cm, and the maximum height of the membrane was used as a
measure of comparison. The FEM results for this case are shown in Table 4.1 along with
the experimental results of Hsieh et al. (1989) and the analytical method of Ghavanloo and
Daneshmand (2010), and are found to be within the presented accuracy of the analytical
method.
Table 4.1: Comparison of maximum height of membrane (ymax) with ` = 78 cm, B =
17.8 cm versus pressure head at the base of the dam (hbase) between current Finite Ele-
ment Method, analytical method of Ghavanloo and Daneshmand (2010), and experimental
results of Hsieh et al. (1989).
hbase ymax (cm) Error
(cm) FEM Analytical Experimental %
46.7 24.8 24.8 25.1 1.353
68.1 26.2 26.2 25.9 1.030
88.4 26.7 26.7 26.7 0.084
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4.3.3.2 Inextensible, Fluid-filled Membrane of Varying Arc Length and Internal
Pressure
The membrane shape was calculated for cases of constant internal pressure, where the
pressure is specified nondimensionally as h̄base = 2.66. The arc length is varied, and
the resulting membrane shapes are shown in Fig. 4.9 along with the analytical results of
Ghavanloo and Daneshmand (2010). The membranes are found to become “flatter” as the
arc length increases, with shorter dams more resembling the infinite-pressure limit of a
constant-arc-length curve. The results are found to agree well with those presented in the
paper for the analytical method.















Figure 4.9: Equilibrium shapes for inextensible membrane dam for varying arc length and
a fixed base pressure head of h̄base = 2.66. Lines are results from current FEM method,
symbols are points transcribed from Ghavanloo and Daneshmand (2010).
Cases were also considered where the nondimensional arc length was held constant at a
value of ¯̀= 3.0 and the internal base pressure head was varied. These results are shown in
Fig. 4.10. The results were found to compare well with the analytical results of Ghavanloo
and Daneshmand (2010). It is found that the larger the internal pressure, the more “round”
the membrane becomes, and the lower the pressure, the more “flattened” it becomes.
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Figure 4.10: Equilibrium shapes for inextensible membrane dam for varying internal base
pressure head and a fixed arc length of ¯̀= 3.0. Lines are results from current FEM method,
symbols are points transcribed from Ghavanloo and Daneshmand (2010).
Combining both variations in arc length and internal pressure, the results for the max-
imum height of the membrane versus internal pressure for three membrane lengths are
shown in Fig. 4.11. Based on a comparison of the analytical results and the current nu-
merical results, the results are found to compare well between the theoretical results of
Ghavanloo and Daneshmand (2010) and the current numerical FEM model.
4.3.3.3 Extensible, Fluid-filled Membrane of Varying Young’s Modulus
Finally, the impact of extensibility of the membrane was tested. Although for the case
of SES seals, the effects of extension of the membrane material are often ignored (Jab-
barizadeh, 2012; Karr and Jabbarizadeh, 2010), it is useful to assure the accurate modeling
of this effect in order to ensure that the chosen circumferential Young’s modulus is large
enough to be considered effectively inextensible.
The results for the extensible, fluid-filled membrane are shown in Fig. 4.12. In this case,
the initial nondimensional arc length of the dam was fixed at ¯̀ = 1.5 and the internal base
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Figure 4.11: Maximum height of inextensible membrane dam as a function of internal base
pressure head for varying arc length. Lines are results from current FEM method, symbols
are points transcribed from Ghavanloo and Daneshmand (2010).
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pressure head was fixed at h̄base = 2.66. The non-dimensional Young’s modulus (Ē) was
varied from 6.2 to 105, where the latter was taken to represent the inextensible case. The
results are found to compare well with the analytical results, and the membrane is found
to stretch more as the Young’s modulus decreases, much like a balloon would. The results
for the maximum membrane height for this case are tabulated in Table 4.2 and are found
to agree with the analytical results of Ghavanloo and Daneshmand (2010) to the published
level of accuracy.















Figure 4.12: Equilibrium shapes for extensible membrane dam for varying non-
dimensional Young’s modulus (Ē). The non-dimensional pressure head at the base of the
dam is fixed at h̄base = 2.66, and the non-dimensional initial arc length of the membrane is
¯̀ = 1.5. Lines are results from current FEM method, symbols are points transcribed from
Ghavanloo and Daneshmand (2010).
4.3.4 Single Degree of Freedom (DoF) Seal Model
A hinged planing seal model has also been developed in order to facilitate comparisons with
the segmented model test of Heber (1977). These types of seals were often used in the early
days of SES development. The planing portion of these seals was constructed of a rubber
laminate which was internally reinforced by metal stays. Consequently, the planing face
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Table 4.2: Comparison of maximum non-dimensional height of membrane dam (ȳmax) for
varying non-dimensional Young’s modulus (Ē) between current Finite Element Method
and analytical method of Ghavanloo and Daneshmand (2010)
Young’s Modulus ȳmax
(Ē) FEM Analytical





was quite stiff locally compared to the previously-discussed membrane structures. The seal
was internally supported by air pressure which was contained by a bag-shaped membrane
on the back (dry) side of the planing face. A sample drawing of the bow seal tested in the
segmented SES model tests and simulated in Section 8.1 is shown in Fig. 4.13.
Figure 4.13: Diagram of experimentally-tested hinged SSBM planing seal module (from
Heber, 1977)
The planing face of the seal was attached to the model using a piano hinge. Thus, due to
the stiffness of the planing surface, the structure behaved as a torsionally-sprung structure,
where the spring stiffness was derived from the internal air pressure. The model assumes
that the bending rigidity of the planing face is large enough such that bending deformation
is negligible. Instead, the structure obtains its stiffness by the pressure inside the bag,
which is typically larger than the cushion pressure, and the deformation is measured by the
rotational rigid body motion of the planing face about the hinge point. Further details of the
validity of this assumption are given in Chapter 6, where a static load test was performed
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for the segmented seal models. It suffices to say that, for the segmented model validation
studies shown in this work, approximating the bow and stern seals using a linear torsional
spring at the planing surface attachment point to represent the stiffness provided by the
internal seal over-pressure is found to be a good assumption. Thus, a seal model based on
this principle was developed.
The seal model is quite simple, as it only contains a single DoF, the seal deformation
angle (δ), as shown in Fig. 4.14. The equilibrium equation for the seal angle is:
Kδδ = −Mo (4.29)
where Mo is the moment about the hinge point, Kδ is the torsional spring stiffness, and δ




Figure 4.14: Diagram of numerical model for hinged seal with torsional spring
The moment (Mo) is obtained by integrating the pressure distribution along the plan-
ing face of the seal. Since the rigid body motion and seal deformations are calculated
simultaneously, it was found to be beneficial to apply an under-relaxation factor (βr) on the
deformation angle in order to maintain stability and improve convergence properties. The
angular update equation may be written as:




The validation for the torsionally-hinged substructure model will be shown in Sec-
tion 6.4, where the numerical model is used to compare with experimentally-performed
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static load tests for the segmented model of Heber (1977).
4.4 Summary
In this chapter, the details of the structural solver were covered. A rigid body motion solver
for calculating the steady-state equilibrium position of the vessel (i.e. draft and trim) based
on Broyden’s method was developed. For a sample problem with simple assumed linear
spring loading of the seals, the rigid body motion method was found to yield an accurate
solution in very few iterations. Although the fully-coupled FSI problem will require more
iterations, since the fluid loading is more complicated than the assumed linear spring load-
ing and the seal deformations must be calculated, it is found that a gradient-based root
finder, such as Broyden’s method, is much more computationally efficient compared to
methods that rely on integrating the transient equations of motion.
In addition to the rigid body motion solver, details of the various substructure models
were discussed, including a nonlinear truss-based Finite Element Method (FEM) and a
simple hinged seal supported by a torsional spring. The FEM was validated by comparing
with published results for a 2-D membrane dam subject to internal hydrostatic loading.
This method was implemented as a means for future work, as well as to provide a fairly
complex structural solver for validation of the FSI model, which is discussed in the next
chapter.
The various fluid and hydrodynamic methods considered in this thesis are tabulated in
Fig. 4.15. In general, there is a tradeoff between complexity/accuracy and computational
efficiency. The increase in computational speed cannot be overlooked, and hence it is
useful to use the potential-flow in combination with the 1-DoF hinged seal model when
possible. For more advance performance predictions, where viscous effects are important,
or where localized structural deformation of the seal material is anticipated to be large,














Figure 4.15: Comparison of different fluid and structural models
The case studies performed in Chapters 6 through 8 are associated with drag prediction
for the experimentally-tested segmented SES model of Heber (1977). In this case, semi-
rigid bow and stern seals were considered and hence the hinged seal model is used to
consider the effects of seal flexibility. The validation of the hinged seal model for that
problem will be shown in Chapter 6.
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CHAPTER 5
Modeling of Fluid-Structure Interaction
The previous two chapters described the fluid and structural solvers in detail. The fluid
solver assumed the availability of the position of all wetted structural surfaces as an input,
and the structural solver assumed the availability of the fluid pressure and shear stress as
inputs. In this chapter, the interaction of the two solvers is discussed. The overall code
architecture is first described in order to illustrate the functional interaction between the
various code modules. Next, the interpolation scheme is described, which is responsible
for transferring fluid loads and structural surface positions between the two solvers. Finally,
the iteration scheme is discussed and some sample simulations are shown.
5.1 Solution Overview / FSI Modeling
The objective of the FSI model is to facilitate the transfer of hydrodynamic loading from
the fluid solver to the structural solver, and to transfer the updated solid position (including
both seal deformation and rigid body motion) from the structural solver to the fluid solver.
By iterating between the hydrodynamic and structural solvers, an equilibrium solution may
be found.
The code architecture is structured in a modular way in order to facilitate testing of
various fluid and structural models. A general overview of the code hierarchy is shown
in Fig. 5.1. The outermost class, FSIIterator, controls the overall iteration scheme,
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determining when to update the fluid and solid solutions and when the solution has con-
verged. Each RigidBody consists of any number of substructures (FESubstructure),
which may be rigid or flexible. These structures may exist with or without planing surfaces
attached.
The total fluid solution (PotPlaningProblem) consists of any number of Plan-
ingSurface and PressurePatch objects, which are constructed in order to solve the
complete potential-flow problem presented in Chapter 3. Each PlaningSurface object
is tied to an FESubstructure object through an FSIInterpolator object, which







p (x), τ (x) yB (x)
p (s), τ (s) yB (s)
p (x), τ (x) yB (x)
p (s), τ (s) yB (s)
Figure 5.1: General overview of the code layout for the FSI scheme. Taking the right side
to be the bow of the vessel, this figure corresponds to a simulation with a flexible bow seal,
rigid stern seal, and a pressure cushion between the two.
As far as the FSIIterator is concerned, at a given operating condition, the Pot-
PlaningProblem object yields as an output the pressure distribution as a function of the
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x-location, p(x), given an input of body height, yB (x), and the FESubstructure object
yields an updated body position given a pressure and shear stress loading. The FSIIn-
terpolator object, which handles interpolation and data transfer between the fluid and
solid models must be detailed first in order to close the problem.
5.2 Interpolation Scheme
In the case of SES seals, each seal must be represented by a minimum of three objects:
1. An FESubstructure object, which determines the deformed shape and rigid
body motion of the seal surface for a given pressure and shear loading
2. A PlaningSurface object, which determines the hydrodynamic pressure and
shear stress along a fixed surface geometry, and the resulting free-surface profile
3. An FSIInterpolator object, which passes the interpolated pressure/shear load-
ing, rigid body position, and substructure shapes between the two models
The details of the FSIInterpolator object are the main focus of this section.
Therefore, for the purposes of this discussion, the fluid solver is assumed to know the
body height yB for all x-locations, and the solid solver is assumed to know the pressure
and shear stress along the entire surface of the seal (p (s) & τ (s)). The objective of the
FSIInterpolator object is to ensure that both the kinematic (no penetration) and dy-
namic (equal and opposite surface traction) boundary conditions are satisfied on the seal
surface.
A diagram of a notional seal surface is shown in Fig. 5.2. The seal is parameterized by
the arc length coordinate (s). Each seal surface is represented by a series of nodes, which
are connected by an interpolated surface. The surface between the nodes may be linear,








Figure 5.2: Diagram of seal surface denoting the nomenclature and showing structural ele-





where xB(s) and yB(s) are determined by interpolating the nodes along the surface.
In order to calculate the hydrodynamic solution, the fluid solver must know the body
height as a function of x, i.e. yB(x). In order to calculate the height of the body at a given
x-coordinate, the corresponding value for s must first be calculated numerically by driving
the following residual equation to zero using a simple root finder:
R ≡ x− xB(s) = 0 (5.2)
The body height may then be calculated using the function yB(s). The body height is
utilized by the fluid solver in order to ensure that the kinematic (no penetration) boundary
condition is satisfied on the wetted surface, as in Eq. (3.20).
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In a similar manner, the structural solver must be able to determine the pressure and
shear stress (if included) along the entire arc length of the seal, i.e. p(s) and τ(s). Since
the hydrodynamic solution is given as a function of x, an interpolation procedure must be
used. This interpolation is obtained by using the function xB(s) to transfer from s to x
and then linearly interpolating the functions p(x) and τ(x) to find the pressure along the
entire seal, i.e. p (s) and τ(s). It should be noted that the interpolation method is currently
unable to consider cases where the x-coordinate of the wetted surface does not increase
monotonically, e.g. such as when the seal surface folds or buckles. However, this is not
found to be an issue because the potential-flow solver is not appropriate for these cases
since viscous effects may not be negligible due to the formation of vortices in regions of
large curvature, which cannot be modeled using a potential-flow method. Thus, the current
method is only valid for cases where the wetted surface height is single-valued in x.
Through this simple interpolation scheme, which is generalized and may use any as-
sumed shape between the structural nodes, the pressure, shear, and body location may be
efficiently transferred between the fluid and structural solver. As a consequence, the fluid
and solid grids are not required to be identical, which is a necessary property for the fluid
solver since the pressure element locations must be changed as the wetted length is solved-
for.
5.3 Iteration Scheme
Since the problem is steady, many of the stability issues associated with performing time-
accurate FSI simulations may be avoided. The iteration scheme is summarized in Fig. 5.3.
In its current state, the rigid body motion and substructure deformation are applied simul-
taneously, however in future applications it may be beneficial to include inner iterations
for updating the substructure deformation between updates of the rigid body positon. This
is particularly important for cases where the rigid body motion is solved in combination
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with the FEM model, since the shape of the membrane must be solved iteratively. For the
current cases which involve the 1-DoF hinged seal model, it has been found that simul-
taneous updating of the structural positions is sufficient as long as the structural steps are
limited using prescribed maximum step sizes (in trim, draft, nodal deformation, etc.) as
well as under-relaxation factors. The maximum step sizes are chosen manually in order to
prevent numerical divergence and vary on a case-to-case basis. In all cases, the solutions
were converged to a residual of 1.0 × 10−5 for the trailing edge pressure residuals, rigid
body motion residuals, and nodal-deformation residuals.
5.4 Numerical Issues
Although the use of a potential-flow method for calculating the hydrodynamic solution is
beneficial for reasons relating to simplicity and computational efficiency, it does not come
without its own numerical difficulties. Due to the steady nature of the fluid solver, the
fluid solution is solely dependent on the position of the wetted planing surfaces and may be
calculated in a single function call. Numerical difficulties arise, however, when the planing
surface is too lightly-immersed, i.e. the draft is too low. For these cases, there is no solution
to the planing plate problem, or in other words, the wetted length required drops to zero for
one or more of the planing surfaces.
This issue has been recognized by Wu and Whitney (1972) and is a consequence of
the linearized potential-flow theory relating to the assumption that the flow splits at the
stagnation point. Although a workaround to this issue may be developed for cases of single
planing surfaces, it is difficult to do so for cases with multiple planing surfaces due to the
interaction of the two planing surfaces, as well as the need to use a multi-dimensional root
finder to find the wetted lengths of the planing surfaces. Therefore, in order to prevent
numerical issues, it was found to be necessary to place strict limits on the draft and trim
step sizes to prevent either the bow or stern seal from achieving an immersion that is too
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Figure 5.3: Flow chart for FSI simulation
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low. This issue is exacerbated at higher FrC , where the fixed-lift condition of the seals
causes the required immersion to be very low. Consequently, for most cases which will
be shown in the following chapters, a solution cannot be obtained for Froude numbers
higher than roughly 0.45 for the two seals with an air cushion cases. Fortunately for the
problem of SES drag prediction, the seal component of the resistance is very small for
FrC > 0.45 since the seals are only barely touching the free surface, and just a simple
constant-pressure cushion model (as described in Section 3.6.2) without the seal drag is
sufficient. Hence, in this work, a hybrid approach is used. For the regime where seal drag
is important (FrC < 0.45), the coupled seal-cushion wave model is employed. For the
region where the seals are barely touching the free surface (FrC > 0.45), the constant
pressure patch method as described in Section 3.6.2 is applied. The model details and
validation studies are shown in Chapters 7 and 8 for rigid and flexible seals, respectively.
In general, for the results shown in Chapters 7 and 8, the trim step is limited to 7.5 ×
10−3 deg and the draft step is limited to 0.02ddesign, where ddesign = 2.54 cm (1.0 in) is the
design draft of the sidewalls. These limits enable the code to solve the problem, however
they can slow the convergence speed drastically. Future work to improve the stability of
the solver in the low-immersion cases is recommended to improve the convergence speed.
5.5 Example: Inflated Membrane Subject to Planing Flow
In order to test the validity of the FSI model, a sample case was generated for an inflated
membrane seal subject to planing flow. The intent of this example is not to provide physical
validation, since experiments for these types of seals have not been performed. Instead, the
intent is to examine the performance of the FSI model, to verify that the fluid and structural
models are interacting appropriately, and to ensure that the solution will converge.
An inflated membrane seal was constructed, similar to the case of Ghavanloo and
Daneshmand (2010), except inverted and subject to external hydrodynamic pressure in-
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stead of internal hydrostatic pressure. The structure is roughly intended to model a flexible
membrane seal, similar to lobed stern seals. The wave profiles for varying seal pressure are
shown in Fig. 5.4.
The seal surface was discretized into 50 truss finite elements and the boundary condition
at the two end nodes was a pinned connection. The pressure distribution along the wetted
surface is discretized into 100 pressure elements. Since the separation point is difficult to
identify (as opposed to the planing plate, which has a sharp trailing edge), the separation
point is assumed to be located at the lowest point on the seal surface. The model was fixed
in draft and in trim.
The initial geometry was a constant-radius arc with an arc length `s = 12.5 m and the
end nodes were placed at a distance 1.5 m above the undisturbed free surface. The chord
length between the end points is 10 m. The seal is subject to planing flow on water of
density ρw = 1000 kg/m3 and a flow speed of 5 m/s.
The predicted wave profiles for varying seal pressure are shown in Fig. 5.4. The un-
deformed seal shapes are shown as dashed black curves. As expected, the amount of de-
formation for the seal surface is found to increase as the internal seal pressure decreases.
The stagnation point is found to cause a large indentation in the seal surface. The drag
coefficient (CD), lift coefficient (CL), and minimum seal height (ymin) is shown in Fig. 5.5,













where D and L are the 2-D drag and lift per unit width, respectively, and `s is the total arc
length of the seal. Additionally, the y-location of the minimum point on the membrane is
shown.
The drag coefficient is generally found to decrease as the internal seal pressure is de-
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creased, which makes the seal more flexible. The lift coefficient is found to vary slightly as
the seal pressure is changed, but this effect is fairly small. Additionally, the minimum seal
height is found to rise as the pressure is decreased and the seal is made more flexible. The
minimum point then drops again at the smallest seal pressure due to the “kink” in the mem-
brane. It is unclear whether this effect is physical and unfortunately experimental data do
not exist for this case to verify. It should be noted that the shear stress correction described
in Section 3.5 was included, however the frictional drag was two orders of magnitude below
the pressure drag and hence did not have much of an effect.
5.6 Summary
In this chapter, the interaction of the fluid and structural solvers was discussed, with a
particular focus on the interpolation and iteration methods. The way in which the numerical
method transfers the pressures, shear stresses, and body surface locations between the two
independent solvers were identified. In the end, a relatively simple interpolation scheme
was developed that is able to handle non-matching grids between the fluid and structural
solutions.
In the final section of this chapter, a validation study was performed for a notional
membrane seal subject to planing flow. However, this case was constructed as a purely
numerical investigation to ensure that the interaction of the fluid and structural solvers was
captured accurately. Further validation of the interaction between the FEM and potential-
flow methods must rely on experimental studies, which are currently unavailable. Should
data become available in the future, it is recommended that the method is used to compare
with the experimental results in order to test the validity of the coupled FEM-potential-flow
method for the physical problem.
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2 = 0.4, CD = 3.434× 10−2, CL = 5.219× 10−2
















































































2 = 0.6, CD = 3.949× 10−2, CL = 5.250× 10−2
















































































2 = 0.8, CD = 4.193× 10−2, CL = 5.205× 10−2
















































































2 = 1.2, CD = 4.252× 10−2, CL = 5.188× 10−2
Figure 5.4: Inflated membrane seal shapes for varying seal pressure. Flow speed U =
5.0 m/s, seal arc length `s = 12.5 m, distance between end points = 10 m, end point height
above free surface = 1.5 m. The initial and deformed membrane positions are shown as
dashed and solid black curves, respectively. The undeformed and deformed free-surface
profile is shown as a dashed and solid blue line, respectively. The external hydrodynamic
and internal air pressure are shown as red and green lines, respectively.
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Figure 5.5: Calculated force coefficients and minimum height of the inflated membrane
seal for varying seal pressure. Flow speed U = 5.0 m/s, seal arc length `s = 12.5 m,
distance between end points = 10 m, end point height above free surface = 1.5 m.
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CHAPTER 6
Segmented Surface Effect Ship Model Tests
“These interactions suggest that good seal designs should potentially involve not
only optimization of the individual bow and stern seals but also an optimization
of the bow/stern seal system. It appears from interactions ... that a designer could
take advantage of proper bow seal contouring and attitude to create lower wave
profiles on the stern seal at critical conditions.” – Heber (1977)
A wide range of experimental investigations were performed in the 1970s by the US
Navy Surface Effect Ship Program Office (SESPO) in order to generally characterize the
performance of SESs. Many of these tests focused on identifying overall parametric trends
to aid in design decisions. Examples of variables that were tested include length-to-beam
ratio, seal configuration, propulsion system, percent displacement supported by air cush-
ion, and a variety of appendage types. These studies focused on the overall performance
of model-scale SESs, some of which were built as full-scale prototypes. In most cases,
the experimental studies investigated measures of performance such as total resistance,
trim/heave stability, maneuvering, propulsion system performance, and seakeeping. Since
these experiments were primarily designed to assess the overall SES characteristics, the
detailed effects of the seals were not studied in the majority of cases.
Stemming from the need to accurately predict SES total resistance, several model test
studies were performed for resistance characteristics in particular. In many of these studies,
it was determined that the seals had a large effect on the total resistance, particularly in the
low-to-moderate speed range (e.g. Van Dyck, 1972). It is, however, difficult to isolate
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the effects of seals for a complete SES due to the inherent interaction of the lift system,
sidehulls, seals, and free-surface waves. In order to quantify the effects of the seal drag on
the total resistance, an experimental study (Heber, 1977) was undertaken in 1975, being
carefully designed to isolate the effects of the seals as much as possible from the sidewalls,
and to allow the independent measurement of bow and stern seal forces. This experimental
study provides one of the only openly published studies where the drag of the bow and
stern seal were independently measured, and thus provides a useful means for validation of
the seal drag model proposed in the previous chapters.
The quote at the beginning of this chapter is taken from the report for the segmented
SES model test performed by the US Navy (Heber, 1977), and highlights the importance
of the interactions of the bow/stern seal system. Based on the findings of that report, as
well as the simplicity of the model that was tested, it was decided that the segmented
SES model geometry would be used as a means for validation of the numerical model by
comparing with the experimental results. Additionally, it is the only known model test
where the effects of the seals were isolated from the remaining resistance components. In
addition, the model serves as a good test case in order to investigate the bow/stern seal
wave interaction effects, as well as the effects of seal flexibility and seal height on the total
system response. These effects are investigated in Chapters 7 and 8.
In order to compare the numerical model with the experimental results, it is necessary
to adapt the segmented SES model geometry. The complete details of this experimental
study are given in Heber (1977) and Van Dyck and Fridsma (1979). However, a descriptive
summary of the experimental setup and major physical findings will now be given to pro-
vide the necessary background knowledge for comparisons between the numerical model
and experimental results, which are shown in the following chapters. The numerical adap-
tation of the geometry is then described and the torsional-spring seal model, the theory of
which was previously described in Section 4.3.4, is validated by comparing with a static
load test performed by Heber (1977). The effects of bow/stern seal wave interaction and
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seal flexibility are then studied in detail in the following two chapters for both rigid and
flexible seals with an air cushion.
6.1 Experimental Setup
6.1.1 Model Dimensions and Properties
The model was designed to be similar to the US Navy XR-1C test craft with a cushion
length-to-beam ratio of approximately 2.5. A photograph of the model is provided in
Fig. 6.1 and a dimensioned drawing is shown in Fig. 6.2. The dimensions of the model
are also very similar to the XR-1B model tested by Van Dyck (1972), which was described
in Chapter 1. The principle dimensions of the model are shown in Table 6.1.
Figure 6.1: Photograph showing segmented model test setup in tank 3 at Stevens Institute
of Technology (SIT) (from Heber, 1977)
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Figure 6.2: Layout of experimentally-tested segmented model including dimensions (from
Van Dyck and Fridsma, 1979)
Table 6.1: Principle dimensions for segmented SES model
Dimension Symbol Value
Displacement ∆ 45.36 kg (100 lb)
Cushion Length LC 1.591 m (62.64 in)
Cushion Beam BC 0.6541 m (25.75 in)
Length-to-Beam Ratio LC/BC 2.45
Design Draft d 0.0254 m (1.0 in)
6.1.2 Segmentation of Model
The model was designed with the goal of physically isolating the bow and stern seals from
the remainder of the SES structure. The sidewalls were constructed of 3/8-inch (9.5 mm)
thick clear acrylic material in order to minimize sidewall effects as well as to allow the
inside of the cushion to be visible. In order to allow for the independent measurement of
the seal loads, the model consisted of three independent sections, which were connected
by force balances. The three main sections are shown in Fig. 6.3 and include a sidewall
module, a centerbody/stern seal module, and a bow seal module. As a result of the model
segmentation, the total resistance, as well as the bow and stern seal loads could be measured
independently using a total of three force balances. By estimating the contribution of the
pressure cushion on the bow and stern seal loads, as well as the sidewall loads, which were
obtained using experimentally-measured tares with no seals, the hydrodynamic drag and
lift components of the bow and stern seals could be isolated.
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Figure 6.3: Schematic of segmented model showing three independent sections (not to
scale) (from Heber, 1977)
6.1.3 Bow Seal Modules
In order to facilitate the comparison of different types of bow seals, three interchangeable
bow seal modules were designed. In this manner, the type of bow seal being tested could
be changed relatively quickly and easily. The three types of seals tested consisted of:
• Finger Seal, consisting of 10 semi-cylindrical “fingers,” supported by cushion pres-
sure (not supported by internal seal pressure)
• Bag and Finger Seal, consisting of an upper bag supported by internal seal pressure
and ten lower “fingers”
• SSBM Seal, consisting of a single inflated membrane supported by internal seal
pressure and stiffened with wire stays on the upstream (planing) face
The best available photographs for the three types of bow seals tested are shown in
Fig. 6.4. Due to the simplicity provided by the 2-D nature of the SSBM seal, as well as its
increased stiffness, the comparisons presented in the following two chapters will be shown
for this seal only. The measured total resistance, draft, and trim are shown in Fig. 6.5
for similar operating conditions for the three different bow seal modules. The results are
shown to be fairly consistent for all three bow seals, particularly at the secondary drag hump
(Vs = 5.2 ft/s, F rC = 0.4). The trends were also similar for other measured variables (see
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Appendix C for further details). As a result, the SSBM comparisons are deemed to be
sufficient in order to identify the physical cause of the secondary drag hump. The results
also suggest that, in the subhump regime, the stern seal is of major importance, since a
change in bow seal does not change the response significantly. It should be noted that at
the highest speed for the bag and finger seal, the seal failed, causing a loss in bow seal
lift support and consequently bow-down motion. This loss in lift led to an increase in the
resistance and draft, and a decrease in trim. Unfortunately, the details of the bow seal
failure were not reported by Heber (1977).
A transverse dimensional drawing of the SSBM seal module is shown in Fig. 6.6 for
reference. The SSBM seal was designed to operate primarily as a planing surface and
was consequently much stiffer than the other two seals. The wetted (upstream) face of the
SSBM seal was constructed of two sheets of rubber material surrounding stiffening wire
in order to form a laminate. The seal was attached to the wet deck by a hinge where the
planing face meets the wet deck. The trailing edge of the SSBM seal was fitted with a
downstop to prevent the seal from operating below a designated level, as shown in Fig. 6.6.
The default downstop position was located one inch above the keel, corresponding to a
downstop height of hSF = 0.0 cm (0.0 in), as shown in Fig. 6.6. The downstop height was
left as a configuration variable and runs were also performed with the downstop position
set to hSF = 2.54 cm (1.0 in) and 5.08 cm (2.0 in) above the default position.
6.1.4 Stern Seal Module
Only one stern seal was tested during the experiment. The stern seal was similar in con-
struction to the SSBM bow seal, but consisted of two pressurized lobes. A photograph
showing the laminated construction of the planing face of the stern seal is shown in Fig. 6.7
and a cross-sectional diagram showing dimensions as well as defining the stern seal height
(hSA) is shown in Fig. 6.8. The stern seal was similarly fitted with downstop wires to
prevent the seal from operating below a specified level.
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(a) Finger Bow Seal
(b) Bag & Finger Bow Seal
(c) SSBM Bow Seal
Figure 6.4: Photographs of various bow seals tested (from Van Dyck and Fridsma, 1979)
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(a) Total resistance
(b) Draft (c) Trim
Figure 6.5: Comparison of total resistance, draft, and trim for three bow seal configurations
at comparable conditions. The model is free to heave and trim with ∆ = 45.36 kg (100 lb),
hSF = hSA = 0.0 cm (0.0 in). At the highest speed for the bag and finger seal, the bow
seal failed, causing a loss in bow seal lift support and consequently bow-down motion. This




Figure 6.6: Diagram of SSBM bow seal module showing dimensions, as well as defining
the bow seal height (hSF ) (from Van Dyck and Fridsma, 1979)
Figure 6.7: Photograph of stern seal showing laminated construction and internal stiffen-
ers (from Van Dyck and Fridsma, 1979)
hSA
Figure 6.8: Diagram of stern seal module showing dimensions, double-lobed construction,
and defining the stern seal height (hSA) (from Van Dyck and Fridsma, 1979)
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6.2 Test Program and Measured Data
The model tests were conducted in Tank 3 of the Davidson Laboratory at SIT. The tank
was roughly 45.7 m (150 ft) long and 1.52 m (5 ft) deep. The test plan was designed to test
each of the three bow seal modules for a wide number of parametric variations. The model
was free-to-heave in all cases, but both free-to-trim and fixed-in-trim runs were performed.
For the free-to-trim cases, the parametric variations were allowed in seal downstop
height, cushion fan system flow rate (by varying the number of fans), pressure ratio (Ps/PC),
Longitudinal center of gravity (LCG), and vessel displacement (∆). For the fixed-in-trim
cases, parametric variations were allowed in the pitch angle and the seal-to-cushion pres-
sure ratio (Ps/PC).
Table 6.2: Experimentally-tested parametric relations for segmented SES model
Dimension Symbol Value
Displacement ∆ 36.29, 45.36 kg (80, 100 lb)
Longitudinal center of gravity LCG 82.55, 85.09 cm (32.5, 33.5 in)
Seal Pressure/Cushion Pressure Ps/PC 1.05− 1.30
Number of cushion fans 0− 8
Number of seal fans 0− 3
Three force balances were used to measure loads between the three independent mod-
ules, as shown in Fig. 6.3. In addition to these channels, the trim angle (θ) and draft (d)
were measured to determine the attitude of the model. The trailing edge height of the stern
seal was measured at three transverse locations, and the SSBM bow seal trailing edge was
measured at one location. Finally, a wide array of pressure sensors were used to measure
the cushion pressure, internal seal pressures, and stern seal face pressures along the center-
line. Details of the test setup and results can be found in Heber (1977) and Van Dyck and
Fridsma (1979), and are summarized further in Appendix C.
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6.3 Numerical Adaptation of Geometry
The dimensions for the overall vessel, the SSBM bow seal, and the stern seal (shown in
Figs. 6.3, 6.6, and 6.8, respectively) were replicated numerically in order to yield the best
accuracy possible. The numerical mesh is shown in Fig. 6.9, where the location of the
major points used to designate the geometry are shown as red circles (labeled with point ID
numbers). Unfortunately, due to the age and scope of the experimental study, some details
are not available and must be inferred from drawings. In particular, the shape of the seal
planing face had to be estimated.
The geometry is defined in a body-fixed coordinate system, as shown in Fig. 6.9. The
main parameters defining the geometry are the cushion length LC , the coordinates of the
center of gravity and rotation, (xCG, yCG) and (xCR, yCR), respectively, and the geometry
of the seals and their attachment points.
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Bow seal hingeStern seal hinge
Figure 6.9: Geometry of segmented model, adapted for numerical drag prediction. The
substructure faces are represented by blue lines and the control points are represented by
red circles. The large number of star symbols across the seals and wet deck area represent
the structural nodes, which are used to discretize the portion of the structure subject to
possible pressure and shear loading. The center of gravity (CG) and center of rotation
(CR) are denoted by a plus sign and a circle with two quadrants filled, respectively. Note
that the CG and CR are not plotted to scale, but instead are placed to illustrate their general
locations.
The seal geometry is constructed based on the drawings shown in Figs. 6.6 and 6.8.
Both of these seals were stiffened membranes, and as such they were assumed to be fairly
rigid on the planing face. Due to a lack of details, the planing faces were assumed to be
sufficiently represented by constant-radius arcs. It was found that a radius of 12.5 in was
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sufficient to match the shape of the seals provided in the experimental drawings for both
the bow and stern seals.
The height of the trailing edge of the seals was adjustable during the model test using
downstops. Due to the rigidity of the planing faces, it is assumed that the seals behave as
rigid members that rotate about the hinge that attaches the seal to the wet deck. Hence, in
order to match the downstop height specified in the experiment, each seal is correspond-
ingly rotated about its hinge point until the seal height matches the specified downstop
height.
6.4 Static Load Test Comparison
Due to the rigid nature of the seals, which were both constructed with planing faces consist-
ing of metal stiffeners laminated by rubber membranes, the seals are assumed to behave as
rotating bodies attached to the wet deck by a torsional spring. In order to test this assump-
tion, the torsional-spring seal deformation model (described in Section 4.3.4) is compared
with the results of a static deformation test.
In order to measure the deformation behavior of the seals, the segmented SES model
was placed on a rigid surface, as shown in Fig. 6.10. The model was supported by a
fulcrum, placed in the cushion area, and the seal. A series of weights was placed above
the seal and the tip deflection (∆htip) of the seal was measured. Numerically, the seal is
modeled by applying a fixed vertical tip force (Ftip) and recording the tip deflection, as
shown in Fig. 6.11.
The stiffness of the torsional spring was chosen to match the measured stiffness of the
seal from the experimental results. The tip load was varied for both the bow and stern seals,
and the deformation was calculated. The results are shown in Fig. 6.12 for both the bow
and stern seal. The torsional-spring model is found to be fairly well-representative of the
experimental results. The torsional spring stiffness of the seals that was found to match the
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Figure 6.10: Diagram of experimental static load tests (from Van Dyck and Fridsma, 1979)
experimental results well was Kδ = 63.0 N.m/deg and 535.8 N.m/deg for the bow and
stern seal, respectively. The stern seal was found to be much stiffer than the SSBM bow
seal. The internal seal pressure of the seals was not varied during the experimental static
load tests for the SSBM and stern seal tested, however it was varied for the finger bow





Figure 6.11: Diagram of loading and nomenclature for numerical static load tests
6.5 Relationship Between Torsional Spring Stiffness and
Internal Seal Pressure
In the previous section, it was shown that the hinged seal model provides a good estimate
for the deformation behavior of the stiffened bag and membrane bow and stern seals that
were experimentally tested for the segmented SES model. Essentially, this model assumes
that the bending stiffness of the planing faces of the seals is large enough that the bending
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(a) Bow Seal (Kδ = 63.0N.m/deg)



















(b) Stern Seal (Kδ = 535.8N.m/deg)
Figure 6.12: Comparison of numerical torsional-spring hinged seal model with experimen-
tal static load tests for seal tip deflection for bow and stern seals
deformations can be assumed to be negligible, and that the planing face behaves as a rotat-
ing rigid member. The torsional spring is included in order to represent the action of the
internal seal pressure.
Although it is difficult to directly relate the internal seal pressure and the torsional
spring stiffness due to a lack of details on the internal structure of the seals and material
properties, the general behavior of the seals may be compared qualitatively by combining
the truss finite elements with the hinged seal model for the stern seal. In this section, the
behavior of the stern seal alone is examined for a single forward speed to examine the
relationship between the torsional spring stiffness and internal seal pressure.
The stern seal was modeled using a rigid planing surface, as in the hinged seal model,
connected to truss finite elements for the internal seal structure, as shown in Fig. 6.13. The
seal is subject to a varying internal seal pressure, which exerts a restoring moment. The
seal is initially placed with the trailing edge at 2.54 cm (1.0 in) below the initial free surface
and the Froude number is FrC = 0.35, where the cushion length is based on the segmented




Membrane truss finite elements
Rigid rotating planing face
Ps
Calm water free surface
U
∆htip
Figure 6.13: Diagram of the structural layout for stern seal calculations. The planing face is
represented as a rotating rigid member with no bending deformation while the internal seal
structure is modeled as a large deformation membrane using nonlinear truss finite elements.
The steady-state results for several internal seal pressures are shown in Fig. 6.14. The
results qualitatively show the effect of internal seal pressure on the response. For the highest
seal pressure, the seal planing face rotates very little, which is representative of a very stiff
seal with large torsional stiffness. As the seal pressure is reduced, the deformation increases
significantly. The seal tip deformation ∆htip (as defined in Fig. 6.11) is shown in Fig. 6.15
as a function of the internal seal pressure. The response is found to be practically linear for
relatively high seal pressure. The results qualitatively match the behavior of the torsional
spring model. As the seal pressure is reduced, the seal becomes less “stiff” and exhibits
a larger deformation. At very large seal pressures (Ps > 300 Pa), the seal tip rests at the
downstop and the seal is essentially rigid. Thus, for stiffened bag and membrane seals,
the torsional spring hinged seal model is found to be representative of the deformation
behavior of the physical seals, where the stiffness is derived from the internal seal pressure.
Further investigation of each seal may yield a more quantitative correlation between the
internal seal pressure and the torsional spring stiffness, which allows the simple hinged
seal model to be used to efficiently model more complex structures without the need to
directly simulate the membrane structure.
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(a) Ps = 110Pa








































































(b) Ps = 220Pa









































































(c) Ps = 450Pa
Figure 6.14: Free-surface profiles and deformed geometry for varying internal seal pres-
sure. The seal pressure is shown in green lines while the hydrodynamic pressure is shown
in red. The final and initial seal shapes are shown as a solid and dashed black curves.
The free-surface profile is shown as a blue curve. The seal angular deformation is found
to increase as the internal seal pressure decreases, which corresponds to a decrease in the
torsional spring stiffness.
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The results of the segmented SES model test of Heber (1977) described in Chapter 6
showed that the interaction of the bow and stern seal wave systems had a large effect on the
total resistance at the secondary and primary drag humps. One of the primary objectives
of this thesis is to investigate the physical cause of the increase in seal resistance, and to
accurately predict the influence of the seals on the vessel motions and total drag. In this
chapter, the segmented SES is modeled using a rigid-seal approximation. In doing so, the
importance of including body motion in the model is identified and the cause of the in-
crease in seal resistance at the secondary hump is determined. Due to the rigidity of the
experimental seals that were employed, the rigid seal approximation is found to yield a
fairly good comparison. The influence of seal flexibility is studied in Chapter 8.
7.1 Total Resistance and Vessel Motion Predictions
The geometry of the segmented SES model of Heber (1977) was described in the previous
chapter. The 2-D numerical geometry is chosen to match the centerline geometry of the
experimentally-tested model as closely as possible to avoid end effects. The major fixed
operating parameters used for the current study are defined in Table 7.1. For the results
of the current section, the only major variable that was changed is the Froude number
based on the cushion length (FrC = Vs/
√
gLC). The bow and stern seal heights, (hSF
and hSA, respectively) were both set to their baseline configuration, i.e. hSF = hSA =
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0.0 cm (0.0 in), which places the tips of the seals one inch (2.54 cm) above the keels, since
the seals are assumed to be rigid. The seals are chosen to match the geometry of the
stiffened stern seal and SSBM bow seal from the experiments, which were fairly rigid with
a torsional stiffness ofKδ = 535.8 N.m/deg and 63.0 N.m/deg, respectively. Dimensional
drawings of these two seals are shown in Figs. 6.6 and 6.8, respectively.
Table 7.1: Fixed geometric and physical properties for simulations of the segmented SES
model of Heber (1977)
Item Symbol Value
Water density ρw 1000.0 kg/m3
Gravitational acceleration g 9.81 m/s2
Cushion length LC 1.591 m (62.64 in)
Cushion width BC 0.6541 m (25.75 in)
Displacement ∆ 45.36 kg (100 lb)
Nondimensional Cushion Pressure P̄C = PCLCBC/∆ 0.7
x-location of center of rotation xCR 0.8255 m (32.5 in)
x-location of center of gravity xCG 0.8509 m (33.5 in)
y-location of center of rotation yCR 0.1905 m (7.5 in)
y-location of center of gravity yCG 0.1905 m (7.5 in)
For all cases, fifty pressure elements were used for each seal with cosine spacing, and
one constant-pressure finite pressure band was placed between the trailing edge of the bow
seal and the stagnation point of the stern seal to represent the pressure cushion. Since the
objective is to compare the numerical predictions with experimental measurements for the
segmented model given in Heber (1977), the total measured lift of the bow and stern seals is
applied to the seals as the vessel weight. The restoring force is assumed to be generated by
the hydrodynamic pressure and shear stress forces on the seals only, i.e. the thin sidehulls
are assumed to have negligible contribution to the restoring force. The measured total
lift and breakdown into the bow seal lift and stern seal lift are shown in Fig. 7.1 as curves,
along with the values predicted by the numerical method, shown as symbols. The numerical
method is found to accurately solve for the fixed-seal-lift case, where the lift is assumed
to match the experiments. It should be noted that the total seal-provided lift is specified,
however the fraction of the lift provided by each seal and the resultant seal motion are
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solved as part of the solution. As shown in Fig. 7.1, the distribution of lift between the
bow and stern seals is predicted fairly well, although there are some differences between
the experimental and numerical lift distributions.


















Figure 7.1: Experimentally-measured (curves) and numerically-calculated (symbols) seal
lift fractions for the segmented model of Heber (1977) with hSF = hSA = 0.0 cm (0.0 in).
The total seal-provided lift is prescribed numerically, while the bow- and stern-seal contri-
butions are solved for.
The simulations for the seal resistance calculation are limited to FrC between 0.35 −
0.45. In all cases, the frictional resistance of the seals is not included since it was observed
to be at least two orders of magnitude lower than the pressure drag in early-stage simula-
tions. For FrC > 0.45, the wetted length of both seals is less than 15% of the total arc
length of the seal, i.e. the seals were barely touching the surface of the water. This implies
that the seal drag is relatively negligible in this speed range. In addition to the 2-D seal
resistance model, the resistance was estimated using a more traditional method, where the
3-D cushion wave making drag (RW ,3d), computed by applying a constant pressure patch
on the free surface (as described in Section 3.6.2) without consideration for the seal resis-
tance, is used. To compute the total resistance over the full range of Froude numbers, both
methods are used in conjunction with an estimate for the sidewall frictional drag.
The sidewall friction drag is approximated using Eq. (7.1) and tare runs performed









where S is the computed wetted surface area of the sidehulls, Cf is the ITTC friction
coefficient based on Reynolds number based on the sidewall wetted length, and Cfo =
4.356×10−3 Ns2/m2 is a constant dimensional friction factor measured from experimental
runs with no seals present. The wetted area is estimated for the speed range by integrating
the computed wave profile, as illustrated in Fig. 7.2. Since the sidewalls were simply thin
plates, the area was multiplied by four to account for both the inside and outside of the two
sidewalls. The wetted area is plotted versus FrC in Fig. 7.3. The wetted area is shown to
decrease as FrC increases because of the increase in wave length.
The seal resistance of the numerical model was calculated by integrating the hydrody-
namic pressure over both seals and multiplying by the cushion beam (BC). The sidewall
drag was then added to yield the total resistance, i.e.:
RT ,curr = RSF +RSA +RF,SW (7.2)
where RSF and RSA are the bow and stern seal resistance, respectively, and RF,SW is the
sidehull frictional drag, calculated via Eq. (7.1).
The results for the total resistance (RT ), bow and stern seal resistance (RSF and RSA),
draft (d), trim angle (θ), and wetted length of the seals (Lw) are shown in Fig. 7.4. In
Fig. 7.4(a), the total seal resistance (RT ,curr) from the numerical model is shown as a solid
black curve, the sidewall frictional resistance (RF,SW) is shown as a dash-dot green curve,
and the wave resistance based on the moving smoothed pressure distribution of Doctors
and Sharma (1972) (RW ,3d) is shown as a dashed red line. The method employed for 3-D
wave resistance estimation is similar to the 2-D smoothed pressure patch method shown and
validated in Section 3.6.2 but expanded to three dimensions. The details of the calculation
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(a) FrC = 0.35










(b) FrC = 0.4










(c) FrC = 0.45
Figure 7.2: Calculated wetted area (red) for sidehull frictional drag predictions for different
Froude number based on the cushion length (FrC)
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Figure 7.3: Computed wetted area of the segmented SES model versus Froude number
based on the cushion length (FrC)
of the 3-D cushion wavemaking drag are given in Appendix D. The total resistance based on
the traditional method (RT ,trad = RW +RF,SW) (the sum of 3-D wave making and sidewall
frictional drag) is shown as a dotted black curve. The results from the hybrid approach,
which utilizes the seal-cushion-wave interaction model for 0.35 < FrC < 0.45 (RT ,curr =
RW + RF,SW + RS), and the 3-D wave cushion model for FrC > 0.45, are found to offer
a reasonable estimate of the measured total resistance, which are shown as symbols. Error
bars are included for the experimental results, corresponding to the estimated accuracy from
Van Dyck and Fridsma (1979), which was reported to be ±0.09 kg (0.2 lb) for resistance
measurements, which corresponds to an error in resistance-to-weight ratio of ±0.002.
In particular, the total resistance predicted by the current method, RT ,curr, is able to
capture the large increase in the total resistance at the subhump (FrC = 0.37) due to the
seal drag. The traditional 3-D wave drag, RT ,trad, significantly under-predicts the total re-
sistance at the subhump because the seal drags are ignored in the traditional pressure patch
method. The traditional 3-D wave drag, when combined with an estimation of the sidewall
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frictional resistance, RF,SW, is found to be sufficient for predicting the total resistance for
FrC > 0.45, when the seal contributions are practically negligible.
Although the current 2-D numerical method for seal drag prediction is able to capture
the secondary drag hump, it is unable to capture the primary hump directly. This is due to
the fact that the numerical model currently relies on integrating the near-field pressure dis-
tribution along the wetted surface to obtain the hydrodynamic forces, whereas the cushion
wavemaking drag is primarily a far-field effect. In reality, the vessel experiences the effects
of cushion wavemaking drag through a changing pressure distribution of the air within the
pressure cavity, which is discussed in Yun and Bliault (2000, pp. 203). The effects of cush-
ion wavemaking drag are also expected to be influenced by compressibility and 3-D effects
of the waves inside the cushioned space, where 3-D focusing of the wave at the stern may
occur in reality (see e.g. the CFD simulations of Donnelly (2010)). However, these com-
plex effects are currently not captured in the numerical model for the seal resistance due to
the assumption of a constant pressure cushion as well as the assumption of 2-D flow, which
necessarily ignores the 3-D variation of the pressure within the cushioned space, as well as
the 3-D wave system generated by the pressure cushion. Hence, for accurate predictions of
the total resistance over the entire speed range, a combination of the two methods (2-D seal
drag model + 3-D cushion wavemaking drag model) is recommended, where the 2-D seal
drag model is used in the subhump regime (FrC = 0.35 − 0.45) and the traditional 3-D
cushion wavemaking drag model is used at higher speeds (FrC > 0.45). It should be noted
that, although 3-D effects are not accounted for in the seal resistance predictions, they are
considered in the 3-D cushion wavemaking drag prediction, as detailed in Appendix D.
By examining the frictional drag component in Fig. 7.4, it is apparent that the frictional
drag from the sidewalls is relatively small in the FrC = 0.35− 0.45 range, where the seal
drag dominates. Hence, changes in wetted area were minimally effective at these speeds.
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Figure 7.4: Results for rigid seal simulations with hSF = hSA = 0.0 cm (0.0 in)
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7.2 Bow/Stern Seal Interaction
The results for the total resistance (Fig. 7.4(a)) show a large drag hump at FrC ≈ 0.37 that
is primarily due to stern seal drag. The cause of this is readily observed by investigating the
predicted wave profiles, which are shown in Fig. 7.5. As the Froude number increases, the
location of the first wave crest of the bow-seal wave moves aft. This crest impacts the stern
seal, which affects the wetted length of the stern seal. It is seen that at the secondary hump
(Fr ≈ 0.37), this increased wetted length causes a dramatic increase in pressure drag of
the stern seal. This effect was observed experimentally by Heber (1977), as is illustrated in
Fig. 7.6. Although the wetted length, and consequently the drag of the bow seal, did vary as
a function of Froude number, the effect was much less drastic due to the fact that there were
no waves being generated upstream of the bow seal. Both the experimental and numerical
results shown in Fig. 7.4 also suggest that the contribution of the bow seal drag is much
smaller than the stern seal drag across the range of Froude numbers, and the contribution
of both seal drags are small for FrC > 0.45.
The phasing of the wave pattern is also observed to have a large effect on the running
draft and trim of the vessel. This effect is due to the location of the first wave crest. In
the subhump regime, the wave height at the stern seal is found to either raise or lower
the effective submergence at the stern seal. For FrC > 0.6, which corresponds to speeds
above the primary hump, the wave crest is located aft of the stern seal, and the model
begins to level off. At these higher speeds, the model is found to trim with the slope
of the cushion wave and barely touches the water surface, which is consistent with good
agreements observed between past prediction efforts in which the seals were ignored and
experimental measurements for FrC > 0.6.
The vessel motions are compared between the numerical model and the experimental
results in Figs. 7.4(b) and 7.4(d). The numerical results are shown as a solid black line
and the experimental results are shown as dots with error bars corresponding to the esti-
mates from Heber (1977). The reported values for estimated error in draft and trim are
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(a) FrC = 0.35



































































(b) FrC = 0.37





































































(c) FrC = 0.4







































































(d) FrC = 0.42









































































(e) FrC = 0.45
Figure 7.5: Equilibrium solutions for a s gmented SES with rigid seals for a range of
Froude numbers with hSF = hSA = 0.0 cm (0.0 in) showing the passing of the bow seal
wave aft as Froude number increases. The deformed and undeformed free-surface profiles
are shown as solid and dashed blue lines, respectively. The hydrodynamic pressure profiles
are illustrated as red lines and the cushion pressure is shown as green lines. The initial
center of rotation is shown as a dashed set of axes, while the final center of rotation is
shown as a solid set of axes. The initial and final center of gravity are shown as a white
square and black circle, respectively.
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(a) At secondary hump
(b) At primary hump
Figure 7.6: Relation of cushion waves to bow and stern seals (from Heber, 1977)
±0.127 cm (0.05 in) and ±0.05◦, respectively. The numerical method is found to under
predict both the draft and trim for this case, however the trend is similar.
At speeds of FrC > 0.45, the wetted length of both of the seals is found to be very
small compared to the cushion length (i.e. less than 5%). Hence, the seals ride with the
tip very close to the free surface and the seals do not disturb the free surface very much.
In order to investigate the motions at higher speeds, the equilibrium draft and trim were
calculated assuming that the seals do not affect the hydrodynamic solution and that the tips
of the seals ride at the surface of the cushion-generated wave (similar to Section 4.2.2). It
should be noted that in this speed range, the seal resistance is assumed to be negligible.
The results for draft and trim without consideration for the effects of the seals on the
hydrodynamic solution are shown as dashed lines in Figs. 7.4(b) and 7.4(d). The numer-
ical results without consideration for the seals are found to significantly under-predict the
experimentally-measured values for FrC < 0.45, however the agreements in trend are
good for FrC > 0.45. The predicted wave profiles for the simulations without considering
the hydrodynamic effects of the seals are shown in Fig. 7.7, where the vessel motions are
seen to be governed primarily by the cushion-generated wave. Comparison of the results
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shown in Figs. 7.5 and 7.7 suggests two things: (1) the vessel motions (running trim and
draft) are highly dependent on the shape of the free surface (determined by the cushion-
and seal-generated wave patterns), and (2) the vessel trim and draft should also be highly
dependent on the seal height above the keels.
By comparing the predicted wave profiles for FrC = 0.35, 0.40, and 0.45 for the case
with and without consideration for the hydrodynamic effects of the seals (Figs. 7.5 and
7.7, respectively), several observations can be made. First, the presence of the seals acts to
move the first wave trough forward, influencing the speed at which the first wave crest will
impact the stern seal. Second, the bow seal is seen to increase the magnitude of the waves
inside the pressure cushion by forcing the trough down and the crest up toward the stern
seal, which may have a large impact on ventilation of cushion air, stern seal drag, and vessel
motion (as evidenced by the higher predicted draft and trim for the model prediction with
the seals in Figs. 7.4(b) and 7.4(d)). The effects of cushion ventilation are expected to be
a 3-D phenomenon, however. Hence, although it may appear as though the cushion would
vent, it is not necessarily true since the 2-D model is expected to offer a wave elevation
prediction more in line with the centerline wave profile rather than at the sidewalls, where
ventilation is most likely to occur. It is perceivable that the amplified wave system caused
by the presence of the seals may promote a 3-D wave pattern in the cushioned space, and
hence lead to 3-D effects that cannot be captured with the current 2-D model. In any case,
the 2-D numerical model is found to be useful for examining the physics of the interaction
of the bow and stern seal waves.
Investigation of the free-surface wave profiles at low FrC shows that the waves can
become very steep (e.g. H/λ = 0.18 at FrC = 0.35, where H is the wave height and λ
is the wavelength) and consequently the waves may begin to break. Hence, further investi-
gation is necessary in order to determine the effects of nonlinearity and wave breaking on
the free-surface response, in a similar manner to the single planing plate problem (which
was shown in Section 3.3) and the work of Maki et al. (2012), who studied the effects of
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(a) FrC = 0.35









































































(b) FrC = 0.4



































































(c) FrC = 0.45

































































(d) FrC = 0.6











































































(e) FrC = 0.8
Figure 7.7: Equilibrium solutions for a s gmented SES with rigid seals for a range of
Froude numbers with hSF = hSA = 0.0 cm (0.0 in) where the seals are assumed to op-
erate with the tip on the cushion-generated free surface and the effects of the seals on the
hydrodynamic solution are ignored
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nonlinearity and wave breaking for the 2-D moving pressure patch. In any case, the current
work represents a first step towards investigating the interaction of the bow and stern seal
wave systems and was able to offer reasonable predictions for the contribution of the seals
to the total resistance for the segmented SES model.
7.3 Summary
In this chapter, the experimentally-tested segmented SES model of Heber (1977) was sim-
ulated for one model configuration over a range of speeds and the seals were assumed to be
rigid. The total resistance was predicted using a hybrid approach, where the 2-D numerical
model, which considers the interaction of the bow and stern seals, pressure cushion, free-
surface waves, and vessel motion, is used for FrC < 0.45, and the more traditional method
based on the wave resistance of a moving smoothed pressure distribution without consider-
ation of the seal drag (as developed by Doctors and Sharma (1972)) is used for FrC > 0.45.
The traditional method was found to offer accurate predictions of the total resistance at high
speeds (FrC > 0.45) when the added frictional resistance of the sidewalls was considered.
However, at lower speeds (FrC = 0.35− 0.45), the resistance is under-predicted since the
effects of the seals are not included. The 2-D numerical method is found to offer accurate
predictions of the total resistance in the subhump regime (FrC = 0.35− 0.45) by account-
ing for the interaction of the bow and stern seal wave systems. The 2-D model is unable to
offer predictions for FrC > 0.45, however, since the seals are very lightly immersed, and
hence have negligible effects. Therefore, in order to predict the total resistance over the
entire range of Froude numbers, it is recommended that a combination of the two methods
be used.
In addition to predicting the total resistance, the wave profiles were predicted using the
2-D method and the physical cause of the large subhump resistance was identified. The
bow-seal wave was found to impact the stern seal at the subhump (FrC = 0.37), causing a
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drastic increase in resistance. This numerically-derived explanation is in accordance with
the experimental observations of Heber (1977). The influence of the seals was also found
to have a large impact on the vessel motion for FrC < 0.45, where the higher submergence
and trim angle for the case with consideration for the seals leads to higher total resistance.
In the next chapter, the same segmented SES model of Heber (1977) is simulated, but
the stern seal is allowed to be flexible using the 1-DoF hinged seal model described in




In the previous chapter, the segmented SES model from Heber (1977) was simulated for a
range of operating conditions using a rigid-seal approximation. In doing so, the secondary
drag hump was identified as being caused by the interaction of the bow seal wave with
the stern seal, leading to increased stern seal wetting, higher submergence and trim, and
larger drag/lift forces. The results of the numerical model with rigid seals were found to
agree reasonably well with the experimental results, likely owing to the rigidity of the Stay-
Stiffened Bag and Membrane (SSBM) seals that were tested. In this chapter, the effects of
seal flexibility are examined for the same vessel by performing numerical simulations with
flexible seals that are attached to the model by torsional springs.
8.1 Effects of Flexibility for a Single Seal
In Fig. 7.1 (previous chapter), it was observed that the amount of lift provided by each seal
was relatively constant in the 0.35 < FrC < 0.45 range. This is due to the fact that the
cushion pressure is assumed to be constant, thus leading to the total lift contribution from
the air being fairly constant as well. In reality, the cushion pressure is a function of the lift
fan system properties and air leakage, which is dependent on the seal deformation, draft,
and trim of the vessel. All of these properties determine how much of the vessel weight
is supported by the seals versus the air cushion, sidehulls, etc. Hence, the overall vessel
behavior can become quite complex and is beyond the scope of the current work.
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Given that the amount of lift provided by each seal is relatively constant in the simulated
speed range, it is therefore useful first to study the effects of seal stiffness on the seal
performance for a single (bow) seal without accounting for the rest of the vessel. In doing
so, the general effects of stiffness may be investigated without the complication of the
bow-stern seal interaction effects.
In order to investigate the effects of seal stiffness for the bow seal alone, the SSBM seal
from Heber (1977) was tested at FrC = 0.4, where the Froude number is still defined based
on the cushion length (LC) to provide an adequate frame of reference. The reference hinge
point is located at 16.5 cm (6.5 in) above the calm-water free surface (which corresponds to
the wetdeck height for the reference draft of the complete SES model), from which the draft
is defined as positive downwards, as shown in Fig. 8.1. Simulations are performed for both
prescribed-draft and fixed-lift cases in order to compare their effects on the performance. In
all cases, the seal surface is allowed to deform by rotating about the hinge point and shear
stress is not included (because the contribution of the shear on the total lift and moment is
very small compared to the pressure effect). For the prescribed-draft simulations, the hinge
point is fixed, whereas for the fixed-lift cases, the hinge point is allowed to translate in the
vertical direction (i.e. to move with the wetdeck according to the vessel motion) until the
equilibrium condition (lift = weight) is satisfied. The seal stiffness of the torsional-spring
seal (Kδ) is varied and the seal deformation angle (δ) is determined. The nomenclature is
shown in Fig. 8.1.
8.1.1 Prescribed-Draft Case
The seal was set at a prescribed draft of ∆d = 5.08 cm (2.0 in) while the torsional stiffness
was varied. For the case of a single seal with a prescribed draft, the response is fairly
intuitive. The predicted response as a function of the seal stiffness, Kδ, are shown in
Fig. 8.2. The corresponding undeformed (thin black line) and deformed (thick black line)








Figure 8.1: Diagram of numerical model for hinged seal with torsional spring showing
definitions of the reference center of rotation (CRo), change in draft (∆d), seal deformation
angle (δ), hydrodynamic moment about the hinge point (Mo), and torsional spring stiffness
(Kδ)
(high Kδ), the solution approaches the rigid case, where the seal deformation angle (δ)
approaches 0 as Kδ →∞. As the stiffness decreases, the deformation angle will gradually
increase until the tip of the seal is riding on the free surface. Since the change in seal draft
(∆d) is prescribed, i.e. the hinge is held fixed in place, the lift drops asKδ is reduced due to
a decrease in both the wetted length and effective angle of attack, as shown in Figs. 8.2 and
8.3. The measured stiffness of the SSBM bow seal in Heber (1977) (Kδ = 63.0 N.m/deg)
is also shown in Fig. 8.2, and it is observed that it corresponds to the location where the
effects of flexibility have just begun to be important. This effect is likely the reason that the
rigid-seal approximation provided reasonably good results in Chapter 7.
8.1.2 Fixed-Lift Case
The fixed-lift case requires the lift to be constant in accordance with the rigid body equa-
tions of motion. For this case, the body displacement is assumed to be ∆ = 4.1 kg (9.0 lb),
which is close to the measured lift of the bow seal that was shown in Fig. 7.1. This case is
more similar to the true operating conditions of the model-scale seals, at least in the con-
text of the complete-SES simulations presented in the previous chapter. The results for this
case are shown in Fig. 8.4 and the seal shapes are shown in Fig. 8.5 for varying Kδ. As
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Figure 8.2: Results for a single (bow) seal at FrC = 0.4 and prescribed draft of
∆d = 5.08 cm (2.0 in). The effects of seal flexibility are apparent at low Kδ and the results
asymptote to the rigid case as Kδ →∞.
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(a) Kδ = 5N.m/deg










































































(b) Kδ = 10N.m/deg











































































(c) Kδ = 50N.m/deg
Figure 8.3: Equilibrium solutions for a single (bow) seal at FrC = 0.4 and prescribed draft
of ∆d = 5.08 cm (2.0 in). The deformed and undeformed seal shapes are shown as a thick
and thin solid black lines, respectively. The deformed and undeformed free-surface profiles
are shown as solid and dashed blue lines, respectively. The hydrodynamic pressure profiles
are illustrated as red lines. The reference center of rotation is shown as a dashed set of axes,
while the final center of rotation is shown as a solid set of axes. The initial and final center
of gravity are shown as a white squares and black circles, respectively.
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the results show, the seal is found to exhibit a fairly-constant drag over the tested range of
stiffnesses. This is due to the fact that the lift remains constant over the range of stiffnesses.
As the stiffness decreases, the deformation angle gradually increases (decreasing the effec-
tive angle of attack), which decreases the lift coefficient. In order to compensate for the
loss of lift due to the reduced effective angle of attack, the draft must be increased. The
change in drag throughout this process is relatively minor until the effective seal stiffness
is decreased below a certain threshold (Kδ ≈ 50 N.m/deg). At this point, the increase in
draft required to maintain the required lift leads to a dramatic increase in wetted length
and the drag is seen to increase, albeit only slightly. Hence, the trends are opposite in the
low-stiffness regime for the wetted length and drag for the prescribed-draft (Fig. 8.2) and
fixed-lift (Fig. 8.4) cases.
Along with the results of the single-seal fixed-lift simulation, the stiffness of the SSBM
bow seal that was actually used in the segmented model tests (Heber, 1977) is shown.
Based on the results of this single-seal simulation, it can be seen that the stiffness of the
experimental seal was relatively large, being higher than the range in which the stiffness of
the seal becomes important. This likely explains why the rigid seal approximation used in
the previous chapter was able to deliver fairly accurate results for the seal contribution to
the total resistance.
8.2 Effects of Stern Seal Flexibility for a Complete SES
In performing the simulations for the SES with rigid seals, it was determined that the sec-
ondary drag hump was primarily caused by the bow seal wave impacting the stern seal. The
bow seal tended to skim on top of the free surface at a low level of immersion for the ma-
jority of the speed range while the stern seal behavior was much less consistent, owing to
the fact that the bow-seal wave crest location moved fore or aft as a function of the Froude
number based on the cushion length. The shape of the bow seal surface, the height of the
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Figure 8.4: Results for a single (bow) seal at FrC = 0.4 in a fixed-lift condition with an
assumed displacement of ∆ = 4.1 kg (9.0 lb). The effects of seal flexibility are apparent at
low Kδ and the results asymptote to the rigid case as Kδ →∞.
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(a) Kδ = 5N.m/deg










































































(b) Kδ = 10N.m/deg










































































(c) Kδ = 50N.m/deg
Figure 8.5: Equilibrium solutions for a single (bow) seal at FrC = 0.4 in a fixed-lift condi-
tion with an assumed displacement of ∆ = 4.1 kg (9.0 lb). The deformed and undeformed
seal shapes are shown as a thick and thin solid black lines, respectively. The deformed and
undeformed free-surface profiles are shown as solid and dashed blue lines, respectively.
The hydrodynamic pressure profiles are illustrated as red lines. The reference center of
rotation is shown as a dashed set of axes, while the final center of rotation is shown as a
solid set of axes. The initial and final center of gravity are shown as a white squares and
black circles, respectively.
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bow seal trailing edge above the keel, and the lift percentage provided by the bow seal were
all observed have a large impact on the characteristics of the bow seal wave, which in turn
affects the stern seal. However, since the bow seal is subject to a calm free-surface inflow,
the effects of Froude number for the bow seal are observed to be less important than for
the stern seal. Since the behavior of the stern seal was found to be more interesting, the
segmented SES was simulated with a flexible stern seal. The goal is to eventually be able
to consider both flexible bow and stern seals simultaneously. However, the very low levels
of immersion by the bow seal leads to numerical issues which must be resolved first.
The stiffness of the stern seal was varied to three different values, one of them being the
stiffness of the stern seal tested by Heber (1977) (Kδ = 535.8 N.m/deg). The other two
values (Kδ = 5.0 and 10.0 N.m/deg) were chosen to yield results that were expected to be
much more highly-deformed. Due to the numerical difficulties inherent in performing sim-
ulations at high Froude numbers where the seals are very lightly-immersed, the simulations
were only run for a Froude number range of FrC = 0.35 − 0.45 to examine the stiffness
effects near the secondary drag hump. It is expected that at higher speeds (FrC > 0.45),
the seal effects will become very small and eventually negligible. For all cases, the total
seal-provided lift was assumed to be equal to the measured values, which were shown in
Fig. 7.1.
Within this section, two sets of simulations will be presented. In the first case, 2-
DoF body motion is allowed and the total seal-provided lift is assumed to be fixed to the
appropriate value from Fig. 7.1 at each speed (as in Chapter 7). In the second case, the
body motion is prescribed at the equilibrium draft and trim for the rigid-seal case that was
shown in Chapter 7. The reason for performing both sets of simulations will be made clear
in following sections.
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8.2.1 Simulations with 2-DoF Motion
In this section, the results will be presented with both the heave and trim degrees of free-
dom. This case corresponds roughly to the fixed-lift case for the single-seal simulations
presented in Section 8.1.2. The results for the four different stern seal stiffnesses are shown
in Fig. 8.6, where results from the traditional method for total resistance prediction (RT ,trad)
are also shown. In a similar manner to the single-seal results, the drag (RT ,curr) is found
to vary by very little as the stiffness is varied. Since the lift must be the same for all the
cases, the lift-to-drag ratio of the seal is relatively unchanged with varying stiffness. There-
fore, since the lift is assumed not to be a function of the stiffness, the drag also remains
mostly constant. The flexibility of the stern seal does influence the equilibrium position
of the vessel though. As the stiffness decreases, the seal will deform more, leading to a
decrease in the effective angle of attack. Thus, in order to maintain the required lift for
the rigid-body equilibrium, the stern of the vessel must become more immersed. The bow
of the vessel, however, remains relatively in the same position. This corresponds to an
increase in both the draft and the trim as the stiffness is decreased. The wave profiles for
Kδ = 5 N.m/deg and 535.8 N.m/deg are shown in Figs. 8.7 and 8.8, respectively, along
with the undeformed and deformed seal shapes. The results for the lower stiffness are seen
to exhibit a visually-identifiable amount of deformation, while the higher stiffness barely
exhibits any. The results for the experimentally-tested stiffness are found to be very similar
to the rigid-seal results.
8.2.2 Simulations with Prescribed Draft and Trim Based on Rigid Seal
Simulations
Although the results of the previous section suggest that the stiffness of the stern seal does
not have a large effect on the secondary hump drag of the vessel, this may not necessarily be
the case. It was observed that the flexibility of the stern seal had an impact on the trim and
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Figure 8.6: Results for flexible stern seal simulations for varying stern seal torsional stiff-
ness with 2-DoF motion
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(a) FrC = 0.36


































































(b) FrC = 0.38





































































(c) FrC = 0.4











































































(d) FrC = 0.42
Figure 8.7: Equilibrium solutions for flexibl s ern seal simulations with 2-DoF motion
for a range of Froude numbers with Kδ = 5.0 N.m/deg, hSF = hSA = 0.0 cm (0.0 in)
showing the passing of the bow seal wave aft as Froude number increas s. The deformed
and undeformed seal surfaces are shown as black curves. The deformed and undeformed
free-surface profiles are shown as solid and dashed blue lines, respectively. The hydro-
dynamic pressure profiles are illustrated as red lines and the cushion pressure is shown as
green lines. The initial center of rotation is shown as a dashed set of axes, while the final
center of rotation is shown as a solid set of axes. The initial and final center of gravity are
shown as a white square and black circle, respectively.
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(a) FrC = 0.36





































































(b) FrC = 0.38





































































(c) FrC = 0.4







































































(d) FrC = 0.42
Figure 8.8: Equilibrium solutions for flexibl s ern seal simulations with 2-DoF motion
for a range of Froude numbers with Kδ = 535.8 N.m/deg, hSF = hSA = 0.0 cm (0.0 in)
showing the passing of the bow seal wave aft as Froude number increas s. The deformed
and undeformed seal surfaces are shown as black curves. The deformed and undeformed
free-surface profiles are shown as solid and dashed blue lines, respectively. The hydro-
dynamic pressure profiles are illustrated as red lines and the cushion pressure is shown as
green lines. The initial center of rotation is shown as a dashed set of axes, while the final
center of rotation is shown as a solid set of axes. The initial and final center of gravity are
shown as a white square and black circle, respectively.
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draft of the vessel. For the case of a 2-D SES with a constant applied cushion pressure, the
results of the previous section are true. However, in practice, for a “real” SES, the effects
of the sidehulls as well as the characteristics of the lift-fan system and possible leakage
effects must be integrated and considered for a more accurate prediction. Unfortunately,
these effects are not currently considered in the numerical model. The trends can, however,
be investigated by performing fixed-body simulations with a flexible stern seal, where the
draft and trim are prescribed to be equivalent to the equilibrium draft and trim of the rigid-
seal simulations. These effects will now be demonstrated.
Consider the introduction of stern-seal flexibility, as compared to a completely rigid
stern seal. When the seal begins to deform, the effective angle of attack will decrease,
leading to a decrease in the lift provided by the stern seal (see, e.g. Fig. 8.3). Consequently,
the vessel will no longer be in equilibrium. In the case of the simulations with 2-DoF
motion, equilibrium is maintained by increasing the effective submergence of the stern
seal, which in turn leads to an increase in trim and draft.
In more “real-life” situations, however, the lift contribution by the seals should be small
compared to the cushion pressure and restoring force of the sidehulls. In addition, the lift
reduction exhibited by the stern seal may be made-up-for by other sources, e.g. increasing
cushion or seal pressure. It is useful, therefore, to consider the limiting case where all of the
lift lost due to deformation of the stern seal is taken up by other sources without changes
in trim or draft. Although this case is not fully-realistic, it may still offer beneficial insight
into the flexibility effects for a more realistic vessel.
The simulations were run for a prescribed draft and trim at the equilibrium position of
the rigid-seal simulations. The stiffness of the stern seal was varied in the same manner as
in the previous section. The results are shown in Fig. 8.9. As shown in Figs. 8.9(b) and
8.9(c), the draft and trim of the vessel are unchanged compared to the rigid-seal results
since the draft and trim are prescribed. The rigid body motion is not solved, and hence
the body is not in equilibrium (i.e. Eqs. (4.6) and (4.7) are not satisfied) for the flexible-
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seal cases. In contrast to the results shown in Fig. 8.6(a), the subhump resistance is seen
to decrease as the stiffness of the stern seal is reduced for the simulations based on the
rigid-seal draft and trim motions, i.e. when the flexible seal deformation is assumed to
have negligible impact on the vessel motion, as shown in Fig. 8.9(a). The wave profiles for
Kδ = 5 N.m/deg and 535.8 N.m/deg are shown in Figs. 8.10 and 8.11, respectively, along
with the undeformed and deformed seal shapes. The results for the lower stiffness are seen
to exhibit a visually-identifiable amount of deformation, while the higher stiffness barely
exhibits any. The results for the experimentally-tested stiffness are found to be very similar
to the rigid-seal results.
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Figure 8.9: Results for flexible stern seal simulations for varying stern seal torsional stiff-
ness with prescribed vessel motion at the rigid-seal equilibrium draft and trim
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(a) FrC = 0.36
















































































(b) FrC = 0.38















































































(c) FrC = 0.4















































































(d) FrC = 0.42
Figure 8.10: Equilibrium solutions for flexible stern seal simulations wi h prescribed vessel
motion at the rigid-seal equilibrium draft and trim for a range of Froude numbers with
Kδ = 5.0 N.m/deg, hSF = hSA = 0.0 cm (0.0 in) showing the passing of the bow seal
wave aft as Froude number increases. The deformed and undeformed seal surfaces are
shown as black curves. The deformed and undeformed free-surface profiles are shown as
solid and dashed blue lines, respectively. The hydrodynamic pressure profiles are illustrated
as red lines and the cushion pressure is shown as green lines. The initial center of rotation
is shown as a dashed set of axes, while the final center of rotation is shown as a solid set of
axes. The initial and final center of gravity are shown as a white square and black circle,
respectively.
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(a) FrC = 0.36











































































(b) FrC = 0.38










































































(c) FrC = 0.4











































































(d) FrC = 0.42
Figure 8.11: Equilibrium solutions for flexible stern seal simulations wi h prescribed vessel
motion at the rigid-seal equilibrium draft and trim for a range of Froude numbers with
Kδ = 535.8 N.m/deg, hSF = hSA = 0.0 cm (0.0 in) showing the passing of the bow seal
wave aft as Froude number increases. The deformed and undeformed seal surfaces are
shown as black curves. The deformed and undeformed free-surface profiles are shown as
solid and dashed blue lines, respectively. The hydrodynamic pressure profiles are illustrated
as red lines and the cushion pressure is shown as green lines. The initial center of rotation
is shown as a dashed set of axes, while the final center of rotation is shown as a solid set of
axes. The initial and final center of gravity are shown as a white square and black circle,
respectively.
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8.3 Relationship Between Seal Flexibility and Seal Height
Physically-speaking, these results highlight an important experimental trend that is not cap-
tured when performing the free-body simulations for a 2-D SES with an assumed constant
cushion pressure.
Due to the nature of the hinged-seal model, the deformation angle is directly related to
the height of the seal tip above the keel. In essence, as the deformation angle increases, so
does the height of the seal trailing edge. Although both the segmented model (Heber, 1977)
and the XR-1B model (Van Dyck, 1972) had nearly-identical stern seals, which were both
relatively stiff, they also both considered the effects of seal height on the total resistance.
These results are reproduced in Figs. 8.12 and 8.13.
In both of these tests, it was observed that the magnitude of the secondary drag hump
(FrC = 0.45 and FrC = 0.4 for the XR-1B and segmented SES model, respectively) was
observed to decrease as the seal height increased (see e.g. Fig. 8.12 for the XR-1B and
Fig. 8.13 for the segmented SES model). Additionally, the draft was observed to increase
as the seal height was increased in both cases. The effects of the trim were opposite for
both cases, where the XR-1B was found to exhibit a decrease in the trim and the segmented
SES models was found to exhibit an increase in trim as the seal heights were increased.
The effects of the seal height on trim in particular are anticipated to be highly affected
by the effects of the pressure cushion and the sidewalls, which were different for the two
experimental studies.
The numerical results for the total resistance from the previous section (with prescribed
motion) showed that the total resistance at the secondary drag hump decreased as the seal
stiffness decreased, which corresponds to a larger deformation angle and hence a higher
seal height. This effect is in accordance with both experimental studies, although in the
experiments, the seal height was adjusted manually through the use of downstops. In addi-
tion, for the fixed-lift case, the numerical model predicted an increase in both draft and trim
as the seal stiffness was reduced. In this case, the more flexible seals operate at a higher
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seal height above the keel, which causes the stern of the vessel to ride lower, leading to an
increase in both the draft and the trim. This trend is also apparent from the segmented SES
model results, shown in Figs. 8.13(b) and 8.13(c).
In order to accurately predict the effects of the seals on the resistance and motions, the
impact of the sidehulls and the pressure cushion on the resistance and vessel motions must
be more accurately modeled. The effects of the sidehulls are expected to be important for
the case of the XR-1B (Fig. 8.12) in particular, since the model contained sidehulls that
provided roughly 20% of the lift. For the XR-1B study, the secondary drag hump becomes
a hollow for the larger seal heights. It is likely that, in these cases, the loss in lift from
the stern seal is taken up by the sidehulls or the lift fan system and thus the stern seal is
no longer wetted. Instead, a drag hump is observed at a lower FrC = 0.3, which is more
consistent with the drag hump predicted for a pressure patch without seals, as in Doctors
and Sharma (1972).
8.4 Applications for Different Seal Types
The results presented in this chapter were associated with the effects of seal flexibility for
a stiffened membrane stern seal. Due to the rigidity of the planing face and the high seal
pressure of this stern seal, the seal was found to behave generally as a rotating rigid member
connected to the vessel via a hinged attachment. While these types of stern seals were used
early on in the development of SESs, more recent designs have favored inflated membrane
seals constructed of two or more lobes, as shown in Fig. 8.14. These seals are designed
such that there is a small leakage gap beneath the seal and are typically constructed of
very flexible membrane materials. Due to the flexible nature of the membrane materials,
seals of this type are likely unable to support the amount of lift provided by the stiffened
stern seal used for the segmented SES model test. For these seals, the localized bending
and membrane stretching deformations are not negligible and large deformation membrane
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Figure 8.12: Effect of seal height on response for US Navy XR-1B (from Van Dyck, 1972)
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(a) Segmented Model
(b) Segmented Model (c) Segmented Model
Figure 8.13: Effect of seal height on response segmented model tests (from Heber, 1977)
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structural models must be used. Consequently, it is likely that for full-scale SESs with
lobed membrane seals, the contribution of the stern seals to the total drag at the subhump
will likely be lower than for the stiffened membrane seal. The relative locations of the
wave crests will likely not change much, however, since the wavelength follows Froude
scaling. As such, consideration for the interaction of the bow and stern seal waves may still
be important for more modern, full-scale SESs, particularly at low Froude number regimes.
However, further analysis is required to quantify these effects.
Figure 8.14: Example of a three-lobed SES stern seal (from Faltinsen, 2005)
The results from the segmented SES model test identified the large impact of the stern
seal on the resistance at the subhump. The contributions of the bow seal to the total re-
sistance were observed to be fairly small over the range of speeds, since the bow seal is
designed to skim on top of the free surface with as little drag as possible. Consequently,
the bow seal drag is typically small, especially for more modern finger-type bow seals
which are designed to be very flexible and to conform to the free surface as well as pos-
sible. Instead, the effects of the seals on the total resistance are likely most important




In this chapter, the effects of seal flexibility were explored for both the single-seal case as
well as for the case of an SES with flexible stern seal. For both of these configurations,
simulations were performed for both fixed-lift and prescribed-motion cases. The effects
of body motion were found to be important for the characteristics of the response due to
an inherent difference between the fixed-lift and prescribed-motion cases. It is anticipated
that, for the problem of real SES seals, the seals will operate in a case somewhere between
the two limiting cases due to the effects of the pressure cushion, restoring forces of the
sidehulls, and possible venting beneath the cushion and/or the seals. For all cases, the
torsional spring stiffness of the seal was varied and the effects were compared.
For the single-seal simulations, it was found that the trends in the resistance character-
istics were opposite for the fixed-lift and prescribed-draft cases. The fixed-lift cases were
found to predict a fairly constant drag as the seal stiffness was varied. This was due to the
fact that, for any reduction in lift coefficient due to angular deformation, a corresponding
increase in draft had to be made to satisfy the equilibrium condition such that the weight
equals the lift. For the prescribed-draft case, the seal was allowed to deform freely, and the
drag was found to be reduced as the stiffness of the seal was reduced.
A similar trend was observed for the case of a complete SES with flexible stern seal. For
the case of the 2-DoF motion simulations, the total resistance was found to vary very little
as a function of the seal stiffness due to the lift being required by the rigid body equilibrium
conditions to be relatively constant for each simulated speed. As the seal stiffness was
reduced, the stern of the vessel was found to ride at a lower level of immersion to account
for the loss in lift coefficient due to a decrease in the effective angle of attack of the flexible
stern seal. The corresponding reduction in lift coefficient was made up for by increasing the
trim and the draft, which in turn led to higher drag. For the cases where the draft and trim
were prescribed to be equal to the draft and trim of the rigid-seal simulations, the resistance
of the vessel was found to decrease as the seal stiffness decreased, since the seals would
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more easily “give way” to the incoming wave.
For fully-physical cases with sidehulls that support a fairly large percentage of the
weight, such as for the US Navy XR-1B, the response is likely a combination of the free-
motion case and the prescribed motion case, since the losses in lift provided by the stern
seal may be taken up by additional sources, such as the pressure cushion, the sidehulls,
or changes in flow rate to the fans. In order to more accurately predict the effects of the
sidehulls, the numerical model must be expanded to include these the effects of sidehull
lift as well as an appropriate air-cushion model that can consider changes in the pressure
in the cushion to account for possible ventilation due to vessel motions, and to account for




In this thesis, the problem of calm-water resistance prediction for Surface Effect Ships
(SESs) was studied with consideration for interactions between the bow and stern seals,
pressure cushion, free-surface waves, and vessel motions. Although the bow and stern seal
drag have been experimentally-observed to be dominant in some cases in the low-speed
regime, existing methods for SES resistance prediction have been unable to accurately
predict these effects. The accurate prediction of the total resistance in the low-speed regime
was not of concern for past SESs where the design speed was in the range of 80−100 knots.
However, the prediction of the total resistance in the low-speed regime is of particular
importance for vessels intended to operate in a top speed range near 40 − 50 knots to
ensure adequate propulsion power is installed to surpass the secondary and/or primary drag
humps.
The primary objective of this work has been to study the effects of bow/stern seal wave
interaction on SES total resistance and motions in steady-state operations. This objective
was met by developing a simple, effective, Two-Dimensional (2-D) numerical model based
on coupling a linearized potential-flow solver with a single-degree-of-freedom seal model
and rigid body vessel motion model to predict the vessel performance for FrC < 0.45,
and using a 3-D moving pressure patch model coupled with the rigid body vessel motion
model to predict the vessel performance for FrC > 0.45. The numerical model was used to
predict the resistance of a model-scale SES with both rigid and flexible seals to determine
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the influence of seal flexibility. The predicted seal resistance and vessel motion, as well
as surface wave patterns, were compared with published experimental measurements and
observations.
The seal-wave-cushion model was found to offer accurate predictions for the low-speed
(FrC < 0.45) total resistance of the segmented SES model of Heber (1977) by accounting
for the interaction of the seals, pressure cushion, free-surface waves, and vessel motions.
In this speed range, a drag subhump was found to occur at FrC ≈ 0.37, due to the bow-seal
wave impacting the stern seal. A more traditional method was also used and found to offer
accurate predictions of the total resistance at higher speeds (FrC > 0.45) by accounting
for the cushion wavemaking drag and sidewall drag only (i.e. no seal effects). By using a
combination of the two methods, an accurate prediction of the total resistance was obtained
over the entire range of operating speeds.
In this final chapter, the objectives of the work are reiterated, and the ways in which
the results of this work address each objective are described. The main contributions of the
work are then summarized, along with the major findings. Finally, several opportunities for
future work are identified and recommended.
9.1 Objectives
The primary objective of this work was to develop an efficient and accurate numerical
model for SES seal resistance prediction with consideration for the interaction of the bow
and stern seals, pressure cushion, free-surface waves, vessel motions, and seal flexibility.
Through the development of the numerical model, several research questions were ad-
dressed. These questions were first posed in Chapter 1, and they are repeated below along
with the findings based on the results of this work. Further explanation of these findings
will be given in Section 9.2.
1. How can the interaction between flexible seals, air cushion, free-surface waves, and
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vessel motion be efficiently and effectively captured?
• It was found that the interaction between flexible seals, air cushion and waves
can be efficiently and effectively captured by coupling a linearized potential-
flow model with a rigid body vessel motion and hinged seal model. For the
segmented SES model of Heber (1977), the effects of seal-seal interaction were
found to be due to the bow-seal wave impacting the stern seal wave at the sub-
hump (FrC ≈ 0.37), leading to a large increase in the total resistance, as well as
resulting in higher equilibrium draft and trim. At higher speeds (FrC > 0.45),
this interaction is negligible since the bow-seal wave crest is aft of the stern seal
and a more traditional approach for resistance prediction should be used, based
on predicting the various resistance components without consideration for the
seal drags.
2. How do the seals affect the total resistance (including the subhump and primary
hump) and draft/trim for varying Froude number, cushion pressure, and seal pres-
sure?
• The seals were found to have a large effect on the total resistance, draft, and
trim, primarily at the secondary drag hump due to interaction of the bow seal
wave with the stern seal. Since the seal drag was found to be strongly dependent
on the amount of lift provided by the seals, the influence of the seals on the total
resistance is likely to decrease as the cushion pressure (and resulting cushion-
provided lift) increases, which causes a decrease in seal-provided lift and drag.
The effects of varying cushion pressure are expected to become more important
once consideration for leakage, changing cushion pressure, and sidehull contri-
butions are included into the model. For the stay-stiffened bag and membrane
seals considered in this study, the effects of internal seal over-pressure were
examined by varying the torsional spring stiffness using a hinged seal model.
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The results showed that, at least for the case of stay-stiffened membrane bow
and stern seals, the effects of seal over-pressure can be well-represented by us-
ing a hinged spring seal model. Based on the results of Chapter 8, the effects
of torsional spring stiffness (i.e. seal over-pressure) on the vessel response are
expected to be important, particularly in the subhump regime. At higher speeds
(FrC > 0.45) the effects of seal pressure are anticipated to be smaller since the
seal drag is negligible in this regime. The knowledge that the seal performance
varies depending on the operating speeds suggests that actively-controlled con-
touring/morphing or varying-stiffness seals might be used to optimize the vessel
performance over the entire range of operating speeds.
3. Does seal drag adequately explain the magnitude of the experimentally-observed sec-
ondary hump?
• The seal drag was found to explain both the magnitude and the speed of the
experimentally-observed secondary hump. This effect was primarily due to the
bow seal wave impacting the stern seal at those speeds.
4. Can parametric/scaling relationships for the seal/cushion/wave interaction be derived
for incorporation into high fidelity CFD models, as well as assist in the design and
proper testing of SESs?
• The results have identified the likely possibility of fairly-simple parametric/scaling
relationships for seal/cushion/wave interaction effects; however, a more com-
prehensive model must be developed to account for varying cushion pressure,
possible air leakage, and sidehull effects. The method is anticipated to be use-
ful for predicting the response of an SES prior to performing CFD computa-
tions in order to predict the running draft, trim, and deformed seal shapes. By
incorporating the results of the 2-D model into the CFD simulation as an ini-
tial condition, it may be possible to minimize the number of manual iterations
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necessary to find the appropriate seal height, thus enabling improvements in
computational speed.
5. Can actively-controlled seals be used to improve performance by minimizing resis-
tance over a range of operating speeds?
• The results of the simulations for the response of the segmented SES model
identified strong interaction effects for the bow/stern seal system. In addition,
the results of the flexible seal computations for the total resistance with pre-
scribed trim and draft showed that the resistance characteristics at the subhump
can change as the flexibility of the seals is changed. A similar, related trend
was observed for experimental studies for both the segmented SES model and
the XR-1B model by varying the seal downstop heights. It is therefore conceiv-
able to design actively-controlled contouring/morphing seals in order to take
advantage of this interaction to minimize the secondary hump resistance. By
doing so, it may be possible to minimize the amount of required propulsion
power, which can reduce the weight, increase top speeds, and improve the fuel
efficiency.
9.2 Contributions and Major Findings
The primary contribution of this work is the development and validation of the numerical
model, which is designed to be flexible in terms of architecture, being able to solve complex
FSI problems for rigid or flexible structures subjected to 2-D planing flow. The fluid model
is based on linearized potential-flow and has been adapted from past computational efforts
for the planing plate problem (Doctors, 1974, 1977). Several major additions have been
made, however, allowing for the considering of multiple planing surfaces, the inclusion of a
known pressure cushion, and the incorporation if rigid body vessel motion and deformable
seals. The fluid model was validated by considering the problems of a 2-D planing plate, a
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2-D stepped planing plate, and a moving smoothed pressure distribution (for ACV and SES
cushion modeling). The structural models were validated by comparing the Finite Element
Method with analytical and experimental results of Ghavanloo and Daneshmand (2010) for
an inflated membrane dam subject to internal hydrostatic pressure. The 1-DoF hinged seal
model was validated by comparing with experimentally-measured static load tests of Heber
(1977) for a segmented SES model with Stay-Stiffened Bag and Membrane bow and stern
seals.
The numerical model allows for the simulation of complex FSI problems for free-
surface flows with consideration for multiple planing surfaces, pressure cushions, free-
surface wave interaction, rigid body motion, and localized deformation. Due to the simple
and efficient nature of the method, it is beneficial in terms of computational cost compared
to high-fidelity tools, especially considering the need to capture the free surface, vessel
motion, and seal deformation with re-meshing and numerical stability issues. Hence, the
tools developed in this work may be used for early-stage design, analysis, and optimization,
where the computational cost of high-fidelity models is prohibitive, provided the assump-
tions of the model are valid.
Additionally, through the application of the numerical model to the problem of steady-
state drag prediction for SESs, several contributions to the physical understanding of the
problem have been made. First, it was determined that the interaction between the bow and
stern seals (both rigid and flexible), air cushion, and free-surface waves may be efficiently
and accurately captured using a computationally-efficient potential-flow-based model cou-
pled with an appropriate structural model for FrC < 0.45. Previous prediction methods for
SES drag have been unable to predict the seal drag in the subhump regime since they ignore
seal-seal interaction effects. The prediction of resistance in the subhump regime is particu-
larly important in order to ensure that the vessel has adequate installed propulsion to reach
the designed top speeds. By including the effects of seal interaction in the current study,
it was found that the seal contribution to the total drag can be predicted with reasonable
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accuracy. For FrC > 0.45, traditional 3-D wave drag calculations of a moving pressure
distribution coupled with frictional corrections for the sidewalls were found to be adequate
because the contribution of the seals to the total resistance are negligible in this regime
because they barely touch the free surface, and hence act to contain the cushion pressure
only. The seals were found to have a large impact on the total resistance and vessel motion,
particularly at the secondary drag hump and possibly at the primary hump (although it was
not captured by the numerical model due to the the assumption that the pressure in the
cushion is constant). This finding is in agreement with experimental observations (Heber,
1977; Van Dyck, 1972; Van Dyck and Fridsma, 1979), as well as observations by other
authors (e.g. Yun and Bliault, 2000).
By careful investigation of the wave patterns, the physical cause of the secondary drag
hump was identified as being related to the interaction of the bow-seal wave with the stern
seal. Consequently, the stern seal was found to have a greater impact on the vessel perfor-
mance at the subhump and hence warrants further study. Additionally, the effects of stern
seal flexibility were investigated and the possibility for drag reduction at the subhump via
actively-controlled morphing/contouring seals was identified. The seal drag contribution
was found to be of primary importance at the subhump, with negligible effects at higher
speeds (FrC > 0.45). A major contribution of this work is the better understanding of the
root cause of the SES subhump resistance, particularly for very rigid seals, and to illustrate
the importance of the interaction of the seals, pressure cushion, free-surface waves, and
vessel motions on the total resistance. By understanding this cause, possible solutions may
be envisioned.
The rigid-seal simulations showed that the secondary drag hump is primarily caused
by the bow-seal wave impacting the stern seal. Additionally, coupling between the seal-
generated wave profiles, vessel motions, and their relationship to the lift and drag was
examined. These effect have been observed to be especially strong for stern seals with
stiffened planing faces, such as those used for both the XR-1B model (Van Dyck, 1972)
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and the segmented SES model of Heber (1977). Although more modern SESs tend to
use inflated-membrane double- or triple-lobed stern seals, which cannot support the large
loads supported by the planing sterns seals and will tend to deform out of the way instead
(the results should approach cases of small torsional spring stiffness (Kδ) as shown in
Chapter 8), the seal-seal interaction with the air cushion, free-surface waves, and vessel
motion will still be present and must be considered. Based on the results of the XR-1B
model test (Fig. 1.10), it was seen that the secondary drag hump can be avoided by raising
the seals higher above the keels. The vessel draft and trim were also found to be affected
by raising the seals, with an increase in the draft and decrease in the trim as the seals
were raised. Although this will tend to lead to increased leakage, and hence an increase in
required lift-fan power, it may be desirable to operate in this condition for a short amount
of time while surpassing the secondary drag hump.
By identifying the stern seal as the primary cause of the secondary hump, it is possible
to use this knowledge to minimize the resistance hump magnitude. This possibility corre-
sponds directly to the statement of Heber (1977), which was reproduced at the beginning of
Chapter 6. It is possible in principle, through use of the numerical model developed in this
thesis, to design the bow/stern seal system with consideration for interaction effects to find
a seal system that is more globally optimal, or to design actively- or passively-controlled
morphing/contouring seals to control the seal geometry and deformation behavior, and the
resultant vessel response. Since the contribution varies as a function of ship speed, it is
likely that the optimal seal configuration will change with ship speed.
The major challenges encountered in the prediction of the SES response are related to
the calculation of the coupled rigid body vessel motion with the deformable seal model
and the hydrodynamic solver due to the low-immersion nature of the seals. Despite this
challenge, the numerical method has been found to be successful in predicting the vessel
response at the low-speed, subhump regime where the increase in seal resistance due to
interaction of the seals, pressure cushion, free-surface waves, and vessel motions are ob-
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served to be most important. Due to the flexibility of the architecture of the numerical
model, it may be applied in the future to general problems where one or many rigid are
flexible planing bodies are to be considered, including stepped planing hulls, flexible plan-
ing plates, pressure vessels subject to internal or external loading, etc. Additionally, by
comparing the linearized potential-flow method with a CFD method for the planing plate
problem, it was found that the potential-flow method is accurate for a large portion of the
operational space (high-speed, low angle of attack). Based on this comparative study, it is
now possible to apply the linearized potential-flow method with confidence for problems in
the regime that it is applicable, which can lead to drastic savings in computational expense.
The numerical method presented in this work may thus be used to obtain fast predictions for
preliminary design studies, where expensive computations cannot be afforded or justified
in the early design/analysis stage.
9.3 Future Work
As previously stated, one of the major contributions of this work has been to identify the
root cause of the experimentally-observed subhump drag magnitude. Hence, it would
be beneficial to investigate possibilities for drag reduction in the subhump and primary
hump regimes by minimizing stern seal drag at certain speeds. This could conceivably
be performed by using seals with actively-controlled stiffness, or by developing contour-
ing/morphing seals. Other modifications to the operating conditions may also be used to
optimize the resistance characteristics (e.g. changing the LCG). In order to do so, a more
systematic study of the effects of parametric variation on the vessel response must be per-
formed. By doing so, a major design constraint may be bypassed, allowing for more fuel
efficient oceanic transport at higher speeds in principle due to a minimization of the in-
stalled power (and weight).
Several additions to the numerical model might be beneficial in order to improve its
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accuracy and applicability. First, a more physically-accurate cushion model that considers
changes in cushion pressure and related compressibility effects due to leakage, changes in
trim and draft, and 3-D wave effects should be developed. Additionally, a sidehull model
must be developed in order to remove the need to assume that the seals provide a certain
fixed percentage of the total lift. By incorporating a more accurate cushion pressure model
and sidehull model, the effects of parametric variations in design variables such as the
LCG, displacement, cushion pressure, etc. can be studied. By doing so, the ability of
the numerical method to capture these effects, which were experimentally studied for the
segmented SES model of Heber (1977) (summarized in Appendix C), may be examined.
In this work, linearized potential-flow assumptions have been used for the hydrody-
namic solver. Although the method was able to offer reasonable predictions for the re-
sponse for the segmented SES model, it is important to quantify the influence of nonlin-
earity and wave breaking on the response. Hence, future studies should be performed to
compare the linearized potential-flow method with fully-nonlinear CFD results, in a similar
manner to the flat plate study shown in Section 3.3 and the work of Maki et al. (2012) for
the moving 2-D pressure distribution. By doing so, the effects of nonlinearity and breaking
waves may be investigated when the waves become steep.
The model may be extended to consider the unsteady hydrodynamic response to in-
vestigate dynamic effects, such as the flutter behavior of very flexible membrane or finger
seals to prevent maintenance issues and dynamic buckling. Finite-depth effects may also
be included for investigating the performance in shallow-water, littoral regions. By imple-
menting compressibility and unsteady effects simultaneously, it might also be possible to
investigate the problem of cobblestone oscillations. An additional, albeit large, extension
would be to extend the model to 3-D in order to investigate 3-D wave effects within the
cushioned space and its impact on the seals and vessel motion, as well as more realistic
deformation behavior of SES seals.
Other possibilities for future work include applying the numerical method to the SES
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problem for a wide array of parametric variations so that the characteristic seal response
can be accurately included into numerical CFD simulations without the need to model the
flexible behavior of the seals. This objective could be met by first simulating the vessel
using the relatively simple 2-D method (compared to CFD) to predict the equilibrium seal
shapes, draft, and trim. The vessel draft, trim, and seal shapes could then be used to gen-
erate the geometry of the CFD seals, as well as to provide an initial condition for the draft
and trim of the vessel for the CFD computations. By using the simplified method before
simulating the complete SES using CFD, a drastic improvement in the computational time
might be attained, since the fully-coupled FSI problem would not need to be solved by the
CFD solver and costly re-meshing and fluid-solid iterations might be avoided when man-
ually adjusting the seal height. In order to do so, however, some numerical issues must be
dealt with regarding the low-immersion behavior of the seals, which causes instability in
the fluid solver for high speeds and low drafts.
The results of this work may be used to examine the scaling effects for SESs with
flexible bow and stern seals by performing a more expansive set of simulations for a range
of parametric variations, such as changes in cushion pressure (PC), seal pressure (Ps),
vessel displacement (∆), Longitudinal center of gravity (LCG), etc., as well as changes in
seal geometry. By doing so, it may become easier to choose the optimal design parameters
for new vessel designs.
Due to the flexible nature of the numerical model, it may be used to investigate a vari-
ety of planing problems, including the stepped plate, which is applicable to stepped planing
hulls, as well as other planing geometries that may have multiple wetted surfaces that in-
teract. Further, if the method is extended to 3-D, it may be used for modeling planing hulls
with or without steps. However, an extension of this magnitude would require considerable
work.
Finally, the results may aid in the design of experiments such as those performed by
Wiggins et al. (2011); Zalek and Doctors (2010) to identify speeds at which the model
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structure may exhibit very large loading or wetting, and to identify the regimes where the
bow and/or stern seals are important.
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APPENDIX A
On the Assumption of Two-Dimensionality
The numerical model presented in this thesis is based on 2-D theory, in a similar manner
to Doctors (2009). In order for the theory to be valid, the flow within the cushion space
must be able to be approximated as two-dimensional. In general, the interaction of the
bow and stern wave systems becomes more two-dimensional as the length-to-beam ratio is
reduced, and as the ship speed is reduced due to the larger contribution of the longitudinal
wave system versus the transverse wave system inside the cushioned space. For a given
length, as the beam decreases (i.e. the length-to-beam ratio increases), the interaction of
the wake pattern of the bow of each sidehull (or corner of the pressure cushion) will begin
to interact more upstream, and at some point create a wave focusing effect in the cushion
space. However, for cases of sufficiently low speed and high length-to-beam ratio, these
wave focusing effects are smaller and the longitudinal waves are dominant.
It is first useful to consider the wave resistance of a moving pressure distribution on
the free surface. This method is typically used for estimating the cushion wavemaking
resistance. Physically-speaking, a wave system is developed at both the bow and the stern
of the cushion, where the pressure first rises from atmospheric to cushion pressure at the
bow and drops from cushion pressure to atmospheric pressure at the stern. Each of these
changes in pressure creates a wave system, and the interaction of these wave systems causes
interference effects which are exhibited as humps in the wave resistance curve. Fig. A.1
shows the resistance coefficient for varying length-to-beam ratio (LC/BC) based on the 3-D
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potential-flow simulations of Doctors and Sharma (1972). Both the magnitude and speed
of the primary hump are seen to vary widely as a function of the length-to-beam ratio. This
suggests that the interaction of the transverse wave systems generated by the bow corners
of the cushion are important in this speed range. However, at the subhump, the magnitude
varies as a function of the length-to-beam ratio, where a lower LC/BC = 2.5 corresponds
to a larger peak due to a relatively wider pressure disturbance for a wider cushion, but the
speed of the subhump remains pretty much constant for varying LC/BC . The fact that
the speed remains constant for the subhump suggests that the interactions at these lower
speeds are primarily due to the interaction of the longitudinal wave systems, whereas at the
primary hump, transverse wave interference effects become important.
Figure A.1: Doctors’ wave resistance coefficient (from Wilson et al., 1979)
The difference between the wave patterns can be viewed by observing the predicted
wave profiles from Donnelly (2010), shown in Fig. A.2. These wave profiles are predicted
for the T-Craft model, which has a length-to-beam ratio of LC/BC = 4.1. The results
show that, for FrC < 0.3, the wave patterns within the cushion are fairly two-dimensional.
Three-dimensional effects become visible at FrC = 0.4, although the flow is still fairly
two-dimensional. At FrC = 0.5, the three-dimensional effects become pretty strong.
The wave patterns shown in Fig. A.2 showed that three-dimensional effects within the
cushion can be seen for roughly FrC > 0.4. These results were for a model with LC/BC =
4.1. The results shown in this thesis are for the segmented SES model of Heber (1977),
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Figure A.2: Predicted wave profiles for T-Craft model (LC/BC = 4.1) (from Donnelly,
2010)
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which had a length-to-beam ratio of LC/BC = 2.5. Thus, for this model, the results are
expected to remain two-dimensional up to a larger Froude number, although the effects
are difficult to quantify without further 3-D analysis. Nevertheless, since the seal-cushion-
wave-vessel motion model is only applied for 0.35 < FrC < 0.45, the 2-D assumption
should be valid. Based on the qualitative observations of the experimental study, however,
it is possible to determine whether the effects of three-dimensionality are important for that
case, particularly near the subhump where the effects of the seals on the total resistance
were measured to be greatest.
In Fig. A.3, an underwater view of the cushion space is shown for the segmented SES
model of Heber (1977) at the subhump with SSBM seals, which is the model configuration
that is simulated in Chapters 7 and 8 of this thesis. In the photograph, the bow is to the
left and the stern is to the right. Although the photograph shows a lot of spray and three-
dimensional effects outside the cushioned space, the interior cushioned space is fairly two-
dimensional, particularly when the wetted surface of the stern seal is observed. Towards
the right of the figure, there is a line of white froth that is observable along the length of
the stern seal. This line corresponds to the intersection of the free surface with the cushion
surface and shows a wetting of roughly 70% of the seal face length. The intersection is
fairly two-dimensional, although some leakage near the sidewalls is visible. In any case,
some three-dimensional wave effects are visible, particularly near the stern, and would be
expected to become more apparent at higher speeds.
The subject of three-dimensional effects is one that is of great interest and importance,
particularly when predicting the performance of vessels with higher length-to-beam ratios,
such as the T-Craft. Hence, one of the recommendations for future work is that the 3-D
problem is studied. In any case, the 2-D numerical model has been found to offer reason-
able predictions in this thesis for the response at lower speeds for an SES with length-to-
beam ratio of 2.5, and is found to offer a reasonable explanation for the physical cause
of the subhump, which was experimentally measured but has not yet been predicted. In
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Figure A.3: Segmented SES model (LC/BC = 2.5) operating with SSBM seals at the
subhump, looking from the bottom with the bow at the left. The wetted portion of the stern
seal is visible on the right of the figure, where the intersection of the wave and the seal can
be observed as a white froth that is nearly two-dimensional.
order to apply more confidently apply the 2-D model, the seal-cushion-wave-vessel motion
is only applied for FrC < 0.45, where the waves inside the cushioned space are expected
to be two-dimensional. For FrC > 0.45, a traditional resistance prediction method is em-
ployed which considers the effects of 3-D cushion wavemaking drag. Although the 2-D
assumption should be valid for the cases modeled in this study, particularly in the speed
range where seal effects are important, future extensions of the numerical method to con-
sider the full 3-D problem are warranted. Thus, the work presented in this thesis offers a
step towards the prediction of seal drag for a general 3-D SES that demonstrates the effects
of seal interaction for a case where the flow can be approximated as 2-D; however, future




A Sample Hydrodynamic Solution for Multiple
Planing Surfaces
In order to illustrate the flexibility of the linearized potential-flow method proposed in
Chapter 3, a simulation was run for a quadruple-stepped planing flat plate. In this case, the
plate is divided into five planing surfaces, each separated by a step. Although this example
does not have any data with which to compare, it provides a nice illustration of the ability
of the fluid model to consider complex problems of multiple planing surfaces.




























































































Figure B.1: An example of a quadruple-stepped plate, illustrating the ability of the fluid
solver to consider multiple planing surfaces. The plate surface is shown in black, the free
surface is shown in blue, the undeformed free surface is shown in a dashed blue line, and
the pressure distributions are shown in red.
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APPENDIX C
Extended Summary of Results from Segmented
SES Model Tests
This appendix provides an overview of some of the major findings from the US Navy
segmented model test, as reported by Heber (1977); Van Dyck and Fridsma (1979). The
details of the model that was tested are described in Chapter 6. Since a wide array of
parametric variations were measured during the model tests, the complete set will not be
presented here. It is, however, useful to provide an overview of the results to show the main
experimental findings and identify the trends.
C.1 Effects of Seal Type on Performance
In order to identify the differences and similarities between the three types of bow seals
tested, the model was run at comparable conditions for the three bow seal modules (Fig. 6.4).
Although there were minor differences in the model configuration resulting from physical
differences in the seal designs, the conditions were similar. The results for these cases are
shown in Fig. C.1. It is particularly informative to compare the results from all subplots
simultaneously. From the total resistance plot, two resistance humps are apparent. For this
model, the secondary hump is found to occur at Vs = 5.2 fps (FrC = 0.4) and the primary
hump occurs at Vs = 9.1 fps (FrC = 0.7). The total drag at the secondary hump is seen to
be larger in magnitude than the primary hump for all three of the seal types.
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By investigating the bow seal drag and stern seal drag (Figs. C.1(d) and C.1(e)), it can
be seen that the stern seal drag contributes largely at both the secondary and primary humps,
while the bow seal’s contribution exists primarily at the secondary hump. In addition, the
stern seal drag is generally observed to be higher than the bow seal drag. The physical
mechanism responsible for this observation was qualitatively described by Heber (1977) as
an interaction effect of the waves generated by the bow and stern seals. The tests qualita-
tively identified that the seals exhibited a large immersion (high drag) when operating near
a wave trough and a low immersion (low drag) when operating near a wave crest. This
concept is illustrated in Fig. C.2. At the secondary hump, both seals are located at wave
troughs, while at the primary hump, the bow seal is operating near a wave crest while the
stern seal is operating in a wave trough. This effect demonstrates qualitatively what causes
the large magnitudes of the drag humps in this case, and is consistent with the predictions
shown in Chapters 7 and 8.
In addition to large changes in resistance near the humps, there is a corresponding set
of trim and draft humps, which are highly related to the previously-described phenomena.
In particular, the trim and draft are both found to increase at the secondary and primary
humps.
Although the three types of seals tested were rather different in design, they were all
found to exhibit similar trends and similar behavior. This fact increases confidence that a
simplified numerical seal model may be able to accurately capture these effects.
C.2 Effect of Downstop Height for SSBM Seal
A series of runs were performed for the SSBM seal in order to test the effects of seal down-
stop height on the resistance components. The results are shown in Fig. C.3. The results
show that the downstop height has a large effect on the magnitude of the total resistance.
Interestingly, the downstop height settings that produce the largest resistance at the sec-
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(a) Total Drag (b) Trim (c) Draft
(d) Bow Seal Drag (e) Stern Seal Drag
Figure C.1: Comparison of three bow seal configurations at comparable conditions. ∆ =
45.36 kg (100 lb), hSF = hSA = 0.0 cm (0.0 in). (from Heber, 1977)
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(a) At secondary hump
(b) At primary hump
Figure C.2: Relation of cushion waves to bow and stern seals (from Heber, 1977)
ondary hump produce the lowest resistance at the primary hump and higher speeds. The
same trend was observed during model tests for the XR-1B test craft (Van Dyck, 1972).
At the subhump, the pressure drag of the stern seal dominates and hence a stern seal that
is more raised is beneficial due to lower form drag. Conversely, at post-hump speeds, the
trend is reversed since raised seals will lead the the vessel operating at a higher draft, which
increases the frictional resistance. Consequently, a seal that is lowered is more beneficial at
higher speeds. This suggests that the optimal seal configuration should vary with operating
speed and promotes the possible use of actively-controlled seals.
C.3 Effect of Downstop Height for Finger Seal
Although the finger seal is not modeled in this thesis, it is useful to show the effect of
downstop height for the finger bow seal tests in addition to the SSBM bow seal tests, which
were shown in the previous section. As is shown in Fig. C.4, the same trends are shown
for the finger seal as for the SSBM seal. It should be noted that in these cases, only the
stern seal has a downstop, and the finger seal is always located at the same initial position.
These results suggest that the qualities of the secondary and primary humps are primarily
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(a) Total Drag (b) Trim (c) Draft
(d) Bow Seal Drag (e) Stern Seal Drag
Figure C.3: Comparison of downstop seal height setting (HS = (hSF , hSA)) for SSBM
seal. ∆ = 45.36 kg (100 lb) (from Heber, 1977)
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dependent on the stern seal height, which is related to the overall stiffness of the stern seal
in that changes in the stern seal stiffness or internal seal pressure will lead to changes in the
seal height.
(a) Total Drag (b) Trim (c) Draft
(d) Bow Seal Drag (e) Stern Seal Drag
Figure C.4: Comparison of downstop seal height setting (HS = (hSF , hSA)) for Finger
seal. ∆ = 45.36 kg (100 lb) (from Heber, 1977)
C.4 Effects for Other Parametric Variations
In addition to variations in seal type and seal stop height, which were discussed in the
previous sections, the experimental study investigated the effects of fan flow rate, LCG,
and displacement on the vessel performance. The fan flow rate was found to yield rela-
tively small effects on the resistance characteristics. Additionally, the proposed numerical
model does not consider the dynamics of the fan system. The effects of seal pressure ratio
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(Ps,f/PC) were explored, however negligible effects were observed for all three seals. In
the case of the SSBM seal, this is likely due to the large stiffness of the planing face of
the bow seal. In the case of the Finger and Bag and Finger seals, the portion of the seal in
contact with the water is composed of fabric fingers, and hence is not affected by changes
in internal seal pressure. Consequently, these effects are not compared in this study. The
range of seal pressure ratios that were tested was very small (Ps,f/PC = 1.05 − 1.3). It is
therefore difficult to know what the effects of seal pressure ratio will truly be.
The effects of LCG variation for the SSBM bow seal are shown in Fig. C.5. It was found
that the LCG location had a large effect on the total resistance, particularly at the primary
and secondary drag humps. This effect can be partially attributed to the fact that the seals
had to provide varying amounts of lift in order for the model to reach equilibrium in trim
and draft as the LCG was moved forward or aft of the “optimal” configuration. The results
are not simple in the sense that moving the LCG one way or the other does not yield an
increase or decrease at all speeds. The effect is more complicated than that, owing to the
phasing of the cushion-generated wave system in combination with the amount of lift that
is required from each seal at each particular operating speed.
Finally, the displacement was varied for two cases: 100 lb and 80 lb. The results are
shown in Fig. C.6. The results show that the model displacement had a large effect on the
total resistance, body attitude, and seal loads.
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(a) Total Drag (b) Trim (c) Draft
(d) Bow Seal Drag (e) Stern Seal Drag
Figure C.5: Comparison of LCG positions for SSBM bow seal. ∆ =
45.36 kg (100 lb) (from Heber, 1977)
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(a) Total Drag (b) Trim (c) Draft
(d) Bow Seal Drag (e) Stern Seal Drag
Figure C.6: Comparison of results for SSBM bow seal for two different model displace-
ments (from Heber, 1977)
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APPENDIX D
Overview of 3-D Wave Resistance Prediction
In order to estimate the total resistance of the full, 3-D segmented model tested by Heber
(1977), three major components of the resistance must be estimated, as discussed in Chap-
ter 2 and defined in Eq. (2.2). The seal resistance (RS) is calculated using the 2-D seal
resistance model proposed in this thesis and the sidewall frictional resistance (RF,SW) is
calculated based on an estimation of the sidewall form and frictional drag using a friction
line and experimental tare runs, as described in Chapter 6. The final major resistance com-
ponent that must be considered is the cushion wavemaking resistance (RW ), which results
from the free-surface wave generation due to the presence of the air cushion.
In the current work, the 3-D wavemaking resistance is estimated using the method
proposed by Doctors and Sharma (1972), which has been shown to be accurate for many
cases in the past. In this method, the pressure cushion is represented by a 2-D smoothed
rectangular pressure patch acting on the free surface. The distribution is similar to the 1-D
pressure distribution presented in Section 3.6.2 and defined by Eq. (3.50) (which yields the
wave resistance for a 2-D SES). For a 3-D SES, the pressure distribution is extended to a
2-D pressure patch, which is defined by the following equation:































where αs is the longitudinal smoothing factor and βs is the transverse smoothing factor.
For the case of an SES, which has sidehulls, the pressure drop is typically assumed to be
sharp at the sidewalls (i.e. βs =∞).
Doctors’ wave resistance coefficient is shown in Fig. D.1, where it can be seen that the
length-to-beam ratio has a large effect on the wave resistance.
Figure D.1: Doctors’ wave resistance coefficient for varying cushion length-to-beam ratio
(LC/BC) with αs = 5, βs =∞ (from Wilson et al., 1979)
The length-to-beam ratio of the segmented SES model that was tested by Heber (1977)
(described in detail in Chapter 6 and Appendix C) had a length-to-beam ratio of 2.5. In
order to determine the appropriate longitudinal smoothing factor (αs), a series of exper-
imental runs was performed where the model was held just above the free surface such
that no part of the model touched the water and the Froude number based on the cushion
length (FrC) was varied. The fans were turned on and seals were included to contain the
pressure cushion. The results of these tests are shown in Fig. D.2. The results show a good
comparison between experimental results and the numerical results of Doctors and Sharma
(1972) using the following parameters: LC/BC = 2.5, αs = 5, βs =∞. In addition, it was
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found that a multiplicative factor of 1.2 was necessary to match the two sets of data. Using
these parameters, the cushion wavemaking drag can be calculated for varying FrC and PC .
This is the method used in Chapters 7 and 8 for estimating the 3-D cushion wavemaking
contribution to the total resistance.
Figure D.2: Experimentally-measured and numerically-predicted cushion wavemaking
drag for segmented SES model without contact with the water (i.e. pressure cushion
only) (from Van Dyck and Fridsma, 1979)
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